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Mail is the central location for all mail tasks in Blackbaud Student Information System. With Mail you can use the information stored in your Blackbaud Student Information System database to create items for mailing or electronic transmission. The types of mail you can create depend on the program in which you are working. Output from Mail is distinguished from Reports in that it is intended to be sent to parties outside of the organization.

Note: We offer high-quality, customized report card and transcript forms that are specifically designed for use with our software. Our report card and transcript forms feature state-of-the-art, tamper-proof backgrounds. For more information, visit our Web site at http://forms.blackbaud.com or call us toll-free at 866-4-BB-FORMS (866-422-3676).

This chapter explains the basic tools used in Mail and tab functions for each mail task in Blackbaud Student Information System. This guide also contains procedures for accessing Mail and finding, opening, previewing, sending as email, and exporting a mailing.

Mail Basics is intended to provide only an overview of each mailing and mail task. For detailed information, see that mail category in its respective chapter.

Accessing Mail Tasks

You access the Mail page by clicking Mail on the navigation bar. The Mail page appears, displaying links to mail categories.

Admissions Office — Labels and Envelopes and Letters
Registrar’s Office — Labels and Envelopes, Forms, and Letters

Glossary: A mail task is a specific mailing process, such as printing report cards or envelopes. Fields and options for a mail task are arranged on tabs so you can access all the information quickly and easily.

To select a mailing, click the link for the category of mail tasks you need from the Mail page, for example, Labels and Envelopes.
On the Labels and Envelopes page, select **Labels** in the list on the left. If any labels have been saved, they appear on the right of the screen. You can either open one of the saved labels or create new labels. For more information about creating or opening labels, see the Labels chapter.

### Mail Tabs

Whether you create a new mailing or open a saved mailing, a screen appears with tabs to specify how the mailing should look and the information included in the mailing. Each tab helps you enter information in an easy and logical manner. The tabs that appear depend on the mailing you are creating. You move among the tabs by clicking **Back** or **Next** at the bottom of the screen or by selecting the tab itself. Once you learn to run one mailing, it is easy to run other mailings because the tabs have similar features.

**General tab.** On the General tab, you set parameters specific to the mailing you have open. You can make selections for the format and information in the mailing. The General tab appears on all mail tasks.

**Glossary:** A filter is a requirement records must meet to be included in a query, report, mailing, template, or other grouping. For more information about filtering, see the *Program Basics Guide.*
Filters tab. On the Filters tab, you can select criteria that determines which records to include in the mail run. The Filters tab appears on all mail tasks. For more information about filtering, see the Program Basics Guide.

Relationship Filters tab. For labels, label truncation reports, envelopes, and letters, if you select a relationship record type in the Create <mailing> for field on the General tab, the Relationship Filters tab appears. On this tab, you select filters to determine which relationship types to include in the mail run. For more information about filtering, see the Program Basics Guide.
**Glossary:** An attribute is a tool used to group information based on a common theme. With attributes defined, you can filter information to your specifications.

**Attributes tab.** The Attributes tab appears for all mail tasks. On this tab, you can add, update, or delete attributes for records included in the mailing. You define attribute types in *Configuration.*
Address tab. Use the Address tab to specify which addresses to use for mailings. The program compares parameters you define on this tab with address information entered on the Addresses tab of the student/applicant/relationship record to identify the appropriate address to use. The Address tab appears for all mail tasks.

Format tab. On the Format tab, you designate the format of the mailing. The settings on this tab determine the appearance of the mailing. The list on the left of the screen displays formatting options for the mailing. When you select an item in the list, the right side of the screen changes to present selections for that section of the mailing. The Format tab appears for all mail tasks.

Note: The fields you select appear on the labels or envelopes in the order you select. Use the up and down arrows to change the order of the fields.
Fields to Include tab. On the Fields to Include tab, you can select the fields to print on a label, envelope, or letter and format how the information will appear. Certain fields have options associated with them. Options generally exist for attributes, user-defined messages, and phone numbers. The Fields to Include tab appears for labels, label truncation reports, envelopes, and letters.

Details tab. On the Details tab, you select the detail sections to include on report cards and transcripts and formatting options for those sections. The Details tab appears only for report cards and transcripts.
Summary/Notes tab. On the Summary/Notes tab you select the summary sections to include on report cards and transcripts and formatting options for those sections. The Summary/Notes tab appears only for report cards and transcripts.

Mail Categories

Note: We offer high-quality, customized report card and transcript forms that are specifically designed for use with our software. Our report card and transcript forms feature state-of-the-art, tamper-proof backgrounds. For more information, visit our Web site at http://forms.blackbaud.com or call us toll-free at 866-4-BB-FORMS (866-422-3676).

The mail tasks in each mail category serve very different purposes. The following is a brief description of each Mail category and its corresponding mail tasks. For detailed descriptions, see that mail category in its respective chapter.

Forms

Forms are documents similar to reports, but intended for an audience outside of your organization. You can create forms in Registrar’s Office.

Report Cards. You can use the Report Cards mail task to create a comprehensive statement of a student’s academic performance for a single academic year.

Transcripts. You can use the Transcripts mail task to create a comprehensive statement of a student’s academic performance for multiple academic years.

XAP Transcripts. You can use the XAP Transcripts mail task to create a file to upload to XAP’s Transcript Exchange for release to participating colleges.
Labels and Envelopes

You can use mail tasks in the Labels and Envelopes category to print labels and envelopes for *Admissions Office* and *Registrar's Office*.

**Note:** If you installed both *Admissions Office* and *Registrar’s Office* and have security rights to both programs, you can create labels, label truncation reports, and envelopes for student, applicant, faculty/staff, individual, organization, person, or relation records from either program.

**Labels.** You can use the Labels mail task to print labels with student, applicant, faculty/staff, individual, organization, person, or relation information.

**Label Truncation Reports.** You can create label truncation reports to identify which labels have information that does not fit on the label. It tests both the vertical and horizontal formatting.

**Envelopes.** You can print envelopes for students, applicants, faculty/staff, individuals, organizations, persons, or relations. You can also filter to select certain addresses for vendors and clients with multiple addresses in the database.

Letters

You can use mail tasks in the Letters category to print action letters for *Admissions Office* and *Registrar’s Office* and checklist letters for *Admissions Office*.

Using Letters, you create export files to merge with merge letters set up in a word processor. When you link the export file with the merge letter template, a separate letter is created for each exported record. For more information about creating Word merges, see “Using the Word Merge Process in Mail” on page 293.

**Note:** If you installed both *Admissions Office* and *Registrar’s Office* and have security rights to both programs, you can create action and checklist letters for student, applicant, faculty/staff, individual, or organization records from either program.

**Action Letters.** You can print action letters about actions assigned to students, applicants, individuals, faculty/staff, and organizations.

**Checklist Letters.** If you have *Admissions Office*, you can create checklist letters to notify applicants and their relations about items they need to complete for the admissions process.

Mail Tasks

You can use a variety of parameters to define the output for mailings in *Blackbaud Student Information System*. Saving these parameters also makes creating future mailings more efficient. Once you create and save mailings, you can open and edit them at any time. You can also preview a mailing prior to printing to make sure the information is accurate and that the mailing is formatted as you want it. For information about creating specific mailings, see the chapter for that mail category.

**Note:** A mail task is a specific mailing process, such as printing report cards or envelopes. Fields and options for a mail task are arranged on tabs so you can access all the information quickly and easily.

Other mail tasks available include exporting mail information for use in another software application and sending as email. You can also delete a mailing to permanently remove it from the program.

The following procedures include finding and opening, previewing, sending as email, and exporting mailings. While these procedures are written specifically for labels, you can use these same basic steps as a model for all mailings in *Blackbaud Student Information System*. For information about creating specific mailings, see the chapter for that mail category.
Finding and Opening a Saved Mailing

You can edit the parameters of a mailing saved in Blackbaud Student Information System. For this procedure we focus on opening and editing labels.

1. **Finding and opening a mailing**
   1. From the Mail page, click **Labels and Envelopes**. The Labels and Envelopes page appears.

   **Note:** While these procedures are written specifically for labels, you can use these same basic steps as a model for all mailings in Blackbaud Student Information System. For procedures for another mailing, see the chapter for that mail category.

   2. In the list on the left, select **Labels**. A list of saved labels appears in a grid on the right.

   3. Select the labels you want to open.

   4. On the action bar, click **Open**. The <Selected Labels> screen opens on the General tab.
Previewing a Mailing

You can preview the format and information in a mailing without opening the mailing. We recommend previewing a mailing before printing or sending it to another person. By previewing, you can make sure the information is accurate and that the mailing is formatted as you want it.

- **Previewing a mailing**
  1. From the Mail page, click **Labels and Envelopes**. The Labels and Envelopes page appears.

**Note:** While these procedures are written specifically for labels, you can use these same basic steps as a model for all mailings in *Blackbaud Student Information System*. For procedures for another mailing, see the chapter for that mail category.

  2. In the list on the left, select **Labels**. A list of saved labels appears in a grid on the right.

  3. In the grid, select the labels to preview.

  4. From the menu bar, select **File**, **Print Preview**.

**Tip:** You can also print the labels from the preview screen by clicking the **Print** button on the toolbar.

  5. A processing screen appears. Once processing is complete, the <Selected Labels> Preview screen appears.

  6. When you finish previewing the labels, click the red **X** to close the screen. You return to the Labels page.
Exporting a Mailing

To use mail information in another software application, for example, Microsoft Excel or Crystal Reports, you can export the mailing. When you export a mailing, you send mail information from the database to another software application using a data file. You can export a mailing without opening the mailing.

- Exporting a mailing
  1. From the Mail page, click Labels and Envelopes. The Labels and Envelopes page appears.

  **Note:** While these procedures are written specifically for labels, you can use these same basic steps as a model for all mailings in Blackbaud Student Information System. For procedures for another mailing, see the chapter for that mail category.

  2. In the list on the left, select Labels. A list of saved labels appears in a grid on the right.

  3. In the grid, select the labels to export.
  4. From the menu bar, select File, Export.
  5. A processing screen appears. Once processing is complete, the Export screen appears.

  6. In the **Format** field, select a format (such as Crystal Reports or Microsoft Excel) for the data file.
  7. In the **Destination** field, select where you want the information exported.
  8. Click **OK**. The Choose Export File screen appears.
9. In the File name field, enter a name for the export file.

10. Click Save. A message appears indicating the program is exporting the data. Once the data has been exported to your file, you return to the Labels page.

Sending a Mailing as Email

In Blackbaud Student Information System, you can share mail information with other users through email. You can send the information on a form to another user for further analysis or to use in other applications. When you send form information through email, you perform two functions: changing the format of the information to a data file and sending this data file to another person. Before you can send a form to another user, you must first select a format (such as Microsoft Excel, Crystal Reports, or Microsoft Access) for the data file. The format determines the appearance of the form and the software applications in which you can open the data file. Sending a form by email can be particularly useful when an individual needs to quickly reference form information but does not need to access or edit the form. You can send form information by email without opening the form.

Sending a mailing as email

1. From the Mail page, click Labels and Envelopes. The Labels and Envelopes page appears.

Note: While these procedures are written specifically for labels, you can use these same basic steps as a model for all mailings in Blackbaud Student Information System. For procedures for another mailing, see the chapter for that mail category.

2. In the list on the left, select Labels. A list of saved labels appears in a grid on the right.

3. In the grid, select the labels you want to send as email.

4. From the menu bar, select File, Send as Mail.
5. A processing screen appears. Once processing is complete, the Export screen appears.

6. In the **Format** field, select a format for the data file.

7. In the **Destination** field, select “Microsoft Mail (MAPI)”.

8. Click **OK**. The Send Mail screen appears.

9. In the **To** field, enter an email address.

10. In the **Subject** field, enter a subject for the email.

11. In the **Message** box, enter a message to the recipient.

12. Click **Send**. The form is sent as an attachment to your message. You return to the Labels page.
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You can use Report Cards in Mail to create a statement of a student’s academic performance for a session of a single academic year. You can create report cards customized for your school’s needs by selecting the academic information to include and the level of detail. You can also include student activities, attendance, performance, and notes. You can run report cards only if you have security rights established in Administration.

To access Report Cards, from the Mail page, click Forms. Select Report Cards in the list on the left of the page and a grid appears on the right displaying saved report cards. On this page you can create new report cards, open saved report cards, and delete report cards.

Overview of Report Cards

Report cards contain two main areas of information — the detail area and summary/notes area. The detail area presents course information in rows. You can add columns that list details for courses such as the instructor and section. You can also add columns to display grades, credits, or comments in the marking column in which they occurred. The summary/notes area lists summarized academic information and any additional notes you create to appear on the report card.

You can format the report card so the detail area is located on the left or upper area of the page and the summary/notes area is on the right or below the detail area. The summary/notes area is optional; not including one provides additional space in the detail area. The orientation you select is important because it determines the amount of space available for each section. The portrait format allows for more courses to display in the details section, while the landscape format allows for more columns to display across the details section. For more information about report card sections, see “Report Card Sections” on page 33.

Report Cards Tabs

When you create new report cards, you specify parameters for report cards on the General, Details, Summary/Notes, Filters, Attributes, Address, and Format tabs. Once you define parameters for a report card, you can save these to print report cards using the same parameters easily. To move among the tabs, click Next and Back at the bottom of the screen or select the tab.
Use the General tab to select the school, academic year, and sessions to include on the report card. You can also select general formatting options, such as the paper size and orientation.

### Note:
If a student has classes for more than one school, courses from both schools print on the report card.

**Report card for.** If you have more than one school, you can select for which school to print the report card. The school you select determines the information printed in the header.

**Academic year.** In the Academic year field, select for which academic year to print the report card.

**Session.** In the Session field, select for which session to print the report card.

**Term(s).** In the Term(s) field, select for which terms to print the report card.

**Include students on hold that should not receive report cards.** To include students on hold with a restriction against receiving report cards, mark Include students on hold that should not receive report cards.

**Paper size.** In the Paper Size field, select to print the report card on letter, legal, or A4 sized paper.

**Orientation.** In the Orientation field, select to print in portrait or landscape.

**Font.** In the Font field, select a font for text on the report card.

**Font size.** In the Font size field, select a font size for text in the details and summary areas.

**Create an output query of students.** To create a query of students for which you run report cards, mark Create an output query of students. You can save and use an output query later for reports or other mailings.
Details Tab

On the Details tab you select the detail sections to include on report cards and whether to include information from outside schools attended during the year. For more information about formatting detail sections, see “Report Card Sections” on page 33.

Borders. In the Borders field, select which separators to use for the detail area. You can select None, Box around area, Lines above and below area, Line above area, or Line below area.

Note: You can include all summary sections in the detail area except Freeform notes.

Section. In the Section column, select Courses, Academic Summary, Activities, Credits, GPAs, Performance, Ranks, Test Scores, Attendance, Conduct, or Student Notes. The Courses section is always listed first in the grid by default and should be formatted first because its settings affect the formatting of other sections.

When you select a section, the screen for that section type appears so you can define the columns, headings, and details that appear in that section. For more information about formatting report card sections, see “Report Card Sections” on page 33.

Heading. The Heading column displays the section headings entered on the General tab for each section. You must open a section to edit its heading.

Section Width. After you define the columns, headings, and details for a section and return to the Details tab, the Section Width column displays the sum of all column widths and spaces between columns for that section. This column is for informational purposes only.

Open. To open a detail section in the grid, select the section and click Open.

Delete. To delete a detail section from the grid, select the section and click Delete.

Up/Down. To change the order of detail sections in the grid, select a section and click the up or down arrow.
Include information from outside schools attended during the year. Mark Include information from outside schools attended during the year to include information for other schools a student attended during the selected academic year.

Format. If you mark Include information from outside schools attended during the year, you can click Format to access the Outside Schools Format screen. On this screen you can format how information for outside schools appears on the report card.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heading for outside school information</th>
<th>Show school name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Include comment after outside school information</td>
<td>Append years attended to school name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Font size:</td>
<td>Font style:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print a horizontal line after outside school information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Heading for outside school information — In this field, enter a heading for the outside school information.

Show school name — Mark this checkbox to group the information under each outside school name. If you do not mark this checkbox, information is grouped together under the outside school heading and sorted as a group.

Append years attended to school name — If you mark Show school name, you can also mark Append years attended to school name to add the years the student attended the outside school to the school’s name on the report card.

Include comment after outside school information — Mark this checkbox to enter a comment in the Comment field and select a font style and font size.

Print a horizontal line after outside school information — Mark this checkbox to add a horizontal line as a divider between outside schools and your school.

Heading for current school information — In this field, enter a heading to appear before information for your school.
Summary/Notes Tab

On the Summary/Notes tab you select the summary sections to include on report cards and formatting options for those sections. For more information about formatting summary sections, see “Report Card Sections” on page 33.

**Show the summary/notes area.** Mark *Show the summary/notes area* to include a summary/notes area on the report card. If you do not mark this option, all fields and options on this tab are disabled.

**Position.** In the **Position** field, select to position the summary area below or to the right of the detail area.

**Width/Height.** This field depends on your selection in the **Position** field. If you select Right, you can enter a width. If you select Bottom, you can enter a height. You can increase and decrease the width or height in increments of 0.1 inch. The minimum width/height is 0.1 inch and the maximum is 10.25 or 7.75 inches depending on whether you print in landscape or portrait format.

**Show summary/notes sections in [ ] columns.** In the **Show summary/notes sections in [ ] columns**, select the number of columns sets for the summary/notes section. If you position the summary/notes area to the right of the detail area, this field is 1 by default and is not editable. Information displays in one column.

If you position the summary/notes area to the bottom of the detail area, you can select up to four columns. If you select more than one, information prints in the first column and then wraps to the second column rather than breaking to a new page. You can also add column breaks after each summary/notes section (on the General tab for that section) so that information for each section prints in a separate column.

**Column width.** The **Column width** field displays a calculated width based on the selected position of the summary area, the page orientation, and the paper size (from the General tab).

**Borders.** In the **Borders** field, select which separators to use for the summary/notes area. You can select None, Lines above and below area, Line above area, Line below area, Box around area, or Box around each column. If the summary/notes section’s position is to the right of the detail area, there is an additional option, Detail separator only, which prints a vertical line between the detail and summary/notes sections.
Summary/Notes Section Grid

In the grid, select the sections of information to appear in the summary/notes area of the report card.

**Section.** In the **Section** column, select Academic Summary, Activities, Student Notes, Test Scores, Attendance, Conduct, or Freeform Notes. When you select a section, the screen for that section type appears so you can define related columns, headings, and details. For more information about formatting summary sections, see the “Report Card Sections” on page 33.

**Heading.** After you define the columns, headings, and details for a summary section and return to the Summary/Notes tab, the **Heading** column displays the heading you typed in the **Section Heading** field on the section’s General tab. This column is for informational purposes only.

**Section Width.** After you define the columns, headings, and details for a summary section and return to the Summary/Notes tab, the **Section Width** column displays the sum of all column widths and spaces between columns for that section. This column is for informational purposes only.

**Open.** To open a summary section in the grid, select the section and click **Open**.

**Delete.** To delete a summary section from the grid, select the section and click **Delete**.

**Up/Down.** To change the order of summary sections in the grid, select a section and click the up or down arrow.

Filters Tab

On the Filters tab, you select criteria that determines which students report cards print for and the courses included in the report. For more information about filtering in *Blackbaud Student Information System*, see the *Program Basics Guide*.

**Tip:** You can also double-click a filter in the grid to open the selection screen.

**Open.** To open a selection screen to designate specific filters for the report card, select a filter in the grid and click **Open** on the action bar.
Clear All Filters. To reset each filter to include all, you can click Clear All Filters.

Note: A filter is a requirement items must meet to be included in report card run.

Filters. The Filters column lists all the filters for the report card. You cannot edit this column.

Include. By default, in the Include column, each filter is set to All. To open a selection screen to designate specific filters for the report card, choose Selected.

Selected Filters. Filters you specify on the selection screen appear in the Selected Filters column.

Selected Filters Screen

From the Filters tab, you can open a selection screen for a filter in several ways: by double-clicking the filter in the grid, selecting the filter in the grid and clicking Open on the action bar, or choosing Selected in the Include column for the filter.

Include. For each filter, you can select to include all or select specific filters. Depending on the filter, you may also be able to filter by a range or query.

All. If you mark Include: All, you cannot designate specific filters.

Selected or Range. If you mark Include: Selected or Range, a grid appears in which you can specify filters. In a field, you can click the binoculars to search for information.

Query. If you mark Include: Query, the Query name field appears for you to enter the name of the query by which to filter the report card. In the field, you can click the binoculars to search for the query name.

To create a new query, click the binoculars. Then click Add a New Query on the Open Query screen. For more information about creating queries, see the Query Guide.

Previous Filter. To view or edit the previous filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Previous Filter.

Next Filter. To view or edit the next filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Next Filter.
Attributes Tab

You can use the Attributes tab to add, delete, or update attributes for students when you print report cards. For example, to track the number of report cards you print for students, you can add a “Report card printed” attribute to each student included in a report card run. Later, you can filter a report or query using this attribute to calculate the total number of report cards printed. For more information about creating attributes, see the Configuration Guide for Registrar’s Office.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Attribute Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Short Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Required</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Action.** In the Action column, you can add, delete, or update attributes on the records when you print report cards.

**Attribute Type.** In the Attribute Type column, you can select an attribute type.

**Description.** In the Description column, you can enter or select a description for the attribute type.

**Short Description.** In the Short Description column, a brief description of the attribute type appears when you select a type in the Attribute Type column.

**Date.** In the Date column, select the date you add, delete, or update the attribute.

**Required.** If the attribute type you select is required, the program automatically marks the checkbox in the Required column.

**Comments.** In the Comments column, you can enter additional information about the attribute type.

Address Tab

Use the Address tab to specify which addresses to use for report cards. The program compares the parameters you define on this tab with address information entered on the Addresses tab of the student/relationship record to identify the appropriate address to use.
On the Address tab, you select a validation date and then define the order in which the program evaluates address types. The program first checks the validation date, then seasonal addresses, other address types (in the order you determine), and attributes. The first address found on the student/relationship record that meets the defined parameters is used on the report card. You can also specify what to do if no valid address is found.

Step 1. In the **Use address from** field, select whether to print the address from the student or relationship record.

If you select Relationship, we recommend that before printing you review the individuals marked to receive report cards to ensure they are correct.

**Note:** Any address with No mail selected in the Send [ ] to this address field on the Address Attributes tab is automatically excluded as a possible address.

Step 2. In the **Validate addresses as of [ ]** field, select a date to determine which address to use. Any address that is valid on this date is considered for use on the report card. Any addresses that are not valid on this date are automatically excluded from consideration.

Step 3. Determine whether to include seasonal addresses as possible addresses. If you mark **Consider seasonal addresses**, the program uses the first valid seasonal address found on the student/relationship record and does not consider any other addresses.

If the seasonal address has the Send no mail attribute, the seasonal address is excluded automatically as a possible address. If a valid seasonal address is not found, the program considers the address types selected in Step 4.

Step 4. In the **If no seasonal addresses are found, consider these addresses** frame, select which address types to use if no valid seasonal addresses exist.

In the **Addresses** box, select an address type and click the right arrow to move it into the **Addresses to consider, in order of importance** box. The first address type in the list that matches the validation date is used on the report card. You can change the order addresses are considered by selecting an address type and clicking the up and down arrows next to the list.
If a valid address is not found from these address types, the program considers the attributes selected in Step 5.

**Step 5.** In the grid, you can select address attribute types to consider. For example, you have a “Report card address” attribute you use to flag addresses for report cards. When you select Include in the **Action** column and Report card address in the **Attribute** column of the grid, the program automatically uses any valid addresses assigned this attribute.

**Step 6.** In the **If no address is found** field, select what to do if a valid address is not found. You can select Print with no address, Remove record from run, or Print specific address. If you select to print a specific address, the **Use** field appears so you can select the address type to use when a student/relationship does not have an address of the types you added to the **Addresses to consider, in order of importance** list.

**Format Tab**

On the Format tab, you designate the format and appearance of the report card. The list on the left of the screen displays formatting options for the report card. When you select an item in the list, the right side of the screen changes to present selections for that section of the report card.

**Student Sort**

When you print many report cards at one time, you can use Student Sort to group report cards by a selected option and arrange them in ascending or descending order.

Sort by. In the **Sort by** column, select items for grouping report cards. For example, you can group report cards by advisors or student year.

Category. If you select to sort by an attribute in the **Sort by** column, you can select the attribute in the **Category** column. Otherwise the field is disabled.

Order by. In the **Order by** column, select the sort order of report cards. Select Ascending to sort sequentially or alphabetically. Select Descending to sort in reverse sequential or reverse alphabetical order.
Form Alignment

You can use Form Alignment to specify vertical and horizontal alignment of printed information on report card forms.

**Vertical Alignment.** In the **Vertical alignment** field, you can select to use the default alignment or to move printed information up or down and how much to move the information. For example, if you select Move printed information up and enter 2, the information prints .02 inch higher on the page.

**Horizontal alignment.** In the **Horizontal alignment** field, you can select to use the default alignment or to move printed information left or right and how much to move the information. For example, if you select Move printed information left and enter 2, the information prints .02 inch more to the left on the page.
Name Formats

Using Name Formats, you can format how names appear for students, faculty/staff, and relations in the address and body sections of the report card. In the tree view on the left, select Student, Faculty/Staff, or Relationship to format names for that record type.

The formatting selections you make in the Report Card Address frame affect the address that prints when Address with addressee is selected in the Type column on the Student Information Header screen of the Format tab.

The formatting selections you make in the Report Card Body frame appear in the body area of the report card and the header.

Select addressee/salutation from [ ]. In the Select addressee/salutation from [ ] field, select Record or Configuration.

Use. If you select Record, in the Use field, select the full name, primary addressee, primary salutation, directory name, diploma name, informal addressee, or informal salutation as defined on the student/faculty/staff/relationship record.

If you select Configuration, in the Use field, select from one of the formats defined in Configuration.

If not present...Select addressee/salutation from. In the If not present...Select addressee/salutation from field, you can select a second name format for situations where the first selection is not present on student or relationship records. For example, if you select to use the Primary salutation, and you have students without a defined Primary salutation on the Addresses/Salutations tab, the second name format is used. If you select <Full name> or Configuration in the Use field, this field is disabled.

Header

Use the Header options to select a template that determines the layout and position of school and student information in the header. You can include a logo and notes in the header.
General

Select **General** in the tree view to select the layout and position of items included in the header.

![General Header](image)

**Template layout.** In the **Template layout** field, select Side by side or Stacked. When you select a layout, a preview of the header layout appears.

- **Side by side** — Select this option to display school information next to student information.
- **Stacked** — Select this option to display school information above the student information. Both sets of information are left-aligned by default.

**Print report card title.** Mark **Print report card title** to print a title on the report card.

**Title.** If you mark **Print report card title**, in the **Title** field, you can use the default title “Report Card” or enter a different title.

**Position.** In the **Position** field, select where to print the report card title. If you select Title bar, the title prints in white font on a thick black line between the header and body of the report card. If you select Label, the title prints in the top right corner of the page.

**Print school logo.** Mark **Print school logo** to print a logo on the report card.

**File name.** If you mark **Print school logo**, in the **File name** field, you must browse to the logo graphic file. Graphic files must be in bitmap (*.bmp) or jpeg (*jpg) format. You may need to resize the width and height of the logo in your graphics program.

**Placement.** You can use the **Indent**, **Height**, and **Width** fields to adjust the placement of the logo within the header.

**Print notes.** To add a note to the header, mark **Print notes** and enter text in the box. If you selected Side by side in the **Template layout** field, the note prints at the bottom right of the header. If you selected Stacked, the note prints at the bottom left of the header.
**Format**

Select **Format** in the tree view to format the placement, font size and style, and number of columns for fields in the school and student information sections.

**Name/Address.** In the **Indent** and **Width** fields of the **School Fields** frame, enter the amount to indent and the width allowed for fields in the school information section.

**Additional lines.** In the **Indent** and **Width** fields of the **School Fields** frame, enter the amount to indent and the width allowed for additional lines added to the school information section.

**Font size.** In the **Font size** field of the **Student Name** frame, select the size of the student name.

**Font style.** In the **Font style** field of the **Student Name** frame, select the font style (regular, bold, italics, or bold italics) for the student name.

**Font size.** In the **Font size** field of the **Student Fields** frame, select the size of the student fields in the student information section.

**Label: Font style.** In the **Label: Font style** field of the **Student Fields** frame, select Regular, Bold, Italics, or Bold Italics for the labels of student fields in the student information section.

**Alignment.** In the **Alignment** field of the **Student Fields** frame, select the alignment for the labels of student fields.

**Show student fields in [ ] column(s).** In the **Show student fields in [ ] column(s)** field of the **Student Fields** frame, select the number of columns for the student fields. You can select up to three columns.

**Note:** You select the student fields and field formats in the Student Information section of the Format tab.
# of Fields in Column. If you select to use columns for the student fields, you can select the number of fields (up to eight) to include in each column. A row appears for each field. For example, if you select 2 in the Show student fields in [ ] column(s) field and 3 in the # of Fields in Column column, the student information section appears as shown here.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ms. Kathryn Abbey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address: 1236 Elm St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charleston, SC 29464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year: Freshman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree: Bachelor's of Science Degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major: Biology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Indent (in). In the Indent column, enter the amount to indent the column from the section’s left edge.

Label Width (in). In the Label Width (in) column, select the maximum width for field labels in each column.

Field Width (in). In the Field Width (in) column, select the maximum width for fields in each column.

School Information

Select School Information in the tree view to format the school information section of the header.

Section height. In the Section height field, enter the height of the School information section in inches. The minimum height is 0 inches and the maximum is 10.25 inches for portrait layout and 7.75 for landscape. If you select Side by side in the Template layout field, the Section height entered here is used for the Student Information section as well.

Borders. In the Borders field, select which separators to use for the school information section. You can select None, Lines above and below section, Line below section, or Box around section.
**School name.** The School Name box displays the school selected in the Report card for field on the General tab. You can use this name or enter a different one. You can use the buttons below the School Name box to format the alignment, font size, and style of school name text.

**Address.** The Address box displays the address and phone number of the school selected in the Report card for field on the General tab. You can use this address or enter a different one. You can use the buttons below the Address box to format the alignment, font size, and style of address text.

**Additional lines.** You can enter additional information for the header in the Additional lines box. If you selected Side by side in the Template layout field, the lines print at the bottom right of the header. If you selected Stacked, the line print in the top left of the header. You can use the buttons below the Additional lines box to format the alignment, font size, and style of additional lines text.

**Student Information**

Select Student Information in the tree view to format the student information section of the header. Student information displays in the number of columns selected in the Format Header section of the Format tab.

The Col column of the grid displays rows for the number you selected in the # of Fields in Column column in the Format Header section. For example, if you selected to include two columns with three fields in each column, the Col column lists three rows for column 1 and three rows for column 2.

**Section height.** In the Section height field, enter the height of the Student information section in inches. The minimum height is 0 inches and the maximum is 10.25 inches for portrait layout and 7.75 for landscape. If you select Side by side in the Template layout field, the Section height entered here is used for the School Information section as well.

**Borders.** In the Borders field, select which separators to use for the student information section. You can select None, Lines above and below section, Line below section, Box around section, Horizontal lines, Vertical lines, or Grid lines. If you select Horizontal lines, Vertical lines, or Grid lines, a box also prints around the section.

**Note:** The Col column displays the column in which display items will print.

**Display Item.** In the Display Item column of the grid, select the items of information to print in the student information section of the header.

If you select Parent/Guardian, the program uses the relationship selected to print on report cards on the Relationship tab of the student record. The relationship name formats as specified on the Relationship Name Formats section of the Format tab for the report card body. If Relationship is selected in the Use address from field on the Address tab and you select Address as the Display Item and Address with addressee in the Type column, then relationship names are formatted as specified on the Format tab for the report card address.
**Type.** For some items you select in the **Display Item** column, such as Attribute, Address, or Rank, you must also select a type in the **Type** column of the grid.

**Marking Column.** For some items you select in the **Display Item** column, such as Cumulative GPA or Rank, you must also select a marking column in the **Marking Column** column of the grid.

**Heading.** In the **Heading** column of the grid, you can use the default heading that appears for the item selected in the **Display Item** column or enter a different one.

**Format Field.** If you select Cumulative GPA, Total credits, Birth date, Print date, Date entered, Date left, Standard/Mandatory credits, Transfer credits, or Graduation date in the **Display Item** column, select the item and click **Format Field** to format the decimal places or date format for those items.

**Up/Down.** To change the order of items in the grid, select an item and click the up or down arrow.

### Footer

Use the Footer options to print footer information at the bottom of every page in the report card. You can print a signature line, the print date, and the page number in the footer.

**Print signature line in footer.** Mark the **Print signature line in footer** to add a signature box to the report card. Marking this option enables other fields on this screen.

**Height.** In the **Height** field, enter the height of the signature box in inches. The minimum is 0.1 inch and the maximum is 3 inches.

**Font size.** In the **Font size** field, select the font size for text used in the signature line.

**Font style.** In the **Font style** field, select Regular, Bold, Italics, or Bold Italics.

### Signature Line Grid

Use the **Signature Line** grid to select and format the items that appear in boxes in the signature line.
Display Item. In the Display Item column, you can include boxes on the report card for the signature, the title of the person signing, and the date the report card is signed.

Heading. In the Heading column, you can use the default heading for the display items you selected, enter different headings, or leave it blank. Headings print on the left side of the box.

Populate With. In the Populate With column, select the items to appear in the Title and Date boxes by default. For the Title box, you can select <Blank> to leave the box blank for the signer to complete or select Specific Text to enter a default title in the Value column. For the Date box, you can select <Blank> to leave the box blank for the signer to complete or select Today, Tomorrow, or Specific Date. If you select Specific Date, you can enter a date in the Value column.

Value. If you selected Specific Text or Specific Date in the Populate With column, in the Value column, you can enter values for the title and date boxes.

Width. In the Width field, enter the width for each item. The report card’s page layout determines the width of the box in the first row of the grid (3.75 if portrait, 6.25 if landscape). This value is uneditable and increases or decreases as you increase or decrease the widths in the other rows.

Print report card date in footer. Mark Print report card date in footer to print the date at the bottom of each page of the report card. In the Format field, select a format for the date or time. In the Align field, select where the date should print within the footer — left, center, or right.

Print page number in footer. Mark the Print page number in footer to print page numbers at the bottom of each page. In the Format field, select a page number format. In the Align field, select where the page number should print within the footer — left, center, or right.

Report Card Sections

On the Details and Summary/Notes tabs, you select the sections of information to include on the report card. The sections you select on the Details tab appear in the detail area of the report card and those you select on the Summary/Notes tab appear in the summary/notes area. The possible sections are Courses, Credits, GPAs, Performance, Ranks, Academic Summary, Activities, Test Scores, Attendance, Conduct, Student Notes, and Freeform Notes. Several report card sections can be added to both the detail and the notes/summary areas.

On the Details and Summary/Notes tabs, when you select a section to add, a screen appears for that section type. Using the tabs on this screen, you can format the size and appearance of the section, the information and details included, and how the information is organized in columns.

Courses Detail Section

Note: If course information or comments do not print as expected (for example, grades or comments are missing), make sure the Print on report card checkbox is marked for the missing items on the student record and on the Grading tab for the course.

The courses section in the detail area displays course information in rows. You can add columns that list details such as the teacher, section, and attendance. You can also add columns to display grades, credits, comments, or class notes in the marking column in which they occurred. When you add certain detail sections, such as GPAs, performances, credits, or ranks, these break down automatically by the marking columns you added for the courses section.

To format the courses section, on the Details tab, select Courses in the Section column of the grid. The Courses Section screen appears. This screen has tabs you use to format the courses section and the information included.
General Tab

On the General tab, you can define a heading for the courses section, include transfer courses and add lines to divide columns and courses.

**Section heading.** In the **Section heading** field, select an academic year/grade format or select “Custom” to enter a heading.

**Show column header row.** Mark **Show column header row** to display column headings. Unmark the checkbox to hide the headings.

**Print a box around the column heading row.** If you mark **Show column header row**, you can mark **Print a box around the column heading row** to print a box around column headings and multiple column heading rows.

**Include a [ ] after each course.** Mark this option to add a blank line, horizontal line, or blank line and horizontal line after each course row.

**Note:** If you add horizontal lines after courses and vertical lines between columns, a grid forms in this section.

**If showing a total credits row, print a horizontal line after the last course.** Mark this option to add a dividing line between the last course and the total credits row.

**Print a vertical line between columns.** Mark **Print a vertical line between columns** to print vertical lines between each column in the section. If you include comments in the courses section, the vertical lines end at the border selected for those subsections on the Comments tab.

**Print courses from outside schools.** Mark **Print courses from outside schools** to print the course names of transfer courses. This option appears only if you marked **Include information from outside schools** on the Details tab.

**Show grades.** If you marked **Print courses from outside schools**, the **Show grades** option is enabled. Mark **Show grades** to print grades for courses taken at outside schools for the marking columns selected on the Columns tab.
**Show credits.** If you marked **Print courses from outside schools**, the **Show credits** option is enabled. Mark **Show credits** to print credits for courses taken at outside schools for the marking columns selected on the Columns tab.

**Include a [ ] after this section.** Mark **Include a [ ] after this section** to add a blank line or horizontal line after the courses section. These options print only when a section is positioned directly below the courses section.

### Columns Tab

On the Columns tab, you define columns of information for the courses section. Once you add course columns, the grid displays the column’s heading, description, and width. You cannot add a marking column as the first column.

**New Column.** To add a new column to the courses section, click **New Column**. The Column <#> screen appears.

**Open Column.** To open a courses column in the grid, select the column and click **Open Column**.

**Tip:** When creating report cards with similar columns, you can use the **Repeat Column** button to quickly add columns using the same width, alignment, and font style.

**Repeat Column.** To add a copy of an existing column in the grid, select the column and click **Repeat Column**.

**Delete Column.** To delete a courses column in the grid, select the column and click **Delete Column**.

**Up/Down.** To change the order of courses columns in the grid, select a column and click the up or down arrow.

**Heading.** Once you define a column, the **Heading** column displays the heading entered in the **Column heading** field of the Column <#> screen. You can edit the heading by typing directly in the row.

**Description.** Once you define a column, the **Description** column displays the item selected in the **Field to show** field of the Column <#> screen. If you selected Marking column in the **Field to show** field, it is the marking column and item selected in the **Display** field.

**Width.** Once you define a column, the **Width** column displays the width entered in the **Column width** field of the Column <#> screen. You can edit the width by typing directly in the row.
The Column <#> Screen

To add a new column to the courses section, click New Column. The Column <#> screen appears. The <#> is the position of the column in the list. For example, if the number is 2, the column is the second from the left on the report card.

**Field to show.** In the Field to show column, select the item of information to display in the column. The item you select changes the fields that appear on this screen. If you select Marking column, Total attendance, or Total credits, additional fields appear.

**Marking column.** If you select Marking column in Field to show, the Marking column and Display fields appear as well as other formatting options. In the Marking column field, select the marking column and in the Display field, select the information from the marking column to display, such as grades, credits, or comment codes. If you select Comment codes in the Display field, comment codes print only if grade comments entry is defined as Numeric for the academic year in Configuration.

**Note:** You cannot add a marking column for the first column.
Credits. If you select Total credits in Field to show, the Credits field appears as well as other formatting options. In the Credits field, select to display the credits awarded or credits attempted.

Attribute. If you select Course attribute in Field to show, the Attribute field appears. In the Attribute field, select the attribute to display for courses.

Column width. In the Column width field, enter a width for the column. The minimum width is 0.1 inch and the maximum is 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape.

Note: You can select <Blank> in the Field to show field to add a blank column providing extra space between columns.

Column start. The Column start field displays where the column will start printing. The value is the sum of widths for all other columns positioned before it in the section.

Section width. The Section width field displays the sum of widths for all columns in the section (including the current column) and the space between columns. If the section width exceeds the amount allowed for this section, the number is red.

Column heading. The Column heading box displays the item selected in Field to show or Marking column fields. You can use this heading or enter a different one.

Format buttons. You can use the buttons below the Column heading box to format the alignment and style of heading text.

Wrap text if needed. If you select any item in Field to show besides Marking column, Withdrawal date, Total credits, Total attendance, or <Blank>, the Wrap text if needed checkbox appears. Mark this option to continue information to the next line for text that is too long to fit on one row within the column width.

Detail alignment. If you select Marking column, Total credits, or Total attendance in Field to show, the Detail alignment field appears. In this field you can select how items align in the column. If you select Default, text prints on the left and numbers print on the right.

Detail indention. If you select Marking column, Total credits, or Total attendance in the Field to show field, and Right or Left in the Detail alignment field, the Detail indention field appears. You can increase and decrease the indention in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape.

If the detail alignment is right, the indention is from the right side and if the detail alignment is left, the indention is from the left side. If the indention amount is set large enough to cause the information to print over the next column, then the information is truncated. If the indention is so large that all the information is truncated, then the program will not indent the information.

Letter/Number. If you select Marking column in Field to show and Grade in the Display field, the Letter/Number field appears. In this field, select the format for grades in the column. If you select a format that contains a number, the Decimal places field appears.

Decimal places. If you select Marking column, Total credits, or Total attendance in Field to show field, the Decimal places field appears. In this field, enter the number of places after the decimal to print numbers.

Show trailing zeros. If you select to use one or more decimal places, mark Show trailing zeros to ensure there are always the same number of numerals to the right of the decimal. For example, a student earns 3.5 and 3.75 credits for two courses. If you mark this option, the program adds a zero after 3.5 and prints 3.50.

Show grades/credits/comment codes for marking columns that do not award credit. If you select Marking column in Field to show and Grade, Credits attempted, Credits awarded or Comment codes, in the Display field, the Show grades/credits/comment codes for marking columns that do not award credit checkbox appears for that item. Mark this option to display grades/credits/comment codes for marking columns that do not award credits.

Show grades entered as 'NG'. If you select Marking column in Field to show and Grade in the Display field, the Show grades entered as 'NG' checkbox appears. Mark this option to print grades entered as ‘NG’ (for blank or missing grades) in the marking column.
Show column total. If you select Total Credits or Marking column in Field to show and Credits attempted or Credits awarded in the Display or Credits fields, the Show column total checkbox appears. Mark this option to add a row for credit totals at the bottom of each course section for the credits in the column.

Show total cumulative credits. If you select Total Credits or Marking column in Field to show and Credits attempted or Credits awarded in the Display or Credits fields, the Show total cumulative credits checkbox appears. Mark this option to add a row for credit totals at the bottom of each course section for the cumulative credits for all years up to and including that column.

Translate tardies to absences. If you select Total attendance in Field to show, the Translate tardies to absence checkbox appears. If you defined tardy code translations in Configuration (for example, five tardies equals an absence), you can mark this option to print translated tardies as absences. Only class attendance is considered for this column, so if your school tracks attendance in days only, the column is blank.

Terms to include. If you select Total attendance in Field to show, the Terms to include checkbox appears. In this field, you can select for which terms to include attendance.

Include these attendance codes. If you select Total attendance in Field to show, the Include these attendance codes box appears. Mark the checkbox for each attendance code to include in the attendance column.

Include credits from [ ] to [ ]. If you select Total credits in Field to show, the Include credits from [ ] to [ ] field appears. In this field, select a first and last marking column to define a time period for credits to include in totals. The program uses the order of marking column table entries in Configuration to determine which marking columns to include within the range.

In this field, you can select marking columns that span different marking column sets, but only credits for the marking columns included in the set associated with the session selected on the General tab appear on the report card.

For example, Marking Column Set #1 includes marking columns MC1A, MC1B, and MC1C and Marking Column Set #2 includes marking columns MC2A, MC2B, and MC2C. When you are printing a report card for the Regular session, which is associated with Marking Column Set #1, if you define the credits range as MC1A to MC2A, only those marking columns included in Marking Column Set #1 (MC1A, MC1B, and MC1C) are included in the credits totals.

Date format. If you select Withdrawal date in Field to show, the Date format field appears. In this field, select the month/date/year combination for formatting dates.
Comments Tab

On the Comments tab, you can print comments listed for a course below the course row. For courses assigned default comments, the actual comment prints, not the comment number. Comments print in the font style and size defined on the comment notepad, regardless of what is selected for the report card on the General tab.

Show comments for each course. Mark Show comments for each course to print comments below courses. If you do not mark this option, all fields and options on this tab are disabled.

Section heading. In the Section heading field, you can enter a heading for the comments section or leave it blank. Heading text is bold on the report card.

Indent section [ ] inches. Mark Indent section [ ] inches to increase and decrease the indentation of the section in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape.

If the indentation amount is set large enough to cause the information to print over the next column, then the information is truncated. If the indentation is so large that all the information is truncated, then the program will not indent the information.

Print a horizontal line before comments. Mark this option to add a horizontal line as a divider before comments.

Suppress blank comment rows. Mark Suppress blank comment rows to prevent blank rows for courses with no comments.

Label comments with marking column [ ]. Mark Label comments with marking column [ ] to add a column before the comment listing the marking column in which the comment was assigned. You can label the marking column with the short or long description.

Use [ ] inches of the [ ] inches of the available space for the marking column description. If you mark Label comments with marking column, you must enter the amount of space to allow for the marking column description. The amount of space available is the total section width.

Print comments for transfer courses. If you marked Include information for outside schools attended during the year on the Details tab, you can include comments for transfer courses.
Include these marking columns. In the Include these marking columns frame, mark the marking columns for which you want to include comments. You can print comments for marking columns not included in the courses columns.

Class Notes Tab

On the Class Notes tab, you can print class notes listed for a course below the course row. Class notes appear before comments.

Keep in mind that class notes are different from student notes. Student notes have a Print on report card checkbox to control which student notes are included, but any class notes entered for the selected marking columns are included.

Show class notes for each course. Mark Show class notes for each course to print class notes below courses. If you do not mark this option, all fields and options on this tab are disabled.

Section heading. In the Section heading field, you can enter a heading for the class notes section or leave it blank. Heading text is bold on the report card.

Indent section [ ] inches. Mark Indent section [ ] inches to increase and decrease the indentation of the section in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape.

If the indentation amount is set large enough to cause the information to print over the next column, then the information is truncated. If the indentation is so large that all the information is truncated, then the program will not indent the information.

Print a horizontal line before class notes. Mark this option to add a horizontal line as a divider before class notes.

Suppress blank class note rows. Mark Suppress blank class note rows to prevent blank rows for courses with no class notes.

Label class notes with marking column [ ]. Mark Label class notes with marking column [ ] to add a column before the class note listing the marking column in which the class note was assigned. You can label the marking column with the short or long description.
Use [ ] inches of the [ ] inches of the available space for the marking column description. If you mark Label class notes with marking column, you must enter the amount of space to allow for the marking column description. The amount of space available is the total section width.

Include these marking columns. In the Include these marking columns frame, mark the marking columns for which you want to include class notes. You can print class notes for marking columns not included in the courses columns.

Multiple Column Headings Tab

On the Multiple Column Headings tab, you can create a heading that appears over one or more of the individual column headers.

Note: If you marked Print a box around the column heading row on the General tab, when you add multiple column headings, vertical lines print in the box to separate each of the column groupings.

Heading. In the Heading column, enter text for the heading.
Start. In the Start column, select the first column over which the multiple column heading appears.
End. In the End column, select the last column over which the multiple column heading appears.
Align. In the Align column, select left, center, or right alignment for the heading.
Sort/Break Tab

Use the Sort/Break tab to select the order of information in the course section and where breaks fall between sets of information.

**Sort by.** To order the information, select a sorting category in the **Sort by** column.

**Order by.** In the **Order by** column, select to sort in ascending or descending order.

**Break?** Mark the checkbox in the **Break?** column to create breaks between sections. A break divides sets of information by adding space between each section and text. For example, if you sort and break by Course name, information for each course is set apart by a blank line and the course name heading.

If you mark **Break?**, other fields are enabled so you can define a break header and break footer for that sort category.

**Text before value.** In the **Text before value** field, you can enter text to appear directly before the value for the selected sorting category, which is now the heading for the subsections.

**Text after value.** In the **Text after value** field, you can enter text to appear directly after the value for the selected sorting category, which is now the heading for the subsections.

**Page break on each new <Sort Category>.** Mark **Page break on each new <Sort Category>** to print each sort category subsection on a new page.

Credits Detail Section

The credits section in the detail area displays total attempted or awarded credits for the selected marking columns. You can designate whether to display the total credits for a marking column or the cumulative credits for all marking columns up to that marking column.

If you define credit columns in the courses section, adding a credits section is not necessary. You should add a credit section rather than credit columns in the courses section if you want credit information to appear in its own section, separate from the courses information.
To add a credits section, on the Details tab, select Credits in the Section column of the grid. The Credits Section screen appears. This screen has tabs you use to format the credits section and select the information to include.

General Tab

On the General tab, you can define a heading for the credits section, indent credit information, add lines to divide columns and credits, and include credits from outside schools.

In the Section heading field, you can enter a heading for the credits section or leave it blank. Heading text is bold on the report card.

Indent section details [ ] inches. To indent the credit section of the details section, mark Indent section details [ ] inches and enter the amount to indent. You can increase and decrease the indentation of the section in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape. Section headings do not indent, only the first column.

If the indentation amount is set large enough to cause the information to print over the next column, then the information is truncated. If the indentation is so large that all the information is truncated, then the program will not indent the information.

Note: The section width appears at the bottom of the screen. This number is the sum of widths for all columns in the section and the space between columns.

Show column header row. Mark Show column header row to display column headings. Unmark the checkbox to hide the headings.

Print a box around the column heading row. If you mark Show column header row, you can mark Print a box around the column heading row to print a box around column headings and multiple column heading rows.
Print a horizontal line after each credit. Mark Print a horizontal line after each credit to print horizontal lines between rows.

Note: If you mark Print a horizontal line after each credit and Print a vertical line between columns, a grid forms in this section.

Print a vertical line between columns. Mark Print a vertical line between columns to print vertical lines between each column in the section.

Print credits from outside schools. Mark Print credits from outside schools to print the credits earned at outside schools. This option appears only if you marked Include information from outside schools attended on the Details tab.

Include a [ ] after this section. Mark Include a [ ] after this section to add a blank line or horizontal line after the credits section. These options print only when another section is positioned directly below the credits section.

Suppress blank credits. Mark Suppress blank credits to exclude credits with no values assigned for the selected marking columns.

Credits To Include Grid
In the Credits to Include grid, you select which credit types to include.

Note: You can select the items in the Credit and Type columns more than once.

Credit. In the Credit column, select Attempted or Awarded credits.

Type. In the Type column, select Column total or Cumulative total.

Include. In the Include column, select All courses, Standard and mandatory courses, or Transfer courses.

Heading. The Heading column displays default headings based on the selections made in the Credit and Type columns. You can use these headings, enter different headings, or leave them blank.

Columns Tab
On the Columns tab, the grid displays the marking column columns defined in the courses section with Grade selected in the Display field and a heading column for credits. These columns appear by default but you can exclude any of them from appearing in the credits section by unmarking the checkbox in the Include column.

Include. Columns appear by default for the heading and any marking columns with Grade selected in the Display field defined for the courses section. Unmark the checkbox in the Include column for any column in which you do not want credit information to display.
**Heading.** The **Heading** column displays the heading entered in the **Column heading** field of the Column <#> screen. You can edit the heading by typing directly in the row.

**Description.** The **Description** column displays the type of column. You cannot edit this column.

**Width.** The **Width** column displays the width of columns defined for the courses section. You cannot edit this column.

**The Column <#> Screen**

To define the credit details that appear and the format of the column, select the column in the grid and click **Open Column.** The Column <#> screen appears.

![Column Screen](image)

**Field to show.** The **Field to show** field is disabled and displays Heading (for the heading column) or Marking column (for a marking column column) by default.

**Marking column.** The **Marking column** field displays the marking column selected in the courses section for this column. This field is disabled.

**Column heading.** The **Column heading** box displays the default heading. You can use this heading or enter a different one.

**Format buttons.** You can use the buttons below the **Column heading** box to edit the alignment and style of heading text.

**Wrap text if needed.** If Heading appears in the **Field to show** field, the **Wrap text if needed** checkbox appears. Mark this option to continue information to the next line for text that is too long to fit on one row within the column width.

**Detail alignment.** In the **Detail alignment** field, you can select how items align in the column. If you select Default, text prints on the left and numbers print on the right.

**Detail indention.** If you select Right or Left in the **Detail alignment** field, you can select the amount to indent in the **Detail indentation** field. You can increase and decrease the indention in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape.

If the detail alignment is right, the indention is from the right side and if the detail alignment is left, the indention is from the left side. If the indention amount is set large enough to cause the information to print over the next column, then the information is truncated. If the indention is so large that all the information is truncated, then the program will not indent the information.

**Decimal places.** If Marking column appears in the **Field to show** field, the **Decimal places** field appears. In this field, enter the number of decimal places to use for credit.
Show trailing zeros. If you select to use one or more decimal places, mark Show trailing zeros to ensure there are always the same number of numerals to the right of the decimal. For example, a student earns 3.5 and 3.75 credits for two courses. If you mark this option, the program adds a zero after 3.5 and prints 3.50.

Multiple Column Headings Tab

On the Multiple Column Headings tab, you can create a heading that appears over one or more of the individual column headers.

![Multiple Column Headings Tab](image)

**Note:** If you marked Print a box around the column heading row on the General tab, when you add multiple column headings, vertical lines print in the box to separate each of the column groupings.

**Heading.** In the **Heading** column, enter text for the heading.

**Start.** In the **Start** column, select the first column over which the multiple column heading appears.

**End.** In the **End** column, select the last column over which the multiple column heading appears.

**Align.** In the **Align** column, select left, center, or right alignment for the heading.

GPAs Detail Section

The GPAs section in the detail area displays GPA calculations for the selected marking columns.

To add a GPAs section, on the Details tab, select GPAs in the **Section** column of the grid. The GPAs Section screen appears. This screen has tabs you use to format the GPAs section and select the information to include.
General Tab

On the General tab, you can define a heading for the GPAs section, indent GPA information, add lines to divide columns and calculations, and include GPAs from outside schools.

**Section heading.** The *Section heading* field displays a default heading for the GPAs section. You can use this heading, enter a different one, or make it blank. Heading text is bold on the report card.

**Indent section details [ ] inches.** To indent the GPAs section, mark *Indent section details [ ] inches* and enter the amount to indent. You can increase and decrease the indentation of the section in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape. Section headings do not indent, only the first column.

If the indentation amount is set large enough to cause the information to print over the next column, then the information is truncated. If the indentation is so large that all the information is truncated, then the program will not indent the information.

**Show column header row.** Mark *Show column header row* to display column headings. Unmark the checkbox to hide the headings.

**Print a box around the column heading row.** If you mark *Show column header row*, you can mark *Print a box around the column heading row* to print a box around column headings and multiple column heading rows.

**Print a horizontal line after each GPA.** Mark *Print a horizontal line after each GPA* to print horizontal lines between rows.

**Note:** If you mark *Print a horizontal line after each GPA* and *Print a vertical line between columns*, a grid forms in this section.
Print a vertical line between columns. Mark Print a vertical line between columns to print vertical lines between each column in the section.

Print GPAs from outside schools. Mark Print GPAs from outside schools to print the GPAs earned at outside schools. This option appears only if you marked Include information from outside schools attended on the Details tab.

Note: The available width appears at the bottom of the screen. This number is the maximum width available for a section.

Include a [ ] after this section. Mark Include a [ ] after this section to add a blank line or horizontal line after the GPAs section. These options print only when another section is positioned directly below the GPAs section.

Suppress blank GPAs. Mark Suppress blank GPAs to exclude GPAs with no values assigned for the selected marking columns.

GPAs To Include Grid

In the GPAs to include grid, you select which GPA calculations to include in the section.

Note: You can select the items in the Calculation and Type columns more than once.

Calculation. In the Calculation column, select a GPA calculation. GPA calculations are defined in Configuration.

Type. In the Type column, select GPA, Year to Date GPA, or Cumulative GPA.

Heading. The Heading column displays default headings based on the selections made in the Calculation and Type columns. You can use these headings, enter different headings, or leave them blank.

Columns Tab

On the Columns tab, the grid displays the marking column columns defined for the courses section with Grade selected in the Display field and a heading column for GPAs. These columns appear by default but you can exclude any of them from appearing in the GPAs section by unmarking the checkbox in the Include column.

Include. Columns appear by default for the heading and any marking columns with Grade selected in the Display field defined for the courses section. Unmark the checkbox in the Include column for any column in which you do not want GPA information to display.

Heading. The Heading column displays the heading entered in the Column heading field of the Column <#> screen. You can edit the heading by typing directly in the row.

Description. The Description column displays the type of column. You cannot edit this column.
Width. The **Width** column displays the width of columns defined for the courses section. You cannot edit this column.

The Column <#> Screen

To define the GPA details that appear and the format of the column, select the column in the grid and click **Open Column**. The Column <#> screen appears.

![Column 4 Screen](image)

**Field to show.** The **Field to show** field is disabled and displays Heading (for the heading column) or Marking column (for a marking column) by default.

**Marking column.** The **Marking column** field displays the marking column selected in the courses section for this column. This field is disabled.

**Column heading.** The **Column heading** box displays the default heading. You can use this heading or enter a different one.

**Format buttons.** You can use the buttons below the **Column heading** box to edit the alignment and style of heading text.

**Wrap text if needed.** If Heading appears in the **Field to show** field, the **Wrap text if needed** checkbox appears. Mark this option to continue information to the next line for text that is too long to fit on one row within the column width.

**Detail alignment.** In the **Detail alignment** field, you can select how items align in the column. If you select Default, text prints on the left and numbers print on the right.

**Detail indentation.** If you select Right or Left in the **Detail alignment** field, you can select the amount to indent in the **Detail indentation** field. You can increase and decrease the indentation in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape.

If the detail alignment is right, the indentation is from the right side and if the detail alignment is left, the indentation is from the left side. If the indentation amount is set large enough to cause the information to print over the next column, then the information is truncated. If the indentation is so large that all the information is truncated, then the program will not indent the information.

**Decimal places.** If Marking column appears in the **Field to show** field, the **Decimal places** field appears. In this field, enter the number of decimal places to use for numbers.

**Show trailing zeros.** If you select to use one or more decimal places, mark **Show trailing zeros** to ensure there are always the same number of numerals to the right of the decimal. For example, a student earns 3.5 and 3.75 credits for two courses. If you mark this option, the program adds a zero after 3.5 and prints 3.50.
Round result up at \( \] \). To round up your GPAs, mark the checkbox and enter the GPA round up number. The GPA round up number depends on the selection you made in the **Decimal places** field.

**Multiple Column Headings Tab**

On the Multiple Column Headings tab, you can create a heading that appears over one or more of the individual column headers.

![Multiple Column Headings Tab](image)

**Note:** If you marked **Print a box around the column heading row** on the General tab, when you add multiple column headings, vertical lines print in the box to separate each of the column groupings.

- **Heading.** Text entered into the **Heading** column appears as a heading above one or more of the individual column headers.
- **Start.** In the **Start** column, select the first column the multiple column heading will cover.
- **End.** In the **End** column, select the last column the multiple column heading will cover. The **End** column must be greater than or equal to the **Start** column.
- **Align.** In the **Align** column, select a left, center, or right alignment for the heading.

**Performance Detail Section**

The performance section in the detail area displays the performance categories for the selected marking columns. You can also print comments for performance categories.

To add a performance section, on the Details tab, select Performance in the **Section** column of the grid. The Performance Section screen appears. This screen has tabs you use to format the performance section and select the information to include.
General Tab

On the General tab, you can define a heading for the performance section, indent performance information, add lines to divide columns and categories, and include performances from outside schools.

#### Section heading.

The Section heading field displays a default heading for the performance section. You can use this heading, enter a different one, or leave it blank. Heading text is bold on the report card.

#### Indent section details [ ] inches.

To indent the performance section, mark Indent section details [ ] inches and enter the amount to indent. You can increase and decrease the indentation of the section in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape. Section headings do not indent, only the first column.

If the indentation amount is set large enough to cause the information to print over the next column, then the information is truncated. If the indentation is so large that all the information is truncated, then the program will not indent the information.

#### Show column header row.

Mark Show column header row to display column headings. Unmark the checkbox to hide the headings.

#### Print a box around the column heading row.

If you mark Show column header row, you can mark Print a box around the column heading row to print a box around column headings and multiple column heading rows.

#### Print a horizontal line after each category.

Mark Print a horizontal line after each category to print horizontal lines between rows.
Note: If you mark Print a horizontal line after each category and Print a vertical line between columns, a grid forms in this section.

Print a vertical line between columns. Mark Print a vertical line between columns to print vertical lines between each column in the section.

Print performance from outside schools. Mark Print performance from outside schools to print the performance level earned at outside schools. This option appears only if you marked Include information from outside schools attended on the Details tab.

Include a [ ] after this section. Mark Include a [ ] after this section to add a blank line or horizontal line after the performances section. These options print only when another section is positioned directly below the performances section.

Suppress blank categories. Mark Suppress blank categories to exclude performance categories with no values assigned for the selected marking columns.

Performance Categories To Include Grid

In the Performance categories to include grid, you select which performance categories to include.

Category. In the Category column, select a performance category. Performance categories are defined in Configuration. You can select each category only once.

Details Format. In the Details Format column, select Short description or Long description.

Heading. The Heading column displays default headings based on the selections made in the Category column. You can use these headings or enter different headings.

Print Comment. Mark Print Comment to print the comment for the performance level earned by the student.

Comment Marking Column. If you mark Print Comment, in the Comment Marking Column column, select the marking column for which you want to print performance comments.

Columns Tab

On the Columns tab, the grid displays the marking column columns defined for the courses section with Grade selected in the Display field and a heading column for performances. These columns appear by default but you can exclude any of them from appearing in the performances section by unmarking the checkbox in the Include column.

Include. Columns appear by default for the heading and any marking columns defined for the courses section with Grade selected in the Display field. Unmark the checkbox in the Include column for any column in which you do not want performance information to display.

Heading. The Heading column displays the heading entered in the Column heading field of the Column <#> screen. You can edit the heading by typing directly in the row.
**Description.** The **Description** column displays the type of column. You cannot edit this column.

**Width.** The **Width** column displays the width of columns defined for the courses section. You cannot edit this column.

**The Column <#> Screen**

To define the performance details that appear and the format of the column, select the column in the grid and click **Open Column.** The Column <#> screen appears.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Field to show: Marking column</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Column heading: SEM 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Column Format:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detail alignment: Default</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detail indention: 0.000 inches</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Field to show.** The **Field to show** field is disabled and displays Heading (for the heading column) or Marking column (for a marking column column) by default.

**Marking column.** The **Marking column** field displays the marking column selected in the courses section for this column. This field is disabled.

**Column heading.** The **Column heading** box displays the default heading. You can use this heading or enter a different one.

**Format buttons.** You can use the buttons below the **Column heading** box to edit the alignment and style of heading text.

**Wrap text if needed.** If Heading appears in the **Field to show** field, the **Wrap text if needed** checkbox appears. Mark this option to continue information to the next line for text that is too long to fit on one row within the column width.

**Detail alignment.** In the **Detail alignment** field, you can select how items align in the column. If you select Default, text prints on the left and numbers print on the right.

**Detail indention.** If you select Right or Left in the **Detail alignment** field, you can select the amount to indent in the **Detail indention** field. You can increase and decrease the indention in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape.

If the detail alignment is right, the indention is from the right side and if the detail alignment is left, the indention is from the left side. If the indention amount is set large enough to cause the information to print over the next column, then the information is truncated. If the indention is so large that all the information is truncated, then the program will not indent the information.
Multiple Column Headings Tab

On the Multiple Column Headings tab, you can create a heading that appears over one or more of the individual column headers.

![Multiple Column Headings Tab](image)

**Note:** If you marked *Print a box around the column heading row* on the General tab, when you add multiple column headings, vertical lines print in the box to separate each of the column groupings.

**Heading.** Text entered into the *Heading* column appears as a heading above one or more of the individual column headers.

**Start.** In the *Start* column, select the first column the multiple column heading will cover.

**End.** In the *End* column, select the last column the multiple column heading will cover. The *End* column must be greater than or equal to the *Start* column.

**Align.** In the *Align* column, select a left, center, or right alignment for the heading.

Ranks Detail Section

The ranks section in the detail area displays rank calculations for the selected marking columns. You can display ranks in a single line for each calculation or on separate lines.

To add a ranks section, on the Details tab, select Ranks in the *Section* column of the grid. The Ranks Section screen appears. This screen has tabs you use to format the ranks section and select the information to include.
General Tab

On the General tab, you can define a heading for the ranks section, indent ranks information, add lines to divide columns and rank calculations, include ranks from outside schools, and select whether to display ranks on one line or two.

**Note:** The section width appears at the bottom of the screen. This number is the sum of widths for all columns in the section and the space between columns.

**Section heading.** The Section heading field displays a default heading for the ranks section. You can use this heading, enter a different one, or leave it blank. Heading text is bold on the report card.

**Indent section details [ ] inches.** To indent the ranks section, mark Indent section details [ ] inches and enter the amount to indent. You can increase and decrease the indentation of the section in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape. Section headings do not indent, only the first column.

If the indentation amount is set large enough to cause the information to print over the next column, then the information is truncated. If the indentation is so large that all the information is truncated, then the program will not indent the information.

**Note:** The available width appears at the bottom of the screen. This number is the maximum width available for a section.

**Show column header row.** Mark Show column header row to display column headings. Unmark the checkbox to hide the headings.

**Print a box around the column heading row.** If you mark Show column header row, you can mark Print a box around the column heading row to print a box around column headings and multiple column heading rows.

**Print a horizontal line after each rank.** Mark Print a horizontal line after each rank to print horizontal lines between rows.
Note: If you mark Print a horizontal line after each rank and Print a vertical line between columns, a grid forms in this section.

**Print a vertical line between columns.** Mark Print a vertical line between columns to print vertical lines between each column in the section.

**Print ranks from outside schools.** Mark Print ranks from outside schools to print the ranks earned at outside schools. This option appears only if you marked Include information from outside schools attended on the Details tab.

**Include a [] after this section.** Mark Include a [] after this section to add a blank line or horizontal line after the ranks section. These options print only when another section is positioned directly below the ranks section.

**Show rank and total ranks values on [].** In the Show rank and total ranks values on [] field, select Same line or Separate lines. If you select Same line, the rank appears in a combined format on one line.

```
Weighted Rank 7/132
```

If you select Separate lines, the rank appears on two lines. The first line displays the rank and the second line displays the number of ranks possible.

```
Weighted Rank
Rank 7
Out of 132
```

**Suppress blank ranks.** Mark Suppress blank ranks to exclude ranks with no values assigned for the selected marking columns.

**Ranks To Include Grid**

In the Ranks to include grid, you select which ranks to include in the detail section.

**Calculation.** In the Calculation column, select a rank calculation. Rank calculations are defined in Configuration. You can select each ranks calculation only once.

**Heading.** The Heading column displays default headings based on the selections made in the Calculation column. You can use these headings or enter different headings.

**Columns Tab**

On the Columns tab, the grid displays the marking column columns defined for the courses section with Grade selected in the Display field and a heading column for ranks. These columns appear by default but you can exclude any of them from appearing in the ranks section by unmarking the checkbox in the Include column.
Include. Columns appear by default for the heading and any marking columns defined for the courses section with Grade selected in the Display field. Unmark the checkbox in the Include column for any column in which you do not want rank information to display.

Heading. The Heading column displays the heading entered in the Column heading field of the Column <#> screen. You can edit the heading by typing directly in the row.

Description. The Description column displays the type of column. You cannot edit this column.

Width. The Width column displays the width of columns defined for the courses section. You cannot edit this column.

The Column <#> Screen

To define the rank details that appear and the format of the column, select the column in the grid and click Open Column. The Column <#> screen appears.

Field to show. The Field to show field is disabled and displays Heading (for the heading column) or Marking column (for a marking column column) by default.

Marking column. The Marking column field displays the marking column selected in the courses section for this column. This field is disabled.

Column heading. The Column heading box displays the default heading. You can use this heading or enter a different one.

Format buttons. You can use the buttons below the Column heading box to edit the alignment and style of heading text.

Wrap text if needed. If Heading appears in the Field to show field, the Wrap text if needed checkbox appears. Mark this option to continue information to the next line for text that is too long to fit on one row within the column width.

Detail alignment. In the Detail alignment field, you can select how items align in the column. If you select Default, text prints on the left and numbers print on the right.

Detail indentation. If you select Right or Left in the Detail alignment field, you can select the amount to indent in the Detail indentation field. You can increase and decrease the indentation in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape.
If the detail alignment is right, the indention is from the right side and if the detail alignment is left, the indention is from the left side. If the indention amount is set large enough to cause the information to print over the next column, then the information is truncated. If the indention is so large that all the information is truncated, then the program will not indent the information.

**Multiple Column Headings Tab**

On the Multiple Column Headings tab, you can create a heading that appears over one or more of the individual column headers.
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**Note:** If you marked **Print a box around the column heading row** on the General tab, when you add multiple column headings, vertical lines print in the box to separate each of the column groupings.

**Heading.** Text entered into the **Heading** column appears as a heading above one or more of the individual column headers.

**Start.** In the **Start** column, select the first column the multiple column heading will cover.

**End.** In the **End** column, select the last column the multiple column heading will cover. The **End** column must be greater than or equal to the **Start** column.

**Align.** In the **Align** column, select a left, center, or right alignment for the heading.

**Academic Summary Section**

The academic summary section displays academic information (such as GPAs, performances, ranks, or credits) in a summary format for the current academic year on the report card. For example, you can create an academic summary section that lists the ranks earned. You can also add columns for marking columns to add additional detail. For example, you can add semesters to the ranks academic summary section so the ranks are broken down by semester. You can add academic summary sections to the summary/notes and detail areas.

To add an academic summary section, on the Details or Summary/Notes tab, select **Academic Summary** in the **Section** column of the grid. The Academic Summary Section screen appears. This screen has tabs you use to format the academic summary section and select the information to include.
General Tab

On the General tab, you can define a heading for the academic summary section, indent academic summary information, and add lines to divide columns and years.

Note: The section width appears at the bottom of the screen. This number is the sum of widths for all columns in the section and the space between columns.

Section heading. In the Section heading field, you can enter a heading for the academic summary section or leave it blank. Heading text is bold on the report card.

Indent section details [ ] inches. To indent the academic summary section, mark Indent section details [ ] inches and enter the amount to indent. You can increase and decrease the indentation of the section in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape. Section headings do not indent, only the first column.

Show column header row. Mark Show column header row to display column headings. Unmark the checkbox to hide the headings.

Note: The available width appears at the bottom of the screen. This number is the maximum width available for a section.

Print a box around the column heading row. If you mark Show column header row, you can mark Print a box around the column heading row to print a box around column headings and multiple column heading rows.

Print a horizontal line after each year. Mark Print a horizontal line after each year to print horizontal lines between rows.

Note: If you mark Print a horizontal line after each year and Print a vertical line between columns, a grid forms in this section.
Print a vertical line between columns. Mark Print a vertical line between columns to print vertical lines between each column in the section.

Only show section for current academic year. Mark this option to print information in only the current academic year rather than all years.

Include a [ ] after this section. Mark Include a [ ] after this section to add a blank line or horizontal line after the academic summary section. If adding the section to the summary/notes area, you can also select Column break to use when the summary/notes area is set to show the sections in more than one column. These options print only when another section is positioned directly below the academic summary section.

Columns Tab

On the Columns tab, you define columns of information for the academic summary section. Although you can add academic summary sections to the detail area, columns defined in the courses section do not default to this section. You can add marking columns that apply to only the academic summary section.

New Column. To add a new column to the academic summary section, click New Column. The Column <#> screen appears.

Open Column. To open a column in the grid, select the column and click Open Column.

Tip: When creating an academic summary section with similar columns, you can use the Repeat Column button to quickly add columns using the same width, alignment, and font style.

Repeat Column. To add a copy of an existing column in the grid, select the column and click Repeat Column.

Delete Column. To delete a column in the grid, select the column and click Delete Column.

Up/Down. To change the order of columns in the grid, select a column and click the up or down arrow.

Heading. Once you define a column, the Heading column displays the heading entered in the Column heading field of the Column <#> screen. You can edit the heading by typing directly in the row.

Description. Once you define a column, the Description column displays a description of the column based on the items selected in the Column <#> screen.

Width. Once you define a column, the Width column displays the width entered in the Column width field of the Column <#> screen. You can edit the width by typing directly in the row.
The Column <#> Screen

To add a new column to the academic summary section, click **New Column**. The Column <#> screen appears.

![Column <#> Screen](image)

**Note:** Fields and options change depending on whether you are adding the academic summary section to the summary/notes area or detail area.

**Column type.** In the **Column type** field, select the item of information to display in the column. The item you select changes the fields that appear on this screen.

**Marking column.** If you select GPA, Performance, or Rank in the **Column type** field, you must select a marking column in the **Marking column** field.

**Calculation.** If you select GPA or Rank in the **Column type** field, you must select a GPA or rank calculation in the **Calculation** field.

**Type.** If you select GPA in the **Column type** field, you must select a GPA type in the **Type** field.

**Category.** If you select Performance in the **Column type** field, you must select a performance category in the **Category** field.

**Show.** If you select Biographical in the **Column type** field, you can select Advisor, Year Advisor, or Major Advisor in the **Show** field. If you select Attendance in the **Column type** field, you can select Sum of units or Number of occurrences.

**Credit.** If you select Credit or Cumulative Credit in the **Column type** field, you can select Attempted or Awarded in the **Credit** field.

**Column width.** In the **Column width** field, enter a width for the column. The minimum width is 0.1 inch and the maximum is 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape.

**Column start.** The **Column start** field displays where the column will start printing. The value is the sum of widths for all other columns that precede it in the section.

**Section width.** The **Section width** field displays the sum of widths for all columns in the section (including the current column) and the space between columns. If the section width exceeds the amount allowed for this section, the number is red.

**Column heading.** The **Column heading** box displays the item selected in the **Column type**, **Marking column**, or **Show** fields. You can use this heading, enter a different one, or leave it blank.

**Format buttons.** You can use the buttons below the **Column heading** box to format the alignment and style of heading text.
Detail alignment. In the Detail alignment field, you can select how items align in the column. If you select Default, text prints on the left and numbers print on the right.

Detail indentation. If you select Right or Left in the Detail alignment field, you can select the amount to indent in the Detail indentation field. You can increase and decrease the indentation in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape.

If the detail alignment is right, the indentation is from the right side and if the detail alignment is left, the indentation is from the left side. If the indentation amount is set large enough to cause the information to print over the next column, then the information is truncated. If the indentation is so large that all the information is truncated, then the program will not indent the information.

Decimal places. If you select Credit, Cumulative Credit, GPA, or Attendance in the Column type field, the Decimal places field appears. In this field, enter the number of decimal places to use for credits, GPAs, or attendance.

Show trailing zeros. If you select to use one or more decimal places, mark Show trailing zeros to ensure there are always the same number of numerals to the right of the decimal. For example, a student earns 3.5 and 3.75 credits for two courses. If you mark this option, the program adds a zero after 3.5 and prints 3.50.

Details format. If you select Performance in the Column type field, the Details format field appears. In this field, you can select to use the long or short description for performance categories.

When adding an academic summary section to the summary/notes area and you select Heading in the Column type field, the Details format field appears. In this field, you can select a year or grade format, <None>, or <Custom>. If you select <Custom>, enter text for the row heading in the Column text field that appears.

Column text. When adding an academic summary section to the detail area, if you select Heading in the Column type field, the Column text field appears. You can use the default heading, enter a different heading, or make it blank. This field also appears when you select <Custom> in the Details format field.

Include these attendance codes. If you select Attendance in the Column type field, the Include these attendance codes box appears. In this box, mark the checkbox for each attendance code to include in the column.

Include these infractions. If you select Conduct in the Column type field, the Include these infractions box appears. In this box, mark the checkbox for each infraction to include in the column.

Session to report. If you select GPA, Performance, Rank, Credit, or Cumulative Credit in the Column type field, the Session to report field appears. In this field, select which sessions to include.

Include credits up to [.]. If you select Cumulative Credit in the Column type field, the Include credits up to [ ] field appears. In this field, select the last marking column to include in the total.

Include credits from [ ] to [.]. If you select Credit in the Column type field, the Include credits from [ ] to [ ] field appears. In this field, select a first and last marking column to define a time period for credits to include in totals. The program uses the order of marking column table entries in Configuration to determine which marking columns to include within the range.

In this field, you can select marking columns that span different marking column sets, but only credits for the marking columns included in the set associated with the session selected on the General tab appear on the report card.

For example, Marking Column Set #1 includes marking columns MC1A, MC1B, and MC1C and Marking Column Set #2 includes marking columns MC2A, MC2B, and MC2C. When you print a report card for the Regular session, which is associated with Marking Column Set #1, if you define the credits range as MC1A to MC2A, only those marking columns included in Marking Column Set #1 (MC1A, MC1B, and MC1C) are included in the credits totals.

Include. If you select Credit or Cumulative Credit in the Column type field, the Include field appears. In this field, select which course types to include.
Multiple Column Headings Tab

On the Multiple Column Headings tab, you can create a heading that appears over one or more of the individual column headers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic Summary Section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New Section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heading</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** If you marked Print a box around the column heading row on the General tab, when you add multiple column headings, vertical lines print in the box to separate each of the column groupings.

- **Heading.** Text entered into the **Heading** column appears as a heading above one or more of the individual column headers.
- **Start.** In the **Start** column, select the first column the multiple column heading will cover.
- **End.** In the **End** column, select the last column the multiple column heading will cover. The **End** column must be greater than or equal to the **Start** column.
- **Align.** In the **Align** column, select a left, center, or right alignment for the heading.

Activities Section

The activities section displays the activities in which a student participated during the academic year, session, or term. You can add activity sections to both the summary/notes and the detail areas.

**Note:** If activities do not print as expected, make sure the Print on report card checkbox is marked for the activity on the student record.

To add an activities section, on the Details or Summary/Notes tab, select Activities in the **Section** column of the grid. The Activities Section screen appears. This screen has tabs you use to format the activities section and select the information to include.
General Tab

On the General tab, you can define a heading for the activities section, indent activities information, add lines to divide columns and activities, include only those activities marked Participated on the student record, and print activity comments.

Section heading. The Section heading field displays the default heading for the activities section. You can use this heading, enter a different one, or make it blank. Heading text is bold on the report card.

Indent section details [ ] inches. To indent the activities section of the details section, mark Indent section details [ ] inches and enter the amount to indent. You can increase and decrease the indentation of the section in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape. Section headings do not indent, only the first column.

Show column header row. Mark Show column header row to display column headings. Unmark the checkbox to hide the headings.

Print a box around the column heading row. If you marked Show column header row, you can mark Print a box around the column heading row to print a box around column headings and multiple column heading rows.

Print a horizontal line after each activity. Mark Print a horizontal line after each activity to print horizontal lines between rows.

Note: If you mark Print a horizontal line after each activity and Print a vertical line between columns, a grid forms in this section.
Print a vertical line between columns. Mark Print a vertical line between columns to print vertical lines between each column in the section.

Include a [ ] after this section. Mark Include a [ ] after this section to add a blank line or horizontal line after the activities section. These options print only when another section is positioned directly below the activities section.

Show only activities marked as participated. Mark Show only activities marked as participated to include only those activities for which Participated is marked on the student record.

If you mark this option and activities do not print as expected, make sure the Participated checkbox is marked for the activity on the student record.

Unmark this option if you want to include activities a student wanted to participate in but did not.

Show activity comments on a separate line. Mark Show activity comments on a separate line to print activity comments underneath the activity row.

Activities Filters Grid

In the grid, you select which activities to include in the activities section.

Filters. The Filters column lists all the filters for the activities section. You can filter by activity category, description, and student year.

Include. By default, in the Include column, each filter is set to All. To open a selection screen to designate specific filters for the section, choose Selected.

Selected Filters. Filters you specify on the selection screen appear in the Selected Filters column.

Selected Filters Screen

When you choose Selected in the Include column for the filter, the <Selected Filter> screen appears.

Include. For each filter, you can select to include all or select specific filters.

All. If you mark Include: All, you cannot designate specific filters.

Selected. If you mark Include: Selected, the boxes below are enabled so you can select filters.

Find. Using the Find field, you can locate specific fields or items in the list.

Include these <filters>. Select a filter from the box on the left and click the single right arrow button. The filter appears in the Include these <filters> box. To select all the filters at one time, click the double arrow.
Columns Tab

On the Columns tab, you define columns of information for the activities section. Once you define columns, the grid lists the columns and their characteristics, including the heading, description, and width.

**New Column.** To add a new column to the activities section, click **New Column.** The Column <#> screen appears.

**Open Column.** To open a column in the grid, select the column and click **Open Column.**

**Tip:** When creating an activities section with similar columns, you can use the **Repeat Column** button to quickly add columns using the same width, alignment, and font style.

**Repeat Column.** To add a copy of an existing column in the grid, select the column and click **Repeat Column.**

**Delete Column.** To delete a column in the grid, select the column and click **Delete Column.**

**Up/Down.** To change the order of columns in the grid, select a column and click the up or down arrow.

**Heading.** The **Heading** column displays the heading entered in the **Column heading** field of the Column <#> screen. You can edit the heading by typing directly in the row.

**Description.** Once you define a column, the **Description** column displays a description of the column based on the items selected in the Column <#> screen.

**Width.** Once you define a column, the **Width** column displays the width entered in the **Column width** field of the Column <#> screen. You can edit the width by typing directly in the row.
The Column <#> Screen

To add a new column to the activities section, click **New Column**. The Column <#> screen appears.

**Field to show.** In the **Field to show** column, select the item of information to display in the column. The item you select changes the fields that appear on this screen.

**Column width.** In the **Column width** field, enter a width for the column. The minimum width is 0.1 inch and the maximum is 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape.

**Note:** You can select <Blank> in the **Field to show** field to add a blank column providing extra space between columns.

**Column start.** The **Column start** field displays where the column will start printing. The value is the sum of widths for all other columns preceding it in the section.

**Section width.** The **Section width** field displays the sum of widths for all columns in the section (including the current column) and the space between columns. If the section width exceeds the amount allowed for this section, the number is red.

**Column heading.** The **Column heading** box displays the value in the **Field to show** field. You can use this heading, enter a different heading, or delete it.

**Format buttons.** You can use the buttons below the **Column heading** box to format the alignment and style of heading text.

**Detail alignment.** In the **Detail alignment**, you can select how items align in the column. If you select Default, text prints on the left and numbers print on the right.

**Detail indentation.** If you select Right or Left in the **Detail alignment** field, you can select the amount to indent in the **Detail indentation** field. You can increase and decrease the indentation in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape.

If the detail alignment is right, the indentation is from the right side and if the detail alignment is left, the indentation is from the left side. If the indentation amount is set large enough to cause the information to print over the next column, then the information is truncated. If the indentation is so large that all the information is truncated, then the program will not indent the information.

**Date format.** If you select Date from or Date to in the **Field to show** field, you can select a date format in the **Date format** field.
**Wrap text if needed.** If you select Activity or Comments in the **Field to show** field, the **Wrap text if needed** checkbox appears. Mark this option to continue information to the next line for text that is too long to fit on one row within the column width.

**Suppress repeated values.** Mark **Suppress repeated values** to print the field name once for each group of activities.

If you unmark this checkbox, the field name repeats for each with the same value in that field.

**Multiple Column Headings Tab**

On the Multiple Column Headings tab, you can create a heading that appears over one or more of the individual column headers.

![Multiple Column Headings Tab](image)

---

**Note:** If you marked **Print a box around the column heading row** on the General tab, when you add multiple column headings, vertical lines print in the box to separate each of the column groupings.

**Heading.** Text entered into the **Heading** column appears as a heading above one or more of the individual column headers.

**Start.** In the **Start** column, select the first column the multiple column heading will cover.

**End.** In the **End** column, select the last column the multiple column heading will cover. The **End** column must be greater than or equal to the **Start** column.

**Align.** In the **Align** column, select a left, center, or right alignment for the heading.
Sort/Break

Use the Sort/Break tab to select the order of information in the activities section and where breaks fall between sets of information.

**Sort by.** To order the information, select a sorting category in the **Sort by** column.

**Order by.** In the **Order by** column, select to sort in ascending or descending order.

**Break?** Mark the checkbox in the **Break?** column to create breaks between activities sections. A break divides sets of information by adding space between each section and text. For example, if you sort and break by Category, information for each category is set apart by a blank line and the category section heading.

If you mark **Break?**, other fields are enabled so you can define a break header and break footer for that sort category.

**Text before value.** In the **Text before value** field, you can enter text to appear directly before the value for the selected sorting category, which is now the heading for the subsections.

**Text after value.** In the **Text after value** field, you can enter text to appear directly after the value for the selected sorting category, which is now the heading for the subsections.

**Show count for each new <Sort category>.** Mark **Show count for each new <Sort category>** to add a footer at the section break displaying the total number of activities for that category in which the student participated.

### Test Scores Section

The test scores section displays test score information from the student’s Tests tab for the academic year, session, or term. You can add test scores sections to both the summary/notes and the detail areas.

To add a test scores section, on the Details or Summary/Notes tab, select Test Scores in the **Section** column of the grid. The Test Scores Section screen appears. This screen has tabs you use to format the test scores section and select the information to include.
General Tab

On the General tab, you can define a heading for the test scores section, indent test score information, and add lines to divide columns and test scores.

**Note:** The section width appears at the bottom of the screen. This number is the sum of widths for all columns in the section and the space between columns.

**Section heading.** The Section heading field displays the default heading for the test scores section. You can use this heading or enter a different one. Heading text is bold on the report card.

**Indent section details [ ] inches.** To indent the test scores section, mark Indent section details [ ] inches and enter the amount to indent. You can increase and decrease the indentation of the section in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape. Section headings do not indent, only the first column.

**Show column header row.** Mark Show column header row to display column headings. Unmark the checkbox to hide the headings.

**Note:** The available width appears at the bottom of the screen. This number is the maximum width available for a section.

**Print a box around the column heading row.** If you marked Show column header row, you can mark Print a box around the column heading row to print a box around column headings and multiple column heading rows.

**Print a horizontal line after each test score.** Mark Print a horizontal line after each test score to print horizontal lines between rows.

**Note:** If you mark Print a horizontal line after each test score and Print a vertical line between columns, a grid forms in this section.
Print a vertical line between columns. Mark **Print a vertical line between columns** to print vertical lines between each column in the section.

**Include a [ ] after this section.** Mark **Include a [ ] after this section** to add a blank line or horizontal line after the test scores section. These options print only when another section is positioned directly below the test scores section.

**Test Scores Filters Grid**

In the grid, you select which test scores to include in the test scores section.

**Filters.** The **Filters** column lists all the filters for the test scores section. You can filter by test types and subtest types.

**Include.** By default, in the **Include** column, each filter is set to All. To open a selection screen to designate specific filters for the section, choose Selected.

**Selected Filters.** Filters you specify on the selection screen appear in the **Selected Filters** column.

**Selected Filters Screen**

When you choose Selected in the **Include** column for the filter, the **Selected <Filters>** screen appears.

![Selected Test Types](image)

**Include.** For each filter, you can select to include all or select specific filters.

**All.** If you mark **Include: All**, you cannot designate specific filters.

**Selected.** If you mark **Include: Selected**, the boxes below are enabled so you can select filters.

**Find.** Using the **Find** field, you can locate specific fields or items in the list.

**Include these <filters>.** Select a filter from the box on the left and click the single right arrow button. The filter appears in the **Include these <filters>** box. To select all the filters at one time, click the double arrow.
Columns Tab

On the Columns tab, you define columns of information for the test scores section. Once you define columns, the grid lists the columns and their characteristics, including the heading, description, and width.

New Column. To add a new column to the test scores section, click New Column. The Column <#> screen appears.

Open Column. To open a column in the grid, select the column and click Open Column.

Tip: When creating a test scores section with similar columns, you can use the Repeat Column button to quickly add columns using the same width, alignment, and font style.

Repeat Column. To add a copy of an existing column in the grid, select the column and click Repeat Column.

Delete Column. To delete a column in the grid, select the column and click Delete Column.

Up/Down. To change the order of columns in the grid, select a column and click the up or down arrow.

Heading. Once you define a column, the Heading column displays the heading entered in the Column heading field of the Column <#> screen. You can edit the heading by typing directly in the row.

Description. Once you define a column, the Description column displays a description of the column based on the items selected in the Column <#> screen.

Width. Once you define a column, the Width column displays the width entered in the Column width field of the Column <#> screen. You can edit the width by typing directly in the row.
The Column <#> Screen

To add a new column to the test scores section, click New Column. The Column <#> screen appears.

Field to show. In the Field to show column, select the item of information to display in the column. The item you select changes the fields that appear on this screen.

Column width. In the Column width field, enter a width for the column. The minimum width is 0.1 inch and the maximum is 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape.

Note: You can select <Blank> in the Field to show field to add a blank column providing extra space between columns.

Column start. The Column start field displays where the column will start printing. The value is the sum of widths for all other columns preceding it in the section.

Section width. The Section width field displays the sum of widths for all columns in the section (including the current column) and the space between columns. If the section width exceeds the amount allowed for this section, the number is red.

Column heading. The Column heading box displays the value in the Field to show field. You can use this heading, enter a different heading, or delete it.

Format buttons. You can use the buttons below the Column heading box to format the alignment and style of heading text.

Detail alignment. In the Detail alignment, you can select how items align in the column. If you select Default, text prints on the left and numbers print on the right.

Note: If test scores do not print as expected, make sure the Print? checkbox is marked on the Tests tab of the student record.

Detail indentation. If you select Right or Left in the Detail alignment field, you can select the amount to indent in the Detail indentation field. You can increase and decrease the indentation in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape.

If the detail alignment is right, the indentation is from the right side and if the detail alignment is left, the indentation is from the left side. If the indentation amount is set large enough to cause the information to print over the next column, then the information is truncated. If the indentation is so large that all the information is truncated, then the program will not indent the information.
**Wrap text if needed.** If you select Comments in the Field to show field, the *Wrap text if needed* checkbox appears. Mark this option to continue information to the next line for text that is too long to fit on one row within the column width.

**Date format.** If you select Test date in Field to show, the *Date format field* appears. In this field, select the month/date/year combination for formatting dates.

**Suppress repeated values.** Mark *Suppress repeated values* to print the test category once for each group of test scores.

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAT</th>
<th></th>
<th>MCAT</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Verbal</td>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Math</td>
<td></td>
<td>Verbal Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Writing Sample</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

If you unmark this checkbox, the field to show repeats for each test in that category.

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAT</th>
<th></th>
<th>SAT</th>
<th></th>
<th>MCAT</th>
<th></th>
<th>MCAT</th>
<th></th>
<th>MCAT</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Verbal</td>
<td></td>
<td>Math</td>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Sciences</td>
<td></td>
<td>Verbal Reasoning</td>
<td></td>
<td>Writing Sample</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Biological Sciences</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

**Multiple Column Headings Tab**

On the Multiple Column Headings tab, you can create a heading that appears over one or more of the individual column headers.

```
Note: If you marked *Print a box around the column heading row* on the General tab, when you add multiple column headings, vertical lines print in the box to separate each of the column groupings.
```

**Heading.** Text entered into the *Heading* column appears as a heading above one or more of the individual column headers.

**Start.** In the *Start* column, select the first column the multiple column heading will cover.

**End.** In the *End* column, select the last column the multiple column heading will cover. The *End* column must be greater than or equal to the *Start* column.

**Align.** In the *Align* column, select a left, center, or right alignment for the heading.
**Sort/Break**

Use the Sort/Break tab to select the order of information in the test scores section and where breaks fall between sets of information.

**Sort by.** To order the information, select a sorting category in the Sort by column.

**Order by.** In the Order by column, select to sort in ascending or descending order.

**Break?** Mark the checkbox in the Break? column to create breaks between test scores sections. A break divides sets of information by adding space between each section and text. For example, if you sort and break by Test type, information for each test type is set apart by a blank line and the section category heading.

If you mark Break?, other fields are enabled so you can define a break header and break footer for that sort category.

**Text before value.** In the Text before value field, you can enter text to appear directly before the value for the selected sorting category, which is now the heading for the subsections.

**Text after value.** In the Text after value field, you can enter text to appear directly after the value for the selected sorting category, which is now the heading for the subsections.

**Show count for each new <Sort category>.** Mark Show count for each new <Sort category> to add a footer at the section break displaying the total number of tests the student took for that category.

**Attendance Section**

The attendance section displays attendance information for the academic year, session, or term. You can add attendance sections to both the summary/notes and the detail areas.

To add an attendance section, on the Details or Summary/Notes tab, select Attendance in the Section column of the grid. The Attendance Section screen appears. This screen has tabs you use to format the attendance section and select the information to include.
General Tab

On the General tab, you can define a heading for the attendance section, indent attendance information, and add lines to divide columns and attendance categories.

![Attendance Section Tab](image)

**Note:** The section width appears at the bottom of the screen. This number is the sum of widths for all columns in the section and the space between columns.

**Section heading.** In the **Section heading** field, you can enter a heading for the attendance section or leave it blank. Heading text is bold on the report card.

**Indent section details [ ] inches.** To indent the attendance section, mark **Indent section details [ ] inches** and enter the amount to indent. You can increase and decrease the indentation of the section in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape. Section headings do not indent, only the first column.

**Show column header row.** Mark **Show column header row** to display column headings. Unmark the checkbox to hide the headings.

**Print a box around the column heading row.** If you mark **Show column header row**, you can mark **Print a box around the column heading row** to print a box around column headings and multiple column heading rows.

**Print a horizontal line after each category.** Mark **Print a horizontal line after each category** to print horizontal lines between rows.

**Note:** If you mark **Print a horizontal line after each category** and **Print a vertical line between columns**, a grid forms in this section.
Print a vertical line between columns. Mark **Print a vertical line between columns** to print vertical lines between each column in the section.

Print attendance from outside schools. Mark **Print attendance from outside schools** to print the attendance earned at outside schools. This option appears only if you marked **Include information from outside schools attended** on the Details tab.

Include a [] after this section. Mark **Include a [ ] after this section** to add a blank line or horizontal line after the attendance section. These options print only when another section is positioned directly below the attendance section.

Suppress blank categories. Mark **Suppress blank categories** to exclude attendance categories with no values assigned for the selected marking columns.

### Attendance Categories Filters Grid

In the grid, you select which attendance codes to include in the attendance section and how to group them into categories.

**Category Heading.** In the **Category Heading** column, enter the row heading for a category type.

**Include.** Once you enter a heading in the **Category Heading** column, you can select the attendance codes to include for that row. To open a selection screen to designate specific codes for the row, choose Selected. The Selected Attendance Codes screen appears.

**Selected Attendance Codes.** Filters you specify on the selection screen appear in the **Selected Filters** column.

**Translate tardies to absences.** If you defined tardy code translations in **Configuration** (for example, five tardies equals an absence), you can mark this option to print translated tardies as absences. Only class attendance is considered, so if your school tracks attendance in days only, no translations print.

### Selected Attendance Codes Screen

When you choose Selected in the **Include** column for the category, the Selected Attendance Codes screen appears.

**Include.** For each filter, you can select to include all or select specific filters.

**All.** If you mark **Include: All**, you cannot designate specific filters.

**Selected.** If you mark **Include: Selected**, the boxes below are enabled so you can select filters.

**Find.** Using the **Find** field, you can locate specific fields or items in the list.
Include these attendance codes. Select a filter from the box on the left and click the single right arrow button. The filter appears in the Include these attendance codes box. To select all the filters at one time, click the double arrow.

Columns Tab

On the Columns tab, you define columns of information for the attendance section. Once you define columns, the grid lists the columns and their characteristics, including the heading, description, and width.

New Column. To add a new column to the attendance section, click New Column. The Column <#> screen appears.

Open Column. To open a column in the grid, select the column and click Open Column.

Tip: When creating an attendance section with similar columns, you can use the Repeat Column button to quickly add columns using the same width, alignment, and font style.

Repeat Column. To add a copy of an existing column in the grid, select the column and click Repeat Column.

Delete Column. To delete a column in the grid, select the column and click Delete Column.

Up/Down. To change the order of columns in the grid, select a column and click the up or down arrow.

Heading. Once you define a column, the Heading column displays the heading entered in the Column heading field of the Column <#> screen. You can edit the heading by typing directly in the row.

Description. Once you define a column, the Description column displays a description of the column based on the items selected in the Column <#> screen.

Width. Once you define a column, the Width column displays the width entered in the Column width field of the Column <#> screen. You can edit the width by typing directly in the row.
The Column <#> Screen

To add a new column to the attendance section, click **New Column**. The Column <#> screen appears.

![Column Screen Screenshot](image)

**Field to show.** In the **Field to show** column, select Heading, Sum of units, or Number of occurrences. The item you select changes the fields that appear on this screen.

**Column width.** In the **Column width** field, enter a width for the column. The minimum width is 0.1 inch and the maximum is 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape.

**Column start.** The **Column start** field displays where the column will start printing. The value is the sum of widths for all other columns preceding it in the section.

**Section width.** The **Section width** field displays the sum of widths for all columns in the section (including the current column) and the space between columns. If the section width exceeds the amount allowed for this section, the number is red.

**Column heading.** In the **Column heading** box, enter a heading for the column.

**Format buttons.** You can use the buttons below the **Column heading** box to format the alignment and style of heading text.

**Wrap text if needed.** If Heading appears in the **Field to show** field, the **Wrap text if needed** checkbox appears. Mark this option to continue information to the next line for text that is too long to fit on one row within the column width.

**Detail alignment.** In the **Detail alignment**, you can select how items align in the column. If you select Default, text prints on the left and numbers print on the right.

**Detail indentation.** If you select Right or Left in the **Detail alignment** field, you can select the amount to indent in the **Detail indentation** field. You can increase and decrease the indentation in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape.

If the detail alignment is right, the indentation is from the right side and if the detail alignment is left, the indentation is from the left side. If the indentation amount is set large enough to cause the information to print over the next column, then the information is truncated. If the indentation is so large that all the information is truncated, then the program will not indent the information.

**Include these terms.** If you select Sum of units or Number of occurrences in the **Field to show** field, the **Include these terms** box appears. Mark the checkbox for each term to include.
Multiple Column Headings Tab

On the Multiple Column Headings tab, you can create a heading that appears over one or more of the individual column headers.

**Heading.** Text entered into the **Heading** column appears as a heading above one or more of the individual column headers.

**Start.** In the **Start** column, select the first column the multiple column heading will cover.

**End.** In the **End** column, select the last column the multiple column heading will cover. The **End** column must be greater than or equal to the **Start** column.

**Align.** In the **Align** column, select a left, center, or right alignment for the heading.

---

**Note:** If you marked Print a box around the column heading row on the General tab, when you add multiple column headings, vertical lines print in the box to separate each of the column groupings.

---

Conduct Section

The conduct section displays conduct information for the academic year, session, or term. You can add conduct sections to both the summary/notes and the detail areas.

To add a conduct section, on the Details or Summary/Notes tab, select Conduct in the **Section** column of the grid. The Conduct Section screen appears. This screen has tabs you use to format the conduct section and select the information to include.
General Tab

On the General tab, you can define a heading for the conduct section, indent conduct information, and add lines to divide columns and conduct categories.

**Note:** The section width appears at the bottom of the screen. This number is the sum of widths for all columns in the section and the space between columns.

**Section heading.** In the Section heading field, you can enter a heading for the conduct section or leave it blank. Heading text is bold on the report card.

**Indent section details [ ] inches.** To indent the conduct section, mark Indent section details [ ] inches and enter the amount to indent. You can increase and decrease the indentation of the section in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape. Section headings do not indent, only the first column.

**Note:** The available width appears at the bottom of the screen. This number is the maximum width available for a section.

**Show column header row.** Mark Show column header row to display column headings. Unmark the checkbox to hide the headings.

**Print a box around the column heading row.** If you mark Show column header row, you can mark Print a box around the column heading row to print a box around column headings and multiple column heading rows.

**Print a horizontal line after each category.** Mark Print a horizontal line after each category to print horizontal lines between rows.

**Note:** If you mark Print a horizontal line after each category and Print a vertical line between columns, a grid forms in this section.
Print a vertical line between columns. Mark Print a vertical line between columns to print vertical lines between each column in the section.

Print conduct from outside schools. Mark Print conduct from outside schools to print infractions from outside schools. This option appears only if you marked Include information from outside schools attended on the Details tab.

Include a [ ] after this section. Mark Include a [ ] after this section to add a blank line or horizontal line after the conduct section. These options print only when another section is positioned directly below the conduct section.

Suppress blank categories. Mark Suppress blank categories to exclude infraction categories with no values assigned for the selected marking columns.

Conduct Categories Filters Grid

In the grid, you select which infractions to include in the conduct section and how to group them into categories.

Category Heading. In the Category Heading column, enter the row heading for a category type.

Include. Once you enter a heading in the Category Heading column, you can select the infractions to include for that row. To open a selection screen to designate specific categories for the row, choose Selected. The Selected Infractions screen appears.

Selected Infractions. Filters you specify on the selection screen appear in the Selected Infractions column.

Selected Infractions Screen

When you choose Selected in the Include column for the filter, the Selected Infractions screen appears.

Include. For each filter, you can select to include all or select specific filters.

All. If you mark Include: All, you cannot designate specific filters.

Selected. If you mark Include: Selected, the boxes below are enabled so you can select filters.

Find. Using the Find field, you can locate specific fields or items in the list.

Include these infractions. Select a filter from the box on the left and click the single right arrow button. The filter appears in the Include these infractions box. To select all the filters at one time, click the double arrow.
Columns Tab

On the Columns tab, you define columns of information for the conduct section. Once you define columns, the grid lists the columns and their characteristics, including the heading, description, and width.

New Column. To add a new column to the conduct section, click New Column. The Column <#> screen appears.

Open Column. To open a column in the grid, select the column and click Open Column.

Tip: When creating conduct sections with similar columns, you can use the Repeat Column button to quickly add columns using the same width, alignment, and font style.

Repeat Column. To add a copy of an existing column in the grid, select the column and click Repeat Column.

Delete Column. To delete a column in the grid, select the column and click Delete Column.

Up/Down. To change the order of columns in the grid, select a column and click the up or down arrow.

Heading. Once you define a column, the Heading column displays the heading entered in the Column heading field of the Column <#> screen. You can edit the heading by typing directly in the row.

Description. Once you define a column, the Description column displays a description of the column based on the items selected in the Column <#> screen.

Width. Once you define a column, the Width column displays the width entered in the Column width field of the Column <#> screen. You can edit the width by typing directly in the row.
The Column <#> Screen

To add a new column to the conduct section, click **New Column**. The Column <#> screen appears.

![Column Screen Diagram]

**Field to show.** In the **Field to show** column, select **Heading** or Number of infractions. The item you select changes the fields that appear on this screen.

**Column width.** In the **Column width** field, enter a width for the column. The minimum width is 0.1 inch and the maximum is 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape.

**Column start.** The **Column start** field displays where the column will start printing. The value is the sum of widths for all other columns preceding it in the section.

**Section width.** The **Section width** field displays the sum of widths for all columns in the section (including the current column) and the space between columns. If the section width exceeds the amount allowed for this section, the number is red.

**Column heading.** In the **Column heading** box, enter a heading for the column.

**Format buttons.** You can use the buttons below the **Column heading** box to format the alignment and style of heading text.

**Detail alignment.** In the **Detail alignment**, you can select how items align in the column. If you select Default, text prints on the left and numbers print on the right.

**Detail indentation.** If you select Right or Left in the **Detail alignment** field, you can select the amount to indent in the **Detail indentation** field. You can increase and decrease the indentation in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape.

If the detail alignment is right, the indentation is from the right side and if the detail alignment is left, the indentation is from the left side. If the indentation amount is set large enough to cause the information to print over the next column, then the information is truncated. If the indentation is so large that all the information is truncated, then the program will not indent the information.

**Include these terms.** If you select Number of infractions in the **Field to show** field, the **Include these terms** box appears. Mark the checkbox for each term to include.

**Wrap text if needed.** If Heading appears in the **Field to show** field, the **Wrap text if needed** checkbox appears. Mark this option to continue information to the next line for text that is too long to fit on one row within the column width.
Multiple Column Headings Tab

On the Multiple Column Headings tab, you can create a heading that appears over one or more of the individual column headers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heading</th>
<th>Start Column</th>
<th>End Column</th>
<th>Align</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Note:** If you marked **Print a box around the column heading row** on the General tab, when you add multiple column headings, vertical lines print in the box to separate each of the column groupings.

**Heading.** Text entered into the **Heading** column appears as a heading above one or more of the individual column headers.

**Start.** In the **Start** column, select the first column the multiple column heading will cover.

**End.** In the **End** column, select the last column the multiple column heading will cover. The **End** column must be greater than or equal to the **Start** column.

**Align.** In the **Align** column, select a left, center, or right alignment for the heading.

Student Notes Section

**Note:** If student notes do not print as expected, make sure the **Print on report card** checkbox is marked for the note on the student record.

The student notes section displays selected student notes for the academic year, term, or session. You can add student notes sections to both the summary/notes and the detail areas. This section does not print in columns; rather, the text of a note fills the entire width available for the section. Student notes print in the font style and size defined on the notepad, regardless of what is selected for the report card on the General tab.

To add a student notes section, on the Details or Summary/Notes tab, select **Student Notes** in the **Section** column of the grid. The Student Notes Section screen appears. This screen has tabs you use to format the student notes section and select the information to include.
General Tab

On the General tab, you can define a heading for the student notes section, indent student notes information, add lines to divide student notes from the following section, select the items of information to include in the note header and the notepad types to include.

![Student Notes Section](image)

**Note:** The section width appears at the bottom of the screen. This number is the sum of widths for all columns in the section and the space between columns.

**Section heading.** In the Section heading field, you can enter a heading for the student notes section. Heading text is bold on the report card.

**Indent section details [ ] inches.** To indent the student notes section, mark Indent section details [ ] inches and enter the amount to indent. You can increase and decrease the indentation of the section in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape. Section headings do not indent, only the header and details.

If the indentation is larger than the section width, the program will not indent the information.

**Include a [ ] after this section.** Mark Include a [ ] after this section to add a blank line or horizontal line after the student notes section. These options print only when another section is positioned directly below the student notes section.

**Note:** The available width appears at the bottom of the screen. This number is the maximum width available for a section.

**Fields to include in notes header.** In the Fields to include in notes header box, mark the items of information to include in the note header.

**Notepad types to include.** In the Notepad types to include box, mark the checkbox for each notepad type to include.
Sort/Break

Use the Sort/Break tab to select the order of information in the student note section and where breaks fall between sets of information.

Sort by.  To order the information, select a sorting category in the Sort by column.

Order by.  In the Order by column, select to sort in ascending or descending order.

Break?  Mark the checkbox in the Break? column to create breaks between student notes sections.  A break divides sets of information by adding space between each section and text.  For example, if you sort and break by Note type, information for each note is set apart by a blank line and the note heading.

If you mark Break?, other fields are enabled so you can define a break header and break footer for that sort category.

Text before value.  In the Text before value field, you can enter text to appear directly before the value for the selected sorting category, which is now the heading for the subsections.

Text after value.  In the Text after value field, you can enter text to appear directly after the value for the selected sorting category, which is now the heading for the subsections.

Freeform Notes Section

The freeform notes section displays notes you create specifically for the report card.  This area is ideal for entering legends for short descriptions, number/letter grade translations, or any other special notes.  You can add freeform notes sections to only the summary/notes area.  This section does not print in columns; rather, the text of a note fills the entire width available for the section.

Tip:  To add tabs to note text, press CTRL + the tab key.
In the text box, enter text to print in the freeform notes section. The font type and size default to those selected on the General tab but you can use the formatting options on the toolbar to format the alignment, type, size, and style of note text. You can also check the spelling or use the thesaurus to find a synonym.

**Section heading.** In the **Section heading** field, you can enter a heading for the freeform notes section. Heading text is bold on the report card.

**Indent section details [ ] inches.** To indent the freeform notes section, mark **Indent section details [ ] inches** and enter the amount to indent. The section heading does not indent.

**Include a [ ] after this section.** Mark **Include a [ ] after this section** to add a blank line, horizontal line, or column break after the freeform notes section. These options print only when another section is positioned directly below the freeform notes section.

### Creating Report Cards

*Mail* is flexible so you can design report cards that meet your school’s needs. This section guides you through the steps necessary to create a basic report card that includes sections for courses, GPAs, and freeform notes. Each section is broken down into individual procedures. For example, in Step 2: Adding Detail Sections, there are procedures for formatting the details area and adding sections for courses and GPAs. The fields and options included in the procedures are those used to create this particular report card. For information about fields and options not addressed in these procedures, see “Report Cards Tabs” on page 16 and “Report Card Sections” on page 33.

**Note:** For basic report card procedures, such as finding and opening, previewing, printing, sending as email, and exporting report cards, see “Mail Basics” on page 1.
You can follow these steps using the sample database to replicate this report card. Hands-on experience will familiarize you with the formatting options available and help you plan your own report cards and the information you need to include.

**Step 1: General Formatting**

The first step when creating a report card is to make general formatting selections on the General tab. If you have more than one school, you can select for which school to print the report card. The school you select determines the information printed in the header.

Using the options, you can select the paper size, orientation, font and font size. The orientation and paper size you select are important because they determine the amount of space available for each area. The portrait format allows for more sections to print in the details area on one page, while landscape allows for more columns to print across the width of the page.

**Note:** The set of parameters described for this sample report card represents a single report card solution. For information about fields and options not addressed in these procedures, see “Report Cards Tabs” on page 16 and “Report Card Sections” on page 33.

For our example, we create a report card for Pepperworth College in portrait format that includes information for the fall term of the current academic year.
Formatting general information

1. From the Mail page in Registrar’s Office, click Forms or select the Forms tab. The Forms page appears.
2. In the list on the left, select Report Cards and click New on the action bar. The New Report Cards screen opens on the General tab.

3. In the Report Card for field, select “Pepperworth College”.
4. In the Academic year field, select “<This academic year>”.
5. In the Session field, select “Fall”.
6. In the Terms field, select “<All terms>”.
7. In the Paper size field, select “Letter”.
8. In the Orientation field, select “Portrait”.
9. In the **Font** field select “Times New Roman” and “9” in the **Font size** field.

![New Report Cards window](image)

10. Select the Details tab to format the details area and select the sections of information to include.

**Step 2: Adding Detail Sections**

The second step when creating a report card is to select which sections of information to include in the detail area and how information appears. On the Details tab, you specify whether to include borders around sections and whether to include information from outside schools.

For this example, we add sections for courses and GPAs and add marking column columns that display the midterm, exam, and final grades. There is also a column that includes the credits earned for each course, the total credits for the session, and the total cumulative credits. The GPAs section shows the student’s cumulative GPA.
For more information about detail sections not addressed in these procedures, see “Report Card Sections” on page 33.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Instructor</th>
<th>MIDTERM</th>
<th>EXAM</th>
<th>FINAL</th>
<th>Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>World History I</td>
<td>Dr. Habitat</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy 1</td>
<td>Ms. Divine</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Geometry</td>
<td>Dr. Emma</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of Mathematics</td>
<td>Dr. John</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Wellness</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Credits: 4.00

Cumulative Grade Point Average

College GPA: 3.30

Grading Scale

A+ 97-100
A  93-96
A- 90-92
B+ 87-89
B  83-86
B- 80-82
C+ 77-79
C  75-77
C- 72-74
D+ 69-71
D  65-68
F  64-0
Formatting the details area

1. On the Details tab of the open report card parameter form, in the **Borders** field, select “Box around area”.

   ![Diagram of report card parameter form]

   Use the grid to select the detail sections to include. The first section you add is a courses section.

Adding a courses section to the detail area

1. In the grid on the Details tab, select “Courses” in the **Section** column and click **Open**. The Courses Section screen appears displaying the General tab.

   ![Courses Section screen]

   2. In the **Section heading** field, select “<Custom>” and enter “Fall Semester 2006-2007”.
3. Mark **Show column header row**.
4. Unmark **Print a box around the column heading row**.
5. Unmark **If showing a total credits row, print a horizontal line after the last course**.
6. Mark **Include a [ ] after this section** and select “Blank line” in the field.

7. Select the **Columns tab**.
8. Click **New Column**. The Column 1 screen appears.

9. In the **Field to show** field, select “Course name”.

10. In the **Column width** field, enter “1.5”.

11. In the **Column heading** field, use the default heading, “Course” and leave the text left aligned and bold.

12. Mark **Wrap text if needed**.

13. Click **OK**. You return to the Columns tab and the Course name column appears in the grid.
14. Click **New Column**. The Column 2 screen appears.
15. In the **Field to show** field, select “Teacher(s)”.
16. In the **Column width** field, enter “1.5”.
17. In the **Column heading** field, Enter “Instructor” and leave the text left aligned and bold.
18. In the **Detail alignment** field, select “Default”.

![Column 2 Screen](image1)

19. Click **OK**. You return to the Columns tab and the Teacher(s) column appears in the grid.

![Courses Section](image2)

20. Click **New Column**. The Column 3 screen appears.
21. In the **Field to show** field, select “Marking column”. The **Marking column** and **Display** fields appear.
22. In the **Marking column** field, select “MIDTERM”.
23. In the **Display** field, select “Grade”.
24. In the **Column width** field, enter “1.125”.
25. In the **Column heading** field, use the default heading “MIDTERM” and leave the text left aligned and bold.
26. In the **Detail alignment** field, select “Default”.
27. In the **Letter/Number** field, select “<As entered>”.
28. Mark **Show grades for marking columns that do not award credit.**

29. Click **OK.** You return to the Columns tab and the MIDTERM; Grade column appears in the grid.

30. Select the MIDTERM; Grade column row and click **Repeat Column.** A copy of the column appears directly in the row below it.

31. Select the column copy and click **Open Column.** The Column 4 screen appears.

32. In the **Marking column** field, select “EXAM”. Do not change any other settings.
33. Click **OK**. You return to the Columns tab and the EXAM; Grade column appears in the grid.

![Columns Tab](image)

34. Select the EXAM; Grade column row and click **Repeat Column**. A copy of the column appears directly in the row below it.

35. Select the column copy and click **Open Column**. The Column 5 screen appears.

36. In the **Marking column** field, select “FINAL”. Do not change any other settings.

![Column 5 Screen](image)

37. Click **OK**. You return to the Columns tab and the FINAL; Grade column appears in the grid.

![Columns Tab](image)

38. Click **New Column**. The Column 6 screen appears.

39. In the **Field to show** field, select “Total credits”.

40. In the **Credits** field, select “Credits awarded”.

![Column 6 Screen](image)
41. In the **Column width** field, enter “1.125”.
42. In the **Column heading** field, use the default heading “Credits” and leave the text left aligned and bold.
43. In the **Detail alignment** field, select “Left”.
44. In the **Include Credits from [ ] to [ ]** field, select “Final” in both fields.
45. Mark **Show column total**.
46. Mark **Show total cumulative credits**.
47. In the **Total credits for** field, select “All schools”.

![Column setup diagram](image)

48. Click **OK**. You return to the Columns tab and the Total credits; Credits awarded column appears in the grid.

![Courses section setup](image)

49. Click **OK**. You return to the Details tab.

The next section you add to the detail area is a GPAs section.
Adding a GPAs section to the detail area

1. On the Details tab, in the second row of the grid, select “GPAs” in the Section column. The GPAs Section screen appears displaying the General tab.

![GPAs Section Screen](image)

2. In the Section heading field, enter “Cumulative Grade Point Average”.
3. Unmark Show column header row.
4. Mark Include a [ ] after this section and select “Blank line”.
5. In the GPAs to include grid, select “College GPA” in the Calculation column and “Cumulative” in the Type column.
6. Delete the default heading “College GPA - CUM” in the Heading column.
7. Mark **Suppress blank GPAs**.

![Image of GPA section settings]

8. Select the Columns tab.

9. Unmark the **Include** checkbox for the MIDTERM and EXAM, columns.

![Image of Column selection settings]

10. Click **OK**. You return to the Details tab and the GPAs section appears in the grid.

Select the Summary/Notes tab to format the summary/notes area and select the sections of information to include.

**Step 3: Adding Summary/Notes Sections**

The third step when creating a report card is to specify whether or not to include a summary/notes area. If you decide to include a summary/notes area, you must select a position (below or to the right of the detail area) and the sections of information to include.
For this example, we add a summary/notes area to the right side of the report card. We include a freeform notes section that displays the grading scale. For more information about summary/notes sections not addressed in these procedures, see “Report Card Sections” on page 33.

- **Formatting the summary/notes area**

  1. On the Summary/Notes tab of the open report card parameter form, mark *Show the summary/notes area*.

  2. In the **Position** field, select “Bottom”.

  3. In the **Height** field, use the default value “2.25”.

---

```
<p>| | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
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</thead>
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```

---

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A+</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B+</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C+</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```
4. In the **Borders** field, select “Box around area”.

![Image of Report Cards window](image)

Use the grid to add a freeform notes section.

- **Adding a freeform notes section to the summary/notes area**
  1. On the Summary/Notes tab, in the first row of the grid, select “Freeform Notes” in the **Section** column. The Freeform Notes Section screen appears.

![Image of Freeform Notes Section](image)

  2. In the **Section heading** field, enter “Grading Scale”.
  3. Mark **Include a [ ] after this section** and select “Blank line” in the field.

**Tip:** To add tabs to note text, press **CTRL** + the tab key.
4. In the text box, enter your school’s grading scale.

5. Click **OK**. You return to the Summary/Notes tab and the Freeform Notes section appears in the grid.

Select the Format tab so you can format the header.

**Step 4: Formatting the Header**

Use the Header options on the Format tab to select a template that determines the layout and position of school and student information in the header. You can include a logo and notes in the header.
For this example, we format the header using the side by side layout. We add a logo and the school’s Web site address.

For formatting the report card header:


2. In the **Template layout** field, select “Side by side”.

3. Mark **Print report card title**.

4. In the **Title** field, enter “Grade Report”.

5. In the **Position** field, select “Title bar”.

6. Mark **Print school logo** and in the **File name** field browse to a logo graphic file.

7. In the **Indent** field, enter “3.125” and enter “1.25” in the **Height** field.
8. Mark **Print notes** and enter “www.pepperworthcollege.edu” in the field.


10. In the **Student Name** frame, select “12” in the **Font size** field.

11. In the **Font style** field, select “Bold”.

12. In the **Student Fields** frame, select “10” in the **Font size** field.

13. In the grid, select “4” in the **# of Fields in Column** column.

15. In the **Section height** field, enter “1.50”.

16. In the **Borders** field, select “None”.

17. The **School Name** box displays the name of the school you selected on the General tab.

18. Select “12” in the **Font size** field.

19. Click the right align and bold format buttons.

20. The **Address** box displays the address of the school you selected on the General tab.

21. Select “10” in the **Font size** field and click the right align button.

22. Select **Student Information** in the tree view. Student Information Header fields and options appear on the Format tab.

23. In the **Borders** field, select “None”.

![Report Cards Interface](image)
24. In the grid, select the items to display in the student section. In the Display Item column, select “Address”, “Student year”, “Degree #1”, and “Major #1”. Leave the address Type as “Formatted address”. Select “Long description” for the student’s year and enter “Year” for the heading. Delete “#1” from the Major #1 and Degree #1 headings.

Select Footer in the tree view on the left so you can format the footer.

Step 5: Formatting the Footer

Use the Footer options on the Format tab to print footer information at the bottom of every page on the report card. For this example, we add the print date and the page number in the footer.
Formatting the report card footer

1. On the Format tab of the open report card parameter form, select **Footer** in the tree view on the left. Footer fields and options appear on the tab.

2. Unmark **Print signature line in footer**.

3. Mark **Print report card date in footer** and select “Short Date” in the **Format** field and “Left” in the **Align** field.

4. Mark **Print page number in footer** and select “Page 1 of 1” in the **Format** field and “Right” in the **Align** field.
The report card is now complete and ready to process.

**Step 6: Running Report Cards**

Once you format the report card and select the sections of information to include, you can click **Preview** to preview the results to find any changes or adjustments you need to make.

When you are satisfied with the results, click **Print** to run the report cards. Click the Save button on the toolbar to save the report card parameter form.
Transcripts

Overview of Transcripts
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Creating Transcripts
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Step 7: Running Transcripts
You can use Transcripts in *Registrar’s Office Mail* to create comprehensive statements of student academic performance over several years. The flexibility in Transcripts allows you to create transcripts customized to meet your school’s needs. You can select the academic information to include and the level of detail. You can also format the layout and appearance.

To access Transcripts, from the Mail page, click **Forms**. Select **Transcripts** in the list on the left of the page and a grid appears on the right displaying saved transcripts. On this page you can create new transcripts, open saved transcripts, and delete transcripts.

**Overview of Transcripts**

Transcripts contain two main areas of information — the detail area and summary/notes area. The detail area presents detailed academic information in columns grouped by the academic year, session or term. The summary/notes area lists summarized academic information and any additional notes you create to appear on the transcript.

**Note:** Visit our Web site at www.blackbaud.com for the latest documentation and information.

**Note:** We offer high-quality, customized report card and transcript forms that are specifically designed for use with our software. Our report card and transcript forms feature state-of-the-art, tamper-proof backgrounds. For more information, visit our Web site at http://forms.blackbaud.com or call us toll-free at 866-4-BB-FORMS (866-422-3676).
You can format the transcript so the detail area is located on the left or upper area of the page and the summary/notes area is on the right or below the detail area. The summary/notes area is optional; not including one provides additional space in the detail area. The orientation you select is important because it determines the amount of space available for each section. The portrait format allows for more courses to display in the details section, while the landscape format allows for more columns to display across the details section. For more information about transcript sections, see “Transcript Sections” on page 135.

Transcript Tabs

**Note:** For basic transcript procedures, such as finding and opening, previewing, printing, sending as email, and exporting transcripts, see “Mail Basics” on page 1.

When you create new transcripts, you specify parameters for transcripts on the General, Details, Summary/Notes, Filters, Attributes, Address, and Format tabs. Once you define parameters for a transcript, you can save these to print transcripts using the same parameters easily. To move among the tabs, click **Next** and **Back** at the bottom of the screen or select the tab.
General Tab

Use the General tab to select the school, academic years, and sessions to include on the transcript. You can also select general formatting options, such as the paper size and orientation.

Transcript for. If you have more than one school, you can select for which school to print the transcript. The school you select determines the information printed in the header.

Filters Grid. Using the filters grid, you can filter the coursework and academic information that appears in transcript results by academic years and sessions.

Include information from future years. To include existing information from future academic years, mark Include information from future years.

Include students on hold that are not supposed to be able to send transcripts. To include students on hold with a restriction against sending transcripts, mark Include students on hold that are not supposed to be able to send transcripts.

Paper size. In the Paper Size field, select to print the transcript on letter, legal, or A4 sized paper.

Orientation. In the Orientation field, select to print in portrait or landscape.

Font. In the Font field, select a font for text on the transcript.

Font size. In the Font size field, select a font size for text in the details and summary areas.

Create an output query of students. To create a query of students for which you run transcripts, mark Create an output query of students. You can save and use an output query later for reports or other mailings.
Details Tab

On the Details tab, you select the sections to include in the detail area of transcripts, as well as formatting options for those sections. You can include both detail and summary/notes sections in the detail area. For more information about formatting detail sections, see “Transcript Sections” on page 135.

**Show detail sections in [ ] column(s).** In the Show detail sections in [ ] columns field, select the number of column sets for the details section. You can select up to four columns.

If you select 1, information for all academic years displays in one column.
If you select more than one, information prints in more than one column. For example, if you select 2, the information prints in the first column and then wraps to the second column rather than breaking to a new page. You can also create breaks by academic year so that each academic year prints in a separate column. For more information, see “Academic Year” on page 125.

Column width. The **Column width** field displays the calculated width of the columns based on the selected paper size, orientation, margins, number of columns, width of the right summary/notes panel, and whether the heading is in a row above or column along the side of the course section.

Borders. In the **Borders** field, select which separators to use for the detail area. You can select None, Box around area, Lines above and below area, Line above area, Line below area, or Box around each column.

Include information from outside schools attended. Mark **Include information from outside schools attended** to include information for schools a student previously attended. Outside school information appears only if the **Print education on transcript** checkbox is marked for that school on the Education tab of the student record and if the student’s enrollment dates for that school fall within the academic years selected for the transcript.

Format. If you mark **Include information from outside schools attended**, you can click **Format** to access the Outside Schools Format screen. On this screen you can format how information for outside schools appears on the transcript.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outside Schools Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Print outside school information with current school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heading for outside school information</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| ![Check box for Show school name]
| ![Check box for Append years attended to school name]
| ![Check box for Include comment after outside school information]
| ![Check box for Print a horizontal line after outside school information]
| Heading for current school information |
| ![OK] | ![Cancel] |
Print outside school information — To choose how other courses display on the transcript, select “with current school”, “as a separate section above current school”, or “as a separate section below current school”.

Heading for outside school information — In this field, enter a heading for the outside school information.

Show school name — Mark this checkbox to group the information under each outside school name. If you do not mark this checkbox, information is grouped together under the outside school heading and sorted as a group.

Append years attended to school name — If you mark Show school name, you can also mark Append years attended to school name to add the years the student attended the outside school to the school’s name on the transcript.

Include comment after outside school information — Mark this checkbox to enter a comment in the Comment field and select a font style and font size.

Print a horizontal line after outside school information — Mark this checkbox to add a horizontal line as a divider between outside schools and your school information.

Heading for current school information — In this field, enter a heading to appear before information for your school.

Detail Sections Grid

In the grid, select the sections of information to include in the detail area of the transcript.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Heading</th>
<th>Section Width</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Courses</td>
<td>Course</td>
<td>1.00 in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grades</td>
<td>Credits</td>
<td>1.00 in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: You can include all summary sections in the detail area except Freeform notes.

Section. In the Section column, select Courses, Academic Summary, Activities, Credits, GPAs, Performance, Ranks, Test Scores, or Student Notes. The Courses section is always listed first in the grid and should be formatted first because its settings affect the formatting of other sections.

When you select a section, the screen for that section type appears so you can define the columns, headings, and details that appear in that section. For more information about formatting transcript sections, see “Transcript Sections” on page 135.

Heading. The Heading column displays the section headings entered on the General tab for each section. You must open a section to edit its heading.

Section Width. The Section Width column displays the sum of all column widths and spaces between columns.

Open. To open a detail section in the grid, select the section and click Open.

Delete. To delete a detail section from the grid, select the section and click Delete.

Up/Down. To change the order of detail sections in the grid, select a section and click the up or down arrow.
Summary/Notes Tab

On the Summary/Notes tab, you select the sections to include in the summary/notes area of transcripts and formatting options for those sections. For more information about formatting summary sections, see “Transcript Sections” on page 135.

**Show the summary/notes area.** Mark **Show the summary/notes area** to include a summary/notes area on the transcript. If you do not mark this option, all fields and options on this tab are disabled.

**Position.** In the **Position** field, select to position the summary area below or to the right of the detail area. If you select more than one column in the **Show detail sections in [ ] columns** field on the Details tab, this field is Bottom by default and is not editable.

**Width/Height.** This field depends on your selection in the **Position** field. If you select Right, you can enter a width. If you select Bottom, you can enter a height. You can increase and decrease the width or height in increments of 0.1 inch. The minimum width/height is 0.1 inch and the maximum is 10.25 or 7.75 inches depending on whether you print in landscape or portrait format.
Show summary/notes sections in [ ] columns. In the Show summary/notes sections in [ ] columns, select the number of columns sets for the summary/notes section. If you position the summary/notes area to the right of the detail area, this field is 1 by default and is not editable. Information displays in one column.

If you position the summary/notes area to the bottom of the detail area, you can select up to four columns. If you select more than one, information prints in the first column and then wraps to the second column rather than breaking to a new page. You can also add column breaks after each summary/notes section (on the General tab for that section) so that information for each section prints in a separate column.

Column width. The Column width field displays a calculated width based on the selected position of the summary area, the number of columns, and the paper orientation and size selected on the General tab.

Borders. In the Borders field, select which separators to use for the summary/notes area. You can select None, Lines above and below area, Line above area, Line below area, Box around area, or Box around each column. If the summary/notes section’s position is to the right of the detail area, there is an additional option, Detail separator only, which prints a vertical line between the detail and summary/notes sections.
Summary/Notes Section Grid

In the grid, select the sections of information to appear in the summary/notes area of the transcript. An academic summary section for GPAs appears by default. The GPAs section is not required so you can edit it, add additional columns to it, or delete it altogether. For more information about the academic summary section, see “Academic Summary Section” on page 161.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Heading</th>
<th>Section Width</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Academic Summary</td>
<td>1.00 in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Activities</td>
<td>1.00 in</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Section.** In the **Section** column, select Academic Summary, Activities, Student Notes, Test Scores, or Freeform Notes. When you select a section, the screen for that section type appears so you can define related columns, headings, and details. For more information about formatting summary sections, see “Transcript Sections” on page 135.

**Heading.** The **Heading** column displays the section headings entered on the General tab for each section. You must open a section to edit its heading.

**Section Width.** The **Section Width** column displays the sum of all column widths and spaces between columns.

**Open.** To open a summary section in the grid, select the section and click **Open**.

**Delete.** To delete a summary section from the grid, select the section and click **Delete**.

**Up/Down.** To change the order of summary sections in the grid, select a section and click the up or down arrow.
Filters Tab

On the Filters tab, you select criteria that determines the students for which transcripts print and the courses included. You can specify a time frame for the coursework and academic information included on the transcripts by selecting Academic years or Sessions in the Filters grid on the General tab. For more information about filtering in Blackbaud Student Information System, see the Program Basics Guide.

![Filters Tab Image]

**Tip:** You can also double-click a filter in the grid to open the selection screen.

**Open.** To open a selection screen to designate specific filters for the transcript, select a filter in the grid and click **Open** on the action bar.

**Clear All Filters.** To reset each filter to include all, you can click **Clear All Filters**.

**Filters.** The **Filters** column lists all the filters for the transcript. You cannot edit this column.

**Include.** By default, in the **Include** column, each filter is set to All. To open a selection screen to designate specific filters for the transcript, choose **Selected**.

**Selected Filters.** Filters you specify on the selection screen appear in the **Selected Filters** column.
Selected Filters Screen

From the Filters tab, you can open a selection screen for a filter in several ways: by double-clicking the filter in the grid, selecting the filter in the grid and clicking **Open** on the action bar, or choosing **Selected** in the **Include** column for the filter.

**Include.** For each filter, you can select to include all or select specific filters. Depending on the filter, you may also be able to filter by a range or query.

**All.** If you mark **Include: All**, you cannot designate specific filters.

**Selected or Range.** If you mark **Include: Selected** or **Range**, a grid appears in which you can specify filters. In a field, you can click the binoculars to search for information.

**Query.** If you mark **Include: Query**, the **Query name** field appears for you to enter the name of the query by which to filter the transcript. In the field, you can click the binoculars to search for the query name.

To create a new query, click the binoculars. Then click **Add a New Query** on the Open Query screen. For more information about creating queries, see the **Query Guide**.

**Previous Filter.** To view or edit the previous filter without returning to the Filters tab, click **Previous Filter**.

**Next Filter.** To view or edit the next filter without returning to the Filters tab, click **Next Filter**.
Attributes Tab

You can use the Attributes tab to add, delete, or update attributes for students when you print transcripts. For example, to track the number of transcripts you print for students, you can add a “Transcript printed” attribute to each student included in a transcript run. Later, you can filter a report or query using this attribute to calculate the total number of transcripts printed. For more information about creating attributes, see the Configuration Guide for Registrar’s Office.

**Action.** In the Action column, you can add, delete, or update attributes on the records when you print transcripts.

**Attribute Type.** In the Attribute Type column, you can select an attribute type.

**Description.** In the Description column, you can enter or select a description for the attribute type.

**Short Description.** In the Short Description column, a brief description of the attribute type appears when you select a type in the Attribute Type column.

**Date.** In the Date column, select the date you add, delete, or update the attribute.

**Required.** If the attribute type you select is required, the program automatically marks the checkbox in the Required column.

**Comments.** In the Comments column, you can enter additional information about the attribute type.

Address Tab

Use the Address tab to specify which addresses to use for transcripts. The program compares the parameters you define on this tab with address information entered on the Addresses tab of the student/relationship record to identify the appropriate address to use.
On the Address tab, you select a validation date and then define the order in which the program evaluates address types. The program first checks the validation date, then seasonal addresses, other address types (in the order you determine), and attributes. The first address found on the student/relationship record that meets the defined parameters is used on the transcript. You can also specify what to do if no valid address is found.

**Step 1.** In the **Use address from** field, select whether to print the address from the student or relationship record.

**Note:** Any address with No mail selected in the **Send [] to this address** field on the Address Attributes tab is automatically excluded as a possible address.

**Step 2.** In the **Validate addresses as of []** field, select a date to determine which address to use. Any address that is valid on this date is considered for use on the transcript. Any addresses that are not valid on this date are automatically excluded from consideration.

**Step 3.** Determine whether to include seasonal addresses as possible addresses. If you mark **Consider seasonal addresses**, the program uses the first valid seasonal address found on the student/relationship record and does not consider any other addresses.

If the seasonal address has the Send no mail attribute, the seasonal address is excluded automatically as a possible address. If a valid seasonal address is not found, the program considers the address types selected in Step 4.

**Step 4.** In the **If no seasonal addresses are found, consider these addresses** frame, select which address types to use if no valid seasonal addresses exist.

In the **Address** box, select an address type and click the right arrow to move it into the **Addresses to consider, in order of importance** box. The first address type in the list that matches the validation date is used on the transcript. You can change the order addresses are considered by selecting an address type and clicking the up and down arrows next to the list.

If a valid address is not found from these address types, the program considers the attributes selected in Step 5.
Step 5. In the grid, you can select address attribute types to consider. For example, you have a “Transcript address” attribute you use to flag addresses for transcripts. When you select Include in the Action column and Transcript address in the Attribute column of the grid, the program automatically uses any valid addresses assigned this attribute.

Step 6. In the If no address is found field, select what to do if a valid address is not found. You can select Print with no address, Remove record from run, or Print specific address. If you select to print a specific address, the Use field appears so you can select the address type to use when a student/relationship does not have an address of the types you added to the Addresses to consider, in order of importance list.

Format Tab

On the Format tab, you designate the format and appearance of the transcript. The list on the left of the screen displays formatting options for the transcript. When you select an item in the list, the right side of the screen changes to present selections for that section of the transcript.

Academic Year

You can use the Academic Year options to format academic year headings.

Print years in [ ] order. You can select to print information for school years in ascending or descending order.

Keep year together across pages. Mark the Keep year together across pages checkbox to prevent the information from a single year from breaking across a page.

Note: If you select Column break and later change the number of columns to one, the column divider setting changes automatically to Page break.
Include a [ ] after each year. Mark Include a [ ] after each year and select to divide academic years using a blank line, horizontal line, page break, or column break. If you select Page break, information for each academic year prints on its own page. If you select Column break each academic year appears in its own column. You can use a column break only when you select to use more than one column in the Show detail sections in [ ] column(s) field.

Format. In the Format field, select a format for the heading of the Year column. The format is the school year, the student's year, or a combination of the two. For example, “2007-2008”, “Freshman”, or 2007-2008, Freshman”.

Position. In the Position field, select to position the heading in the row above detail sections or in the column beside detail sections. If you select Column beside detail sections, the Width and Column heading fields appear.

Width. In the Width field, enter a width for the column. You can increase and decrease the width in increments of 0.1 inch. The minimum width is 0.1 inch and the maximum is 7.75 inches if using a portrait page format or 10.25 if using landscape.

Heading. In the Heading field, you can use Year as the column heading or enter a different column heading.

Student Sort

When you print many transcripts at one time, you can use Student Sort to group transcripts by a selected option and arrange them in ascending or descending order.

Sort by. In the Sort by column, select items for grouping transcripts. For example, you can group transcripts by advisors.

Category. If you select to sort by an attribute in the Sort by column, you can select the attribute in the Category column. Otherwise the field is disabled.

Order by. In the Order by column, select the sort order of transcripts. Select Ascending to sort sequentially or alphabetically. Select Descending to sort in reverse sequential or reverse alphabetical order.
Form Alignment

You can use Form Alignment to specify vertical and horizontal alignment of printed information on transcript forms.

Vertical Alignment. In the **Vertical alignment** field, you can select to use the default alignment or to move printed information up or down and how much to move the information. For example, if you select Move printed information up and enter 2, the information prints .02 inch higher on the page.

Horizontal alignment. In the **Horizontal alignment** field, you can select to use the default alignment or to move printed information left or right and how much to move the information. For example, if you select Move printed information left and enter 2, the information prints .02 inch more to the left on the page.
Name Formats

Using Name Formats, you can format how names appear for students, faculty/staff, and relations in the address and body sections of the transcript. In the tree view on the left, select Student, Faculty/Staff, or Relationship to format names for that record type.

The formatting selections you make in the Transcript Address frame affect the address that prints when Address with addressee is selected in the Type column on the Student Information Header screen of the Format tab.

The formatting selections you make in the Transcript Body frame appear in the body area of the transcript and the header.

Note: You must have the appropriate security rights to output an addressee/salutation with Social Security numbers. If you do not have security rights, the numbers are masked. For more information, see the Security chapter of the Administration Guide for Blackbaud Student Information System.

Select addressee/salutation from [ ]. In the Select addressee/salutation from [ ] field, select Record or Configuration.

Use. If you select Record, in the Use field, select the full name, primary addressee, primary salutation, directory name, diploma name, informal addressee, or informal salutation as defined on the student/faculty/staff/relationship record.

If you select Configuration, in the Use field, select from one of the formats defined in Configuration.

If not present...Select addressee/salutation from. In the If not present...Select addressee/salutation from field, you can select a second name format for situations where the first selection is not present on student or relationship records. For example, if you select to use the Primary salutation, and you have students without a Primary salutation defined on the Addressees/Salutations tab, the second name format is used. If you select <Full name> or Configuration in the Use field, this field is disabled.
Header

Use the Header options to select a template that determines the layout and position of school and student information in the header. You can include a logo and notes in the header.

Format

Select Format in the tree view to format the placement, font size and style, and number of columns for fields in the school and student information sections.

**Name/Address.** In the **Indent** and **Width** fields of the **School Fields** frame, enter the amount to indent and the width allowed for fields in the school information section.

**Additional lines.** In the **Indent** and **Width** fields of the **School Fields** frame, enter the amount to indent and the width allowed for additional lines added to the school information section.

**Font size.** In the **Font size** field of the **Student Name** frame, select the size of the student name.

**Font style.** In the **Font style** field of the **Student Name** frame, select Regular, Bold, Italics, or Bold Italics for the student name.

**Font size.** In the **Font size** field of the **Student Fields** frame, select the size of the student fields in the student information section.

**Label: Font style.** In the **Label: Font style** field of the **Student Fields** frame, select Regular, Bold, Italics, or Bold Italics for the labels of student fields in the student information section.

**Alignment.** In the **Alignment** field of the **Student Fields** frame, select the alignment for the labels of fields in the student information section.

**Show student fields in [ ] column(s).** In the **Show student fields in [ ] column(s)** field of the **Student Fields** frame, select the number of columns for the student fields. You can select up to three columns.

**Note:** You select the student fields and field formats in the Student Information section of the Format tab.
# of Fields in Column. If you select to use columns for the student fields, you can select the number of fields (up to eight) to include in each column. A row appears for each field. For example, if you select 2 in the Show student fields in [ ] column(s) field and 3 in the # of Fields in Column column, the student information section appears as shown here.

Indent (in). In the Indent column, enter the amount to indent the column from the section's left edge.

Label Width (in). In the Label Width (in) column, select the maximum width for field labels in each column.

Field Width (in). In the Field Width (in) column, select the maximum width for fields in each column.
General

Select General in the tree view to select the layout and position of items included in the header.

Template layout. In the Template layout field, select Side by side or Stacked. When you select a layout, a preview of the header layout appears.

Side by side — Select this option to display school information next to student information.

Stacked — Select this option to display school information above the student information. Both sets of information are left-aligned by default.

Print transcript title. Mark Print transcript title to print a title on the transcript.

Title. If you mark Print transcript title, in the Title field, you can use the default title “Official Transcript” or enter a different title.

Position. In the Position field, select where to print the transcript title. If you select Title bar, the title prints in white font on a thick black line between the header and body of the transcript. If you select Label, the title prints in the top right corner of the page.

Print school logo. Mark Print school logo to print a logo on the transcript.

File name. If you mark Print school logo, in the File name field, you must browse to the logo graphic file. Graphic files must be in bitmap (*.bmp) or jpeg (*.jpg) format. You may need to resize the width and height of the logo in your graphics program.

Placement. You can use the Indent, Height, and Width fields to adjust the placement of the logo within the header.

Print notes. To add a note to the header, mark Print notes and enter text in the box. If you selected Side by side in the Template layout field, the note prints at the bottom right of the header. If you selected Stacked, the note prints at the bottom left of the header.
School Information

Select School Information in the tree view to format the school information section of the header.

Section height. In the Section height field, enter the height of the School information section in inches. The minimum height is 0 inches and the maximum is 10.25 inches for portrait layout and 7.75 for landscape. If you select Side by side in the Template layout field, the Section height entered here is used for the Student Information section as well.

Borders. In the Borders field, select which separators to use for the school information section. You can select None, Lines above and below section, Line below section, or Box around section.

School Name. The School Name box displays the school selected in the Transcript for field on the General tab. You can use this name or enter a different one. You can use the buttons below the School Name box to format the alignment, font size, and style of school name text.

Address. The Address box displays the address and phone number of the school selected in the Transcript for field on the General tab. You can use this address or enter a different one. You can use the buttons below the Address box to format the alignment, font size, and style of address text.

Additional lines. You can enter additional information for the header in the Additional lines box. If you selected Side by side in the Template layout field, the lines print at the bottom right of the header. If you selected Stacked, the line print in the top left of the header. You can use the buttons below the Additional lines box to format the alignment, font size, and style of additional lines text.

Student Information

Select Student Information in the tree view to format the student information section of the header. Student information displays in the number of columns selected in the Format Header section of the Format tab.
The **Col** column of the grid displays rows for the number you selected in the **# of Fields in Column** column in the Format Header section. For example, if you selected to include two columns with three fields in each column, the **Col** column lists three rows for column 1 and three rows for column 2.

**Section height.** In the **Section height** field, enter the height of the Student information section in inches. The minimum height is 0 inches and the maximum is 10.25 inches for portrait layout and 7.75 for landscape. If you select Side by side in the **Template layout** field, the Section height entered here is used for the School Information section as well.

**Borders.** In the **Borders** field, select which separators to use for the student information section. You can select None, Lines above and below section, Line below section, Box around section, Horizontal lines, Vertical lines, or Grid lines. If you select Horizontal lines, Vertical lines, or Grid lines, a box also prints around the section.

**Note:** The *Col* column displays the column in which display items will print.

**Display Item.** In the **Display Item** column of the grid, select the items of information to print in the student information section of the header.

If you select Parent/Guardian, the program uses the relationship selected to print on transcripts on the Relationship tab of the student record. The relationship name formats as specified on the Relationship Name Formats section of the Format tab for the transcript body. If Relationship is selected in the **Use address from** field on the Address tab and you select Address as the **Display Item** and Address with addressee in the **Type** column, then relationship names are formatted as specified on the Format tab for the transcript address.

You can select to display up to three advisors per student. The order you choose on the student progression entry determines which three display.

**Type.** For some items you select in the **Display Item** column, such as Attribute, Address, or Rank, you must also select a type in the **Type** column of the grid.

**Marking Column.** For some items you select in the **Display Item** column, such as Cumulative GPA or Rank, you must also select a marking column in the **Marking Column** column of the grid.

**Heading.** In the **Heading** column of the grid, you can use the default heading that appears for the item selected in the **Display Item** column or enter a different one.

**Format Field.** If you select Cumulative GPA, Total credits, Birth date, Print date, Date entered, Date left, Standard/Mandatory credits, Transfer credits, or Graduation date in the **Display Item** column, select the item and click **Format Field** to format the decimal places or date format for those items.

**Up/Down.** To change the order of items in the grid, select an item and click the up or down arrow.
Footer

Use the Footer options to print footer information at the bottom of every page in the transcript. You can print a signature line, the print date, and the page number in the footer.

Print signature line in footer. Mark Print signature line in footer to add a signature box to the transcript. Marking this option enables other fields on this screen.

Height. In the Height field, enter the height of the signature box in inches. The minimum is 0.1 inch and the maximum is 3 inches.

Font size. In the Font size field, select the font size for text used in the signature line.

Font style. In the Font style field, select Regular, Bold, Italics, or Bold Italics.

Signature Line Grid

Use the Signature Line grid to select and format the items that appear in boxes in the signature line.

Display Item. In the Display Item column, you can include boxes on the transcript for the signature, the title of the person signing, and the date the transcript is signed.

Heading. In the Heading column, you can use the default heading for the display items you selected, enter different headings, or leave it blank. Headings print on the left side of the box.

Populate With. In the Populate With column, select the items to appear in the Title and Date boxes by default. For the Title box, you can select <Blank> to leave the box blank for the signer to complete or select Specific Text to enter a default title in the Value column. For the Date box, you can select <Blank> to leave the box blank for the signer to complete or select Today, Tomorrow, or Specific Date. If you select Specific Date, you can enter a date in the Value column.

Value. If you select Specific Text or Specific Date in the Populate With column, in the Value column, you can enter values for the title and date boxes.
**Width.** In the **Width** field, enter the width for each item. The transcript’s page layout determines the width of the box in the first row of the grid (3.75 if portrait, 6.25 if landscape). This value is uneditable and increases or decreases as you increase or decrease the widths in the other rows.

**Print transcript date in footer.** Mark **Print transcript date in footer** to print the date at the bottom of each page of the transcript. In the **Format** field, select a format for the date or line. In the **Align** field, select where the date should print within the footer — left, center, or right.

**Print page number in footer.** Mark the **Print page number in footer** to print the page numbers at the bottom of each page. In the **Format** field, select a page number format. In the **Align** field, select where the page number should print within the footer — left, center, or right.

## Transcript Sections

On the Details and Summary/Notes tabs, you select the sections of information to include on the transcript. Sections selected on the Details tab appear in the detail area of the transcript and those selected on the Summary/Notes tab appear in the summary/notes area. The possible sections are Courses, Credits, GPAs, Performance, Ranks, Academic Summary, Activities, Test Scores, Student Notes, and Freeform Notes. Several transcript sections can be added to both the detail and the summary/notes areas.

On the Details and Summary/Notes tabs, when you select a section to add, a screen appears for that section type. Using the tabs on this screen, you can format the size and appearance of the section, the information and details included, and how the information is organized in columns.

### Courses Detail Section

**Note:** If course information or comments do not print as expected (for example, grades or comments are missing), make sure the **Print on transcript** checkbox is marked for the missing items on the student record and on the Grading tab for the course.

The courses section in the detail area displays course information in rows. You can include columns that list details for courses such as the teacher, section, and department. You can also add columns to display grades, credits, comments, or class notes in the marking column in which they occurred. Several columns appear in this section by default: Course ID, Course Name, Final Grade, Credits Attempted and Credits Awarded. For the Final Grade, Credits Attempted and Credits Awarded columns, the marking column defaults to Final (if available) or to the last marking column defined in the Marking Columns table.

When you add certain detail sections, such as GPAs, ranks, performances, or credits, these break down automatically by the marking columns you added for the courses section. You can add only one courses section.

To format the courses section, on the Details tab, select Courses in the **Section** column of the grid. The Courses Section screen appears. This screen has tabs you use to format the courses section and the information included.
General Tab

On the General tab, you can define a heading for the courses section, include transfer courses, add lines to divide columns and courses, and select which terms to include for the current year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section heading</th>
<th>In the Section heading field, you can enter a heading for the courses section or leave it blank. Heading text is bold on the transcript.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Repeat column headings for each year</td>
<td>Mark Repeat column headings for each year to print column headings and multiple column headings for each academic year. If you do not mark this option, column headings appear above the first section heading and repeat only where columns or pages break.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print a box around the column heading row</td>
<td>If you mark Show column header row, you can mark Print a box around the column heading row to print a box around column headings and multiple column heading rows.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** If you add horizontal lines after courses and vertical lines between columns, a grid forms in this section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Include a [ ] after each course</th>
<th>Mark this option to add a blank line, horizontal line, or blank line and horizontal line after each course row.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If showing a total credits row, print a horizontal line after the last course</td>
<td>Mark this option to add a dividing line between the last course and the total credits row.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print a vertical line between columns</td>
<td>Mark Print a vertical line between columns to print vertical lines between each column in the section. If you include comments in the courses section, the vertical lines end at the border selected for those subsections on the Comments tab.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print courses from outside schools</td>
<td>Mark Print courses from outside schools to print the course names of courses from outside schools. This option appears only if you marked Include information from outside schools attended on the Details tab.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Show grades.** If you marked Print courses from outside schools, the Show grades option is enabled. Mark Show grades to print grades for courses taken at outside schools for the marking columns selected on the Columns tab.

**Show credits.** If you marked Print courses from outside schools, the Show credits option is enabled. Mark Show credits to print credits for courses taken at outside schools for the marking columns selected on the Columns tab.

**Print courses through [ ] of the current year.** Mark this option to include on the transcript only courses in the current year occurring before or during the term you select in the field.

**Include a [ ] after this section.** Mark this option to add a blank line, horizontal line, or column break after the course section for each academic year. The column break option only works when you select to use more than one column for the detail area.

These options print only when another section is positioned directly below the courses section. If there are no other sections, the program uses the item selected in the Include a [ ] after each year field in the Academic Year section of the Format tab.

**Columns Tab**

On the Columns tab, you define columns of information for the courses section. Several columns appear in this section by default: Course ID, Course Name, Final Grade, Credits Attempted and Credits Awarded. For the Final Grade, Credits Attempted and Credits Awarded columns, the marking column defaults to Final (if available) or to the last marking column defined in the Marking Columns table in Tables Configuration. You can delete or move any of these columns except Column 1. If you do not want the Course ID as the first column, open Column 1 and change its settings.

### New Column

To add a new column to the courses section, click New Column. The Column <#> screen appears.

### Open Column

To open a courses column in the grid, select the column and click Open Column.
Tip: When creating transcripts with similar columns, you can use the Repeat Column button to quickly add columns using the same width, alignment, and font style.

Repeat Column. To add a copy of an existing column in the grid, select the column and click Repeat Column.

Delete Column. To delete a courses column in the grid, select the column and click Delete Column.

Up/Down. To change the order of courses columns in the grid, select a column and click the up or down arrow.

Heading. Once you define a column, the Heading column displays the heading entered in the Column heading field of the Column <#> screen. You can edit the heading by typing directly in the row.

Description. Once you define a column, the Description column displays the item selected in the Field to show field of the Column <#> screen. If you selected Marking column in the Field to show field, it is the marking column and item selected in the Display field.

Width. Once you define a column, the Width column displays the width entered in the Column width field of the Column <#> screen. You can edit the width by typing directly in the row.

The Column <#> Screen

To add a new column to the courses section, click New Column. The Column <#> screen appears. The <#> is the position of the column in the list. For example, if the number is 2, the column is the second from the left on the transcript.

Note: You cannot add a marking column for the first column.

Field to show. In the Field to show field, select the item of information to display in the column. The item you select changes the fields that appear on this screen and adds additional fields for certain items.
Marking column. If you select Marking column in Field to show, the Marking column and Display fields appear as well as other formatting options. In the Marking column field, select the marking column and in the Display field, select the information from the marking column to display, such as grades, credits, or comment codes. If you select Comment codes in the Display field, comment codes print only if grade comments entry is defined as Numeric for the academic year in Configuration.

Credits. If you select Total credits in Field to show, the Credits field appears as well as other formatting options. In the Credits field, select to display the credits awarded or credits attempted.

Attribute. If you select Course attribute or Class attribute in Field to show, the Attribute field appears. In the Attribute field, select the attribute to display for courses.

Column width. In the Column width field, enter a width for the column. The minimum width is 0.1 inch and the maximum is 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape.

Note: You can select <Blank> in the Field to show field to add a blank column providing extra space between columns.

Column start. The Column start field displays where the column will start printing. The value is the sum of widths for all other columns positioned in the section before it.

Section width. The Section width field displays the sum of widths for all columns in the section (including the current column) and the space between columns. If the section width exceeds the amount allowed for this section, the number is red.

Column heading. The Column heading box displays the item selected in Field to show or Marking column fields. You can use this heading or enter a different one.

Format buttons. You can use the buttons below the Column heading box to format the alignment and style of heading text.

Wrap text if needed. If you select any item in Field to show besides Marking column, Withdrawal date, Total credits, Total attendance, or <Blank>, the Wrap text if needed checkbox appears. Mark this option to continue information to the next line for text that is too long to fit on one row within the column width.

Detail alignment. If you select Marking column, Total credits, or Total attendance in Field to show, the Detail alignment field appears. In this field you can select how items align in the column. If you select Default, text prints on the left and numbers print on the right.

Detail indentation. If you select Marking column, Total credits, or Total attendance in the Field to show field, and Right or Left in the Detail alignment field, the Detail indentation field appears. You can increase and decrease the indentation in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape.
If the detail alignment is right, the indentation is from the right side and if the detail alignment is left, the indentation is from the left side. If the indentation amount is set large enough to cause the information to print over the next column, then the information is truncated. If the indentation is so large that all the information is truncated, then the program will not indent the information.

**Letter/Number.** If you select Marking column in *Field to show* and Grade in the *Display* field, the *Letter/Number* field appears. In this field, select the format for grades in the column. If you select a format that contains a number, the *Decimal places* field appears.

**Decimal places.** If you select Marking column, Total credits, or Total attendance in *Field to show*, the *Decimal places* field appears. In this field, enter the number of places after the decimal to print numbers.

**Show trailing zeros.** If you select to use one or more decimal places, mark *Show trailing zeros* to ensure there are always the same number of numerals to the right of the decimal. For example, a student earns 3.5 and 3.75 credits for two courses. If you mark this option, the program adds a zero after 3.5 and prints 3.50.

**Show grades/credits/comment codes only for student's current academic year.** If you select Marking column or Total credits in *Field to show* and Grade, Credits attempted, Credits awarded or Comment codes, in the *Display* field, the *Show grades/credits/comment codes only for student's current academic year* checkbox appears for that item. Mark this option to display grades/credits/comment codes for only the most recent year for which the student has grades.

**Show grades/credits/comment codes for marking columns that do not award credit.** If you select Marking column in *Field to show* and Grade, Credits attempted, Credits awarded or Comment codes, in the *Display* field, the *Show grades/credits/comment codes for marking columns that do not award credit* checkbox appears for that item. Mark this option to display grades/credits/comment codes for marking columns that do not award credits.

**Show grades entered as 'NG'.** If you select Marking column in *Field to show* and Grade in the *Display* field, the *Show grades entered as 'NG'* checkbox appears. Mark this option to print grades entered as ‘NG’ (for blank or missing grades) in the marking column.

**Show column total.** If you select Total Credits or Marking column in *Field to show* and Credits attempted or Credits awarded in the *Display* or *Credits* fields, the *Show column total* checkbox appears. Mark this option to add a row for credit totals at the bottom of each course section for the credits in the column.

**Show total cumulative credits.** If you select Total Credits or Marking column in *Field to show* and Credits attempted or Credits awarded in the *Display* or *Credits* fields, the *Show total cumulative credits* checkbox appears. Mark this option to add a row for credit totals at the bottom of each course section for the cumulative credits for all years up to and including that column.

**Translate tardies to absences.** If you select Total attendance in *Field to show*, the *Translate tardies to absence* checkbox appears. If you defined tardy code translations in *Configuration* (for example, five tardies equals an absence), you can mark this option to print translated tardies as absences. Only class attendance is considered for this column, so if your school tracks attendance in days only, the column is blank.

**Terms to include.** If you select Total attendance in *Field to show*, the *Terms to include* checkbox appears. In this field, you can select for which terms to include attendance.

**Include these attendance codes.** If you select Total attendance in *Field to show*, the *Include these attendance codes* box appears. Mark the checkbox for each attendance code to include in the attendance column.

**Include credits from [ ] to [ ].** If you select Total credits in *Field to show*, the *Include credits from [ ] to [ ]* field appears. In this field, select a first and last marking column to define a time period for credits to include in totals. The program uses the order of marking column table entries in *Configuration* to determine which marking columns to include within the range. For example, if you select Quarter 1 and Semester 2 in this field, all marking columns listed in the table between Quarter 1 and Semester 2 are included in the credit totals.

**Date format.** If you select Withdrawal date in *Field to show*, the *Date format field* appears. In this field, select the month/date/year combination for formatting dates.
Comments Tab

On the Comments tab, you can print comments for a course below the course row. For courses assigned default comments, the actual comment prints, not the comment number. Comments print in the font style and size defined on the comment notepad, regardless of what is selected for the transcript on the General tab.

Show comments for each course. Mark Show comments for each course to print comments below courses. If you do not mark this option, all fields and options on this tab are disabled.

Section heading. In the Section heading field, you can enter a heading for the comments section or leave it blank. Heading text is bold on the transcript.

Indent section [ ] inches. Mark Indent section [ ] inches to increase and decrease the indentation of the section in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape. If the indentation amount is set large enough to cause the information to print over the next column, then the information is truncated. If the indentation is so large that all the information is truncated, then the program will not indent the information.

Print a horizontal line before comments. Mark this option to add a horizontal line as a divider before comments.

Suppress blank comment rows. Mark Suppress blank comment rows to prevent blank rows for courses with no comments.

Label comments with marking column [ ]. Mark Label comments with marking column [ ] to add a column before the comment listing the marking column in which the comment was assigned. You can label the marking column with the short or long description.

Use [ ] inches of the [ ] inches of the available space for the marking column description. If you mark Label comments with marking column, you must enter the amount of space to allow for the marking column description. The amount of space available is the total section width.

Print comments from outside schools. If you marked Include information for outside schools attended on the Details tab, you can include comments for transfer courses.
**Include these marking columns.** In the **Include these marking columns** frame, mark the marking columns for which you want to include comments. You can print comments for marking columns not included in the courses columns.

**Class Notes Tab**

On the Class Notes tab, you can print class notes listed for a course below the course row. Class notes appear before comments.

Keep in mind that class notes are different from student notes. Student notes have a **Print on transcript** checkbox to control which student notes are included, but any class notes entered for the selected marking columns are included.

![Class Notes Tab](image)

**Show class notes for each course.** Mark **Show class notes for each course** to print class notes below courses. If you do not mark this option, all fields and options on this tab are disabled.

**Section heading.** In the **Section heading** field, you can enter a heading for the class notes section or leave it blank. Heading text is bold on the transcript.

**Indent section [ ] inches.** Mark **Indent section [ ] inches** to increase and decrease the indentation of the section in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape.

If the indention amount is set large enough to cause the information to print over the next column, then the information is truncated. If the indentation is so large that all the information is truncated, then the program will not indent the information.

**Print a horizontal line before class notes.** Mark this option to add a horizontal line as a divider before class notes.

**Suppress blank class note rows.** Mark **Suppress blank class note rows** to prevent blank rows for courses with no class notes.

**Label class notes with marking column [ ].** Mark **Label class notes with marking column [ ]** to add a column before the class note listing the marking column in which the class note was assigned. You can label the marking column with the short or long description.
Use [ ] inches of the [ ] inches of the available space for the marking column description. If you mark Label class notes with marking column, you must enter the amount of space to allow for the marking column description. The amount of space available is the total section width.

Include these marking columns. In the Include these marking columns frame, mark the marking columns for which you want to include class notes. You can print class notes for marking columns not included in the courses columns.

Multiple Column Headings Tab

On the Multiple Column Headings tab, you can create a heading that appears over one or more of the individual column headers.

Note: If you marked Print a box around the column heading row on the General tab, when you add multiple column headings, vertical lines print in the box to separate each of the column groupings.

Heading. In the Heading column, enter text for the heading.

Start. In the Start column, select the first column over which the multiple column heading appears.

End. In the End column, select the last column over which the multiple column heading appears.

Align. In the Align column, select left, center, or right alignment for the heading.
**Sort/Break Tab**

Use the Sort/Break tab to select the order of information in the course section and where breaks fall between sets of information.

**Sort by.** To order the information, select a sorting category in the **Sort by** column.

**Order by.** In the **Order by** column, select to sort in ascending or descending order.

**Break?** Mark the checkbox in the **Break?** column to create breaks between sections. A break divides sets of information by adding space between each section and text. For example, if you sort and break by Course name, information for each course is set apart by a blank line and the course name heading.

If you mark **Break?**, other fields are enabled so you can define a break header and break footer for that sort category.

**Text before value.** In the **Text before value** field, you can enter text to appear directly before the value for the selected sorting category, which is now the heading for the subsections.

**Text after value.** In the **Text after value** field, you can enter text to appear directly after the value for the selected sorting category, which is now the heading for the subsections.

**Page break on each new <Sort Category>.** Mark **Page break on each new <Sort Category>** to print each sort category subsection on a new page.

**Credits Detail Section**

The credits section in the detail area displays total attempted or awarded credits for the selected marking columns. You can designate whether to display the total credits for a marking column or the cumulative credits for all years up to and including that marking column. You can add the credits section only once.

If you define credit columns in the courses section, adding a credits section is not necessary. You should add a credit section rather than credit columns in the courses section if you want credit information to appear in its own section, separate from the courses information.
To add a credits section, on the Details tab, select Credits in the Section column of the grid. The Credits Section screen appears. This screen has tabs you use to format the credits section and select the information to include.

**General Tab**

On the General tab, you can define a heading for the credits section, indent credit information, add lines to divide columns and credits, and include credits from outside schools.

![Credits Section Screen](image)

**Note:** The section width appears at the bottom of the screen. This number is the sum of widths for all columns in the section and the space between columns.

**Section heading.** In the Section heading field, you can enter a heading for the credits section or leave it blank. Heading text is bold on the transcript.

**Indent section details [ ] inches.** To indent the credit section of the details section, mark Indent section details [ ] inches and enter the amount to indent. You can increase and decrease the indention of the section in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape. Section headings do not indent, only the first column.

If the indention amount is set large enough to cause the information to print over the next column, then the information is truncated. If the indention is so large that all the information is truncated, then the program will not indent the information.

**Note:** The available width appears at the bottom of the screen. This number is the maximum width available for a section.

**Show column header row.** Mark Show column header row to display column headings. Unmark the checkbox to hide the headings.

**Print a box around the column heading row.** If you mark Show column header row, you can mark Print a box around the column heading row to print a box around column headings and multiple column heading rows.
Print a horizontal line after each credit. Mark Print a horizontal line after each credit to print horizontal lines between rows.

Note: If you mark Print a horizontal line after each credit and Print a vertical line between columns, a grid forms in this section.

Print a vertical line between columns. Mark Print a vertical line between columns to print vertical lines between each column in the section.

Print credits from outside schools. Mark Print credits from outside schools to print the credits earned at outside schools. This option appears only if you marked Include information from outside schools attended on the Details tab.

Include a [ ] after this section. Mark Include a [ ] after this section to add a blank line, horizontal line, or column break after the credits section for each academic year. The column break option only works when you select to use more than one column for the detail area.

These options print only when another section is positioned directly below the credits section. If there are no other sections, the program uses the item selected in the Include a [ ] after each year field in the Academic Year section of the Format tab.

Suppress blank credits. Mark Suppress blank credits to exclude credits with no values assigned for the selected marking columns.

Credits To Include Grid

In the Credits to Include grid, you select which credit types to include.

Note: You can select the items in the Credit and Type columns more than once.

Credit. In the Credit column, select Attempted or Awarded credits.

Type. In the Type column, select Column total or Cumulative total.

Include. In the Include column, select All courses, Standard and mandatory courses, or Transfer courses.

Heading. The Heading column displays default headings based on the selections made in the Credit and Type columns. You can use these headings, enter different headings, or leave them blank.

Columns Tab

On the Columns tab, the grid displays the marking column columns defined in the courses section with Grade selected in the Display field and a heading column for credits. These columns appear by default but you can exclude any of them from appearing in the credits section by unmarking the checkbox in the Include column.
Include. Columns appear by default for the heading and any marking columns defined for the courses section with Grade selected in the Display field. Unmark the checkbox in the Include column for any column in which you do not want credit information to display.

Heading. The Heading column displays the heading entered in the Column heading field of the Column <#> screen. You can edit the heading by typing directly in the row.

Description. The Description column displays the type of column. You cannot edit this column.

Width. The Width column displays the width of columns defined for the courses section. You cannot edit this column.

The Column <#> Screen

To define the credit details that appear and the format of the column, select the column in the grid and click Open Column. The Column <#> screen appears.

Field to show. The Field to show field is disabled and displays Heading (for the heading column) or Marking column (for a marking column column) by default.

Marking column. The Marking column field displays the marking column selected in the courses section for this column. This field is disabled.

Column heading. The Column heading box displays the default heading. You can use this heading or enter a different one.

Format buttons. You can use the buttons below the Column heading box to edit the alignment and style of heading text.

Wrap text if needed. If Heading appears in the Field to show field, the Wrap text if needed checkbox appears. Mark this option to continue information to the next line for text that is too long to fit on one row within the column width.

Detail alignment. In the Detail alignment field, you can select how items align in the column. If you select Default, text prints on the left and numbers print on the right.

Detail indention. If you select Right or Left in the Detail alignment field, you can select the amount to indent in the Detail indentation field. You can increase and decrease the indentation in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape.
If the detail alignment is right, the indentation is from the right side and if the detail alignment is left, the indentation is from the left side. If the indentation amount is set large enough to cause the information to print over the next column, then the information is truncated. If the indentation is so large that all the information is truncated, then the program will not indent the information.

**Decimal places.** If Marking column appears in the Field to show field, the Decimal places field appears. In this field, enter the number of decimal places to use for credits.

**Show trailing zeros.** If you select to use one or more decimal places, mark Show trailing zeros to ensure there are always the same number of numerals to the right of the decimal. For example, a student earns 3.5 and 3.75 credits for two courses. If you mark this option, the program adds a zero after 3.5 and prints 3.50.

**Show values only for student’s current academic year.** If Marking column appears in the Field to show field, the Show grades only for student’s current academic year checkbox appears. Mark this option to display credits for only the most recent year for which the student has courses.

**Multiple Column Headings Tab**

On the Multiple Column Headings tab, you can create a heading that appears over one or more of the individual column headers.

![Multiple Column Headings Tab](image)

**Note:** If you marked Print a box around the column heading row on the General tab, when you add multiple column headings, vertical lines print in the box to separate each of the column groupings.

**Heading.** In the Heading column, enter text for the heading.

**Start.** In the Start column, select the first column over which the multiple column heading appears.

**End.** In the End column, select the last column over which the multiple column heading appears.

**Align.** In the Align column, select left, center, or right alignment for the heading.

**GPAs Detail Section**

The GPAs section in the detail area displays GPA calculations for the selected marking columns.

To add a GPAs section, on the Details tab, select GPAs in the Section column of the grid. The GPAs Section screen appears. This screen has tabs you use to format the GPAs section and select the information to include.
General Tab

On the General tab, you can define a heading for the GPAs section, indent GPA information, add lines to divide columns and calculations, and include GPAs from outside schools.

**Section heading.** The **Section heading** field displays a default heading for the GPAs section. You can use this heading, enter a different one, or make it blank. Heading text is bold on the transcript.

**Indent section details [ ] inches.** To indent the GPAs section, mark **Indent section details [ ] inches** and enter the amount to indent. You can increase and decrease the indentation of the section in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape. Section headings do not indent, only the first column.

If the indentation amount is set large enough to cause the information to print over the next column, then the information is truncated. If the indentation is so large that all the information is truncated, then the program will not indent the information.

**Show column header row.** Mark **Show column header row** to display column headings. Unmark the checkbox to hide the headings.

**Print a box around the column heading row.** If you mark **Show column header row**, you can mark **Print a box around the column heading row** to print a box around column headings and multiple column heading rows.

**Print a horizontal line after each GPA.** Mark **Print a horizontal line after each GPA** to print horizontal lines between rows.

**Note:** The section width appears at the bottom of the screen. This number is the sum of widths for all columns in the section and the space between columns.

**Note:** The available width appears at the bottom of the screen. This number is the maximum width available for a section.
Note: If you mark Print a horizontal line after each GPA and Print a vertical line between columns, a grid forms in this section.

**Print a vertical line between columns.** Mark Print a vertical line between columns to print vertical lines between each column in the section.

**Print GPAs from outside schools.** Mark Print GPAs from outside schools to print the GPAs earned at outside schools. This option appears only if you marked Include information from outside schools attended on the Details tab.

**Include a [ ] after this section.** Mark Include a [ ] after this section to add a blank line, horizontal line, or column break after the GPAs section for each academic year. The column break option only works when you select to use more than one column for the detail area.

These options print only when another section is positioned directly below the GPAs section. If there are no other sections, the program uses the item selected in the Include a [ ] after each year field in the Academic Year section of the Format tab.

**Suppress blank GPAs.** Mark Suppress blank GPAs to exclude GPAs with no values assigned for the selected marking columns.

### GPAs To Include Grid

In the **GPAs to include** grid, you select which GPA calculations to include in the section.

**Note:** You can select the items in the Calculation and Type columns more than once.

**Calculation.** In the Calculation column, select a GPA calculation. GPA calculations are defined in Configuration.

**Type.** In the Type column, select GPA, Year to Date GPA, or Cumulative GPA.

**Heading.** The Heading column displays default headings based on the selections made in the Calculation and Type columns. You can use these headings, enter different headings, or leave them blank.

### Columns Tab

On the Columns tab, the grid displays the marking column columns defined in the courses section with Grade selected in the Display field and a heading column for GPAs. These columns appear by default but you can exclude any of them from appearing in the GPAs section by unmarking the checkbox in the Include column.

**Include.** Columns appear by default for the heading and any marking columns defined for the courses section with Grade selected in the Display field. Unmark the checkbox in the Include column for any column in which you do not want GPA information to display.

**Heading.** The Heading column displays the heading entered in the Column heading field of the Column <#> screen. You can edit the heading by typing directly in the row.

**Description.** The Description column displays the type of column. You cannot edit this column.
**Width.** The **Width** column displays the width of columns defined for the courses section. You cannot edit this column.

**The Column <#> Screen**

To define the GPA details that appear and the format of the column, select the column in the grid and click **Open Column**. The Column <#> screen appears.

**Field to show.** The **Field to show** field is disabled and displays Heading (for the heading column) or Marking column (for a marking column column) by default.

**Marking column.** The **Marking column** field displays the marking column selected in the courses section for this column. This field is disabled.

**Column heading.** The **Column heading** box displays the default heading. You can use this heading or enter a different one.

**Format buttons.** You can use the buttons below the **Column heading** box to edit the alignment and style of heading text.

**Wrap text if needed.** If Heading appears in the **Field to show** field, the **Wrap text if needed** checkbox appears. Mark this option to continue information to the next line for text that is too long to fit on one row within the column width.

**Detail alignment.** In the **Detail alignment** field, you can select how items align in the column. If you select Default, text prints on the left and numbers print on the right.

**Detail indention.** If you select Right or Left in the **Detail alignment** field, you can select the amount to indent in the **Detail indention** field. You can increase and decrease the indention in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape.

If the detail alignment is right, the indention is from the right side and if the detail alignment is left, the indention is from the left side. If the indention amount is set large enough to cause the information to print over the next column, then the information is truncated. If the indention is so large that all the information is truncated, then the program will not indent the information.

**Decimal places.** If Marking column appears in the **Field to show** field, the **Decimal places** field appears. In this field, enter the number of decimal places to use for numbers.

**Show trailing zeros.** If you select to use one or more decimal places, mark **Show trailing zeros** to ensure there are always the same number of numerals to the right of the decimal. For example, a student earns 3.5 and 3.75 credits for two courses. If you mark this option, the program adds a zero after 3.5 and prints 3.50.
Show values only for student's current academic year. If Marking column appears in the Field to show field, the Show values only for student's current academic year checkbox appears. Mark this option to display GPA information for only the most recent year for which the student has courses.

Round result up at []. To round up your GPAs, mark the checkbox and enter the GPA round up number. The GPA round up number depends on the selection you made in the Decimal places field.

Multiple Column Headings Tab

On the Multiple Column Headings tab, you can create a heading that appears over one or more of the individual column headers.

Note: If you marked Print a box around the column heading row on the General tab, when you add multiple column headings, vertical lines print in the box to separate each of the column groupings.

Heading. Text entered into the Heading column appears as a heading above one or more of the individual column headers.

Start. In the Start column, select the first column the multiple column heading will cover.

End. In the End column, select the last column the multiple column heading will cover. The End column must be greater than or equal to the Start column.

Align. In the Align column, select a left, center, or right alignment for the heading.

Performance Detail Section

The performance section in the detail area displays the performance categories for the selected marking columns. You can also print comments for performance categories.

To add a performance section, on the Details tab, select Performance in the Section column of the grid. The Performance Section screen appears. This screen has tabs you use to format the performance section and select the information to include.
General Tab

On the General tab, you can define a heading for the performance section, indent performance information, add lines to divide columns and categories, and include performances from outside schools.

**Section heading.** The Section heading field displays a default heading for the performance section. You can use this heading, enter a different one, or make it blank. Heading text is bold on the transcript.

**Indent section details [ ] inches.** To indent the performance section, mark Indent section details [ ] inches and enter the amount to indent. You can increase and decrease the indentation of the section in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape. Section headings do not indent, only the first column.

If the indentation amount is set large enough to cause the information to print over the next column, then the information is truncated. If the indentation is so large that all the information is truncated, then the program will not indent the information.

**Note:** The available width appears at the bottom of the screen. This number is the maximum width available for a section.

**Show column header row.** Mark Show column header row to display column headings. Unmark the checkbox to hide the headings.

**Print a box around the column heading row.** If you mark Show column header row, you can mark Print a box around the column heading row to print a box around column headings and multiple column heading rows.

**Print a horizontal line after each category.** Mark Print a horizontal line after each category to print horizontal lines between rows.
Print a vertical line between columns. Mark Print a vertical line between columns to print vertical lines between each column in the section.

Print performance from outside schools. Mark Print performance from outside schools to print the performance level earned at outside schools. This option appears only if you marked Include information from outside schools attended on the Details tab.

Include a [ ] after this section. Mark Include a [ ] after this section to add a blank line, horizontal line, or column break after the performance section for each academic year. The column break option only works when you select to use more than one column for the detail area.

These options print only when another section is positioned directly below the performances section. If there are no other sections, the program uses the item selected in the Include a [ ] after each year field in the Academic Year section of the Format tab.

Suppress blank categories. Mark Suppress blank categories to exclude performance categories with no values assigned for the selected marking columns.

Performance Categories To Include Grid

In the Performance categories to include grid, you select which performance categories to include.

Category. In the Category column, select a performance category. Performance categories are defined in Configuration. You can select each category only once.

Details Format. In the Details Format column, select Short description or Long description.

Heading. The Heading column displays default headings based on the selections made in the Category column. You can use these headings, enter different headings, or leave them blank.

Print Comment. Mark Print Comment to print the comment for the performance level earned by the student.

Comment Marking Column. If you mark Print Comment, in the Comment Marking Column column, select the marking column for which you want to print performance comments.

Columns Tab

On the Columns tab, the grid displays the marking column columns defined for the courses section with Grade selected in the Display field and a heading column for performances. These columns appear by default but you can exclude any of them from appearing in the performance section by unmarking the checkbox in the Include column.

Note: If you mark Print a horizontal line after each category and Print a vertical line between columns, a grid forms in this section.
**Include.** Columns appear by default for the heading and any marking columns defined for the courses section with Grade selected in the **Display** field. Unmark the checkbox in the **Include** column for any column in which you do not want performance information to display.

**Heading.** The **Heading** column displays the heading entered in the **Column heading** field of the Column <#> screen. You can edit the heading by typing directly in the row.

**Description.** The **Description** column displays the type of column. You cannot edit this column.

**Width.** The **Width** column displays the width of columns defined for the courses section. You cannot edit this column.

**The Column <#> Screen**

To define the performance details that appear and the format of the column, select the column in the grid and click **Open Column.** The Column <#> screen appears.

![Column Screen](image)

**Field to show.** The **Field to show** field is disabled and displays Heading (for the heading column) or Marking column (for a marking column column) by default.

**Marking column.** The **Marking column** field displays the marking column selected in the courses section for this column. This field is disabled.

**Column heading.** The **Column heading** box displays the default heading. You can use this heading or enter a different one.

**Format buttons.** You can use the buttons below the **Column heading** box to edit the alignment and style of heading text.

**Wrap text if needed.** If Heading appears in the **Field to show** field, the **Wrap text if needed** checkbox appears. Mark this option to continue information to the next line for text that is too long to fit on one row within the column width.

**Detail alignment.** In the **Detail alignment** field, you can select how items align in the column. If you select Default, text prints on the left and numbers print on the right.

**Detail indentation.** If you select Right or Left in the **Detail alignment** field, you can select the amount to indent in the **Detail indentation** field. You can increase and decrease the indentation in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape.
If the detail alignment is right, the indentation is from the right side and if the detail alignment is left, the indentation is from the left side. If the indentation amount is set large enough to cause the information to print over the next column, then the information is truncated. If the indentation is so large that all the information is truncated, then the program will not indent the information.

**Show values only for student’s current academic year.** If Marking column appears in the Field to show field, the **Show values only for student’s current academic year** checkbox appears. Mark this option to display ranks for only the most recent year for which the student has courses.

### Multiple Column Headings Tab

On the Multiple Column Headings tab, you can create a heading that appears over one or more of the individual column headers.

![Multiple Column Headings Tab](image)

**Note:** If you marked **Print a box around the column heading row** on the General tab, when you add multiple column headings, vertical lines print in the box to separate each of the column groupings.

**Heading.** Text entered into the **Heading** column appears as a heading above one or more of the individual column headers.

**Start.** In the **Start** column, select the first column the multiple column heading will cover.

**End.** In the **End** column, select the last column the multiple column heading will cover. The **End** column must be greater than or equal to the **Start** column.

**Align.** In the **Align** column, select a left, center, or right alignment for the heading.

### Ranks Detail Section

The ranks section in the detail area displays rank calculations for the selected marking columns. You can display ranks in a single line for each calculation or on separate lines.

To add a ranks section, on the Details tab, select Ranks in the **Section** column of the grid. The Ranks Section screen appears. This screen has tabs you use to format the ranks section and select the information to include.
General Tab

On the General tab, you can define a heading for the ranks section, indent ranks information, add lines to divide columns and rank calculations, include ranks from outside schools, and select whether to display ranks on one line or two.

**Note:** The section width appears at the bottom of the screen. This number is the sum of widths for all columns in the section and the space between columns.

**Section heading.** The **Section heading** field displays a default heading for the ranks section. You can use this heading, enter a different one, or make it blank. Heading text is bold on the transcript.

**Indent section details [ ] inches.** To indent the ranks section, mark **Indent section details [ ] inches** and enter the amount to indent. You can increase and decrease the indentation of the section in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape. Section headings do not indent, only the first column.

If the indentation amount is set large enough to cause the information to print over the next column, then the information is truncated. If the indentation is so large that all the information is truncated, then the program will not indent the information.

**Show column header row.** Mark **Show column header row** to display column headings. Unmark the checkbox to hide the headings.

**Note:** The available width appears at the bottom of the screen. This number is the maximum width available for a section.

**Print a box around the column heading row.** If you mark **Show column header row**, you can mark **Print a box around the column heading row** to print a box around column headings and multiple column heading rows.

**Print a horizontal line after each rank.** Mark **Print a horizontal line after each rank** to print horizontal lines between rows.
**Note:** If you mark **Print a horizontal line after each rank** and **Print a vertical line between columns**, a grid forms in this section.

**Print a vertical line between columns.** Mark **Print a vertical line between columns** to print vertical lines between each column in the section.

**Print ranks from outside schools.** Mark **Print ranks from outside schools** to print the ranks earned at outside schools. This option appears only if you marked **Include information from outside schools attended** on the Details tab.

**Include a [ ] after this section.** Mark **Include a [ ] after this section** to add a blank line, horizontal line, or column break after the ranks section for each academic year. The column break option only works when you select to use more than one column for the detail area.

These options print only when another section is positioned directly below the ranks section. If there are no other sections, the program uses the item selected in the **Include a [ ] after each year** field in the Academic Year section of the Format tab.

**Show rank and total ranks values on [ ].** In the **Show rank and total ranks values on [ ]** field, select Same line or Separate lines. If you select Same line, the rank appears in a combined format on one line.

If you select Separate lines, the rank appears on two lines. The first line displays the rank and the second line displays the number of ranks possible.

**Suppress blank ranks.** Mark **Suppress blank ranks** to exclude ranks with no values assigned for the selected marking columns.

**Ranks To Include Grid**

In the **Ranks to include** grid, you select which ranks to include in the detail section.

**Calculation.** In the **Calculation** column, select a rank calculation. Rank calculations are defined in **Configuration**. You can select each rank calculation only once.

**Heading.** The **Heading** column displays default headings based on the selections made in the **Calculation** column. You can use these headings, enter different headings, or leave them blank.
Columns Tab

On the Columns tab, the grid displays the marking column columns defined for the courses section with Grade selected in the Display field and a heading column for ranks. These columns appear by default but you can exclude any of them from appearing in the ranks section by unmarking the checkbox in the Include column.

Include. Columns appear by default for the heading and any marking columns defined for the courses section with Grade selected in the Display field. Unmark the checkbox in the Include column for any column in which you do not want rank information to display.

Heading. The Heading column displays the heading entered in the Column heading field of the Column <#> screen. You can edit the heading by typing directly in the row.

Description. The Description column displays the type of column. You cannot edit this column.

Width. The Width column displays the width of columns defined for the courses section. You cannot edit this column.

The Column <#> Screen

To define the rank details that appear and the format of the column, select the column in the grid and click Open Column. The Column <#> screen appears.

Field to show. The Field to show field is disabled and displays Heading (for the heading column) or Marking column (for a marking column column) by default.
**Marking column.** The **Marking column** field displays the marking column selected in the courses section for this column. This field is disabled.

**Column heading.** The **Column heading** box displays the default heading. You can use this heading or enter a different one.

**Format buttons.** You can use the buttons below the **Column heading** box to edit the alignment and style of heading text.

**Wrap text if needed.** If Heading appears in the **Field to show** field, the **Wrap text if needed** checkbox appears. Mark this option to continue information to the next line for text that is too long to fit on one row within the column width.

**Detail alignment.** In the **Detail alignment** field, you can select how items align in the column. If you select Default, text prints on the left and numbers print on the right.

**Detail indentation.** If you select Right or Left in the **Detail alignment** field, you can select the amount to indent in the **Detail indentation** field. You can increase and decrease the indention in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape.

If the detail alignment is right, the indention is from the right side and if the detail alignment is left, the indention is from the left side. If the indention amount is set large enough to cause the information to print over the next column, then the information is truncated. If the indention is so large that all the information is truncated, then the program will not indent the information.

**Show values only for student’s current academic year.** If Marking column appears in the **Field to show** field, the **Show values only for student’s current academic year** checkbox appears. Mark this option to display ranks for only the most recent year for which the student has courses.

**Multiple Column Headings Tab**

On the Multiple Column Headings tab, you can create a heading that appears over one or more of the individual column headers.
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**Note:** If you marked **Print a box around the column heading row** on the General tab, when you add multiple column headings, vertical lines print in the box to separate each of the column groupings.

**Heading.** Text entered into the **Heading** column appears as a heading above one or more of the individual column headers.

**Start.** In the **Start** column, select the first column the multiple column heading will cover.

**End.** In the **End** column, select the last column the multiple column heading will cover. The **End** column must be greater than or equal to the **Start** column.

**Align.** In the **Align** column, select a left, center, or right alignment for the heading.
Academic Summary Section

The academic summary section displays academic information (such as GPAs, performances, ranks, or credits) in a summary format for the current academic year or for all academic years included on the transcript. For example, you can create an academic summary section that lists the ranks earned for each year. You can also add columns for marking columns to add additional detail. For example, you can add semesters to the ranks academic summary section so that each year shows the ranks broken down by semester. You can add academic summary sections to the summary/notes and detail areas.

On the Summary/Notes tab, an academic summary section for GPAs is included by default. The section displays the student’s cumulative GPA for each GPA calculation. The GPAs are listed according to the marking column selected in the Courses section. For example, if you use the “FINAL” marking column in the Courses section, the GPAs academic summary section lists the GPA based on the student’s final grade for each academic year. The GPAs section is only a default and not required so you can edit it, add additional columns to it, or delete it altogether.

You can add multiple academic summary sections to the summary/notes and detail areas. When you add an academic summary section to the detail area, the columns defined in the courses section do not apply to the academic summary section. Instead, you can define marking columns that apply to just the academic summary section.

To add an academic summary section, on the Details or Summary/Notes tab, select Academic Summary in the Section column of the grid. The Academic Summary Section screen appears. This screen has tabs you use to format the academic summary section and select the information to include.

General Tab

On the General tab, you can define a heading for the academic summary section, indent academic summary information, and add lines to divide columns and years.

**Note:** The section width appears at the bottom of the screen. This number is the sum of widths for all columns in the section and the space between columns.

**Section heading.** In the Section heading field, you can enter a heading for the academic summary section or leave it blank. Heading text is bold on the transcript.

**Indent section details [ ] inches.** To indent the academic summary section, mark Indent section details [ ] inches and enter the amount to indent. You can increase and decrease the indentation of the section in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape. Section headings do not indent, only the first column.
Show column header row. Mark Show column header row to display column headings. Unmark the checkbox to hide the headings.

Print a box around the column heading row. If you mark Show column header row, you can mark Print a box around the column heading row to print a box around column headings and multiple column heading rows.

Print a horizontal line after each year. Mark Print a horizontal line after each year to print horizontal lines between rows.

Note: If you mark Print a horizontal line after each year and Print a vertical line between columns, a grid forms in this section.

Print a vertical line between columns. Mark Print a vertical line between columns to print vertical lines between each column in the section.

Only show section for current academic year. Mark this option to print information only in the current academic year rather than all years included in the transcript.

Include a [ ] after this section. Mark Include a [ ] after this section to add a blank line, horizontal line, or column break after the academic summary section for each academic year. The column break option only works when you select to use more than one column for the area.

These options print only when another section is positioned directly below the academic summary section. In the detail area, if the next section is an academic year, the program uses the item selected in the Include a [ ] after each year field in the Academic Year section of the Format tab.

Columns Tab

On the Columns tab, you define columns of information for the academic summary section. Although you can add academic summary sections to the detail area, columns defined in the courses section do not default to this section. You can add marking columns that apply to only the academic summary section.

New Column. To add a new column to the academic summary section, click New Column. The Column <#> screen appears.

Open Column. To open a column in the grid, select the column and click Open Column.

Tip: When creating transcripts with similar columns, you can use the Repeat Column button to quickly add columns using the same width, alignment, and font style.

Repeat Column. To add a copy of an existing column in the grid, select the column and click Repeat Column.

Delete Column. To delete a column in the grid, select the column and click Delete Column.

Up/Down. To change the order of columns in the grid, select a column and click the up or down arrow.
Heading. Once you define a column, the Heading column displays the heading entered in the Column heading field of the Column <#> screen. You can edit the heading by typing directly in the row.

Description. Once you define a column, the Description column displays a description of the column based on the items selected in the Column <#> screen.

Width. Once you define a column, the Width column displays the width entered in the Column width field of the Column <#> screen. You can edit the width by typing directly in the row.

The Column <#> Screen

To add a new column to the academic summary section, click New Column. The Column <#> screen appears.

Note: Fields and options change depending on whether you are adding the academic summary section to the summary/notes area or detail area.

Column type. In the Column type field, select the item of information to display in the column. The item you select changes the fields that appear on this screen.

Marking column. If you select GPA, Performance, or Rank in the Column type field, you must select a marking column in the Marking column field.

Calculation. If you select GPA or Rank in the Column type field, you must select a GPA or rank calculation in the Calculation field.

Type. If you select GPA in the Column type field, you must select a GPA type in the Type field.

Category. If you select Performance in the Column type field, you must select a performance category in the Category field.

Show. If you select Biographical in the Column type field, you can select Advisor, Year Advisor, or Major Advisor in the Show field. If you select Attendance in the Column type field, you can select Sum of units or Number of occurrences.

Credit. If you select Credit or Cumulative Credit in the Column type field, you can select Attempted or Awarded in the Credit field.

Column width. In the Column width field, enter a width for the column. The minimum width is 0.1 inch and the maximum is 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape.

Column start. The Column start field displays where the column will start printing. The value is the sum of widths for all other columns that precede it in the section.
**Section width.** The *Section width* field displays the sum of widths for all columns in the section (including the current column) and the space between columns. If the section width exceeds the amount allowed for this section, the number is red.

**Column heading.** The *Column heading* box displays the item selected in the *Column type*, *Marking column*, or *Show* fields. You can use this heading, enter a different one, or make it blank.

**Format buttons.** You can use the buttons below the *Column heading* box to format the alignment and style of heading text.

**Detail alignment.** In the *Detail alignment* field, you can select how items align in the column. If you select Default, text prints on the left and numbers print on the right.

**Detail indention.** If you select Right or Left in the *Detail alignment* field, you can select the amount to indent in the *Detail indentation* field. You can increase and decrease the indention in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape.

If the detail alignment is right, the indention is from the right side and if the detail alignment is left, the indention is from the left side. If the indention amount is set large enough to cause the information to print over the next column, then the information is truncated. If the indention is so large that all the information is truncated, then the program will not indent the information.

**Decimal places.** If you select Credit, Cumulative Credit, GPA, or Attendance in the *Column type* field, the *Decimal places* field appears. In this field, enter the number of decimal places to use for credits, GPAs, or attendance.

**Show trailing zeros.** If you select to use one or more decimal places, mark *Show trailing zeros* to ensure there are always the same number of numerals to the right of the decimal. For example, a student earns 3.5 and 3.75 credits for two courses. If you mark this option, the program adds a zero after 3.5 and prints 3.50.

**Details format.** If you select Performance in the *Column type* field, the *Details format* field appears. In this field, you can select to use the long or short description for performance categories.

When adding an academic summary section to the summary/notes area and you select Heading in the *Column type* field, the *Details format* field appears. In this field, you can select a year or grade format, <None>, or <Custom>. If you select <Custom>, enter text for the row heading in the *Column text* field that appears.

**Column text.** When adding an academic summary section to the detail area, if you select Heading in the *Column type* field, the *Column text* field appears. You can use the default heading, enter a different heading, or make it blank. This field also appears when you select <Custom> in the *Details format* field.

**Include these attendance codes.** If you select Attendance in the *Column type* field, the *Include these attendance codes* box appears. In this box, mark the checkbox for each attendance code to include in the column.

**Include these infractions.** If you select Conduct in the *Column type* field, the *Include these infractions* box appears. In this box, mark the checkbox for each infraction to include in the column.

**Session to report.** If you select GPA, Performance, Rank, Credit, or Cumulative Credit in the *Column type* field, the *Session to report* field appears. In this field, select which sessions to include.

**Include credits up to [ ].** If you select Cumulative Credit in the *Column type* field, the *Include credits up to [ ]* field appears. In this field, select the last marking column to include in the total.

**Include credits from [ ] to [ ].** If you select Credit in the *Column type* field, the *Include credits from [ ] to [ ]* field appears. In this field, select a first and last marking column to define a time period for credits to include in totals. The program uses the order of marking column table entries in *Configuration* to determine which marking columns to include within the range.

In this field, you can select marking columns that span different marking column sets, but only credits for the marking columns included in the set associated with the session selected on the General tab appear on the transcript.
For example, Marking Column Set #1 includes marking columns MC1A, MC1B, and MC1C and Marking Column Set #2 includes marking columns MC2A, MC2B, and MC2C. When you are printing a transcript for the Regular session, which is associated with Marking Column Set #1, if you define the credits range as MC1A to MC2A, only those marking columns included in Marking Column Set #1 (MC1A, MC1B, and MC1C) are included in the credits totals.

**Include.** If you select Credit or Cumulative Credit in the **Column type** field, the **Include** field appears. In this field, select which course types to include.

**Multiple Column Headings Tab**

On the Multiple Column Headings tab, you can create a heading that appears over one or more of the individual column headers.

![Multiple Column Headings Tab](image)

**Note:** If you marked **Print a box around the column heading row** on the General tab, when you add multiple column headings, vertical lines print in the box to separate each of the column groupings.

**Heading.** Text entered into the **Heading** column appears as a heading above one or more of the individual column headers.

**Start.** In the **Start** column, select the first column the multiple column heading will cover.

**End.** In the **End** column, select the last column the multiple column heading will cover. The **End** column must be greater than or equal to the **Start** column.

**Align.** In the **Align** column, select a left, center, or right alignment for the heading.

**Activities Section**

**Note:** If activities do not print as expected, make sure the **Print on transcript** checkbox is marked for the activity on the student record.

The activities section displays activities in which a student participated for each academic year. You can add activity sections to both the summary/notes and the detail areas.

To add an activities section, on the Details or Summary/Notes tab, select Activities in the **Section** column of the grid. The Activities Section screen appears. This screen has tabs you use to format the activities section and select the information to include.
General Tab

On the General tab, you can define a heading for the activities section, indent activities information, add lines to divide columns and activities, include only those activities marked Participated on the student record, and print activity comments.

![General Tab Interface Image]

**Note:** The section width appears at the bottom of the screen. This number is the sum of widths for all columns in the section and the space between columns.

**Section heading.** The Section heading field displays the default heading for the activities section. You can use this heading, enter a different one, or make it blank. Heading text is bold on the transcript.

**Indent section details [ ] inches.** To indent the activities section, mark Indent section details [ ] inches and enter the amount to indent. You can increase and decrease the indentation of the section in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape. Section headings do not indent, only the first column.

**Show column header row.** Mark Show column header row to display column headings. Unmark the checkbox to hide the headings.

**Note:** The available width appears at the bottom of the screen. This number is the maximum width available for a section.

**Print a box around the column heading row.** If you marked Show column header row, you can mark Print a box around the column heading row to print a box around column headings and multiple column heading rows.

**Print a horizontal line after each activity.** Mark Print a horizontal line after each activity to print horizontal lines between rows.

**Note:** If you mark Print a horizontal line after each activity and Print a vertical line between columns, a grid forms in this section.
Print a vertical line between columns. Mark **Print a vertical line between columns** to print vertical lines between each column in the section.

**Include a [ ] after this section.** Mark **Include a [ ] after this section** to add a blank line, horizontal line, or column break after the activities section for each academic year. The column break option only works when you select to use more than one column for the area.

These options print only when another section is positioned directly below the activities section. In the detail area, if there are no other sections, the program uses the item selected in the **Include a [ ] after each year** field in the Academic Year section of the Format tab.

**Show only activities marked as participated.** Mark **Show only activities marked as participated** to include only those activities for which **Participated** is marked on the student record.

If you mark this option and activities do not print as expected, make sure the **Participated** checkbox is marked for the activity on the student record.

Unmark this option if you want to include activities a student wanted to participate in but did not.

**Show activity comments on a separate line.** Mark **Show activity comments on a separate line** to print activity comments underneath the activity row.

**Activities Filters Grid**

In the grid, you select which activities to include in the activities section.

**Filters.** The **Filters** column lists all the filters for the activities section. You can filter by activity category, and description.

**Include.** By default, in the **Include** column, each filter is set to All. To open a selection screen to designate specific filters for the section, choose Selected.

**Selected Filters.** Filters you specify on the selection screen appear in the **Selected Filters** column.

**Selected Filters Screen**

When you choose Selected in the **Include** column for the filter, the <Selected Filter> screen appears.

![Selected Activity Categories](image)

**Include.** For each filter, you can select to include all or select specific filters.

**All.** If you mark **Include: All**, you cannot designate specific filters.

**Selected.** If you mark **Include: Selected**, the boxes below are enabled so you can select filters.
Find. Using the **Find** field, you can locate specific fields or items in the list.

**Include these <filters>.** Select a filter from the box on the left and click the single right arrow button. The filter appears in the **Include these <filters>** box. To select all the filters at one time, click the double arrow.

**Columns Tab**

On the Columns tab, you define columns of information for the activities section. Once you define columns, the grid lists the columns and their characteristics, including the heading, description, and width.

**New Column.** To add a new column to the activities section, click **New Column**. The Column <#> screen appears.

**Open Column.** To open a column in the grid, select the column and click **Open Column**.

**Tip:** When an activities section with similar columns, you can use the **Repeat Column** button to quickly add columns using the same width, alignment, and font style.

**Repeat Column.** To add a copy of an existing column in the grid, select the column and click **Repeat Column**.

**Delete Column.** To delete a column in the grid, select the column and click **Delete Column**.

**Up/Down.** To change the order of columns in the grid, select a column and click the up or down arrow.

**Heading.** Once you define a column, the **Heading** column displays the heading entered in the **Column heading** field of the Column <#> screen. You can edit the heading by typing directly in the row.

**Description.** Once you define a column, the **Description** column displays a description of the column based on the items selected in the Column <#> screen.

**Width.** Once you define a column, the **Width** column displays the width entered in the **Column width** field of the Column <#> screen. You can edit the width by typing directly in the row.
The Column <#> Screen

To add a new column to the activities section, click New Column. The Column <#> screen appears.

Field to show. In the Field to show column, select the item of information to display in the column. The item you select changes the fields that appear on this screen.

Column width. In the Column width field, enter a width for the column. The minimum width is 0.1 inch and the maximum is 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape.

Note: You can select <Blank> in the Field to show field to add a blank column providing extra space between columns.

Column start. The Column start field displays where the column will start printing. The value is the sum of widths for all other columns preceding it in the section.

Section width. The Section width field displays the sum of widths for all columns in the section (including the current column) and the space between columns. If the section width exceeds the amount allowed for this section, the number is red.

Column heading. The Column heading box displays the value in the Field to show field. You can use this heading, enter a different heading, or delete it.

Format buttons. You can use the buttons below the Column heading box to format the alignment and style of heading text.

Detail alignment. In the Detail alignment, you can select how items align in the column. If you select Default, text prints on the left and numbers print on the right.

Detail indention. If you select Right or Left in the Detail alignment field, you can select the amount to indent in the Detail indentation field. You can increase and decrease the indentation in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape.

If the detail alignment is right, the indention is from the right side and if the detail alignment is left, the indention is from the left side. If the indention amount is set large enough to cause the information to print over the next column, then the information is truncated. If the indention is so large that all the information is truncated, then the program will not indent the information.

Date format. If you select Date from or Date to in the Field to show field, you can select a date format in the Date format field.
Wrap text if needed. If you select Activity or Comments in the Field to show field, the Wrap text if needed checkbox appears. Mark this option to continue information to the next line for text that is too long to fit on one row within the column width.

Suppress repeated values. Mark Suppress repeated values to print the field name once for each group of activities.

If you unmark this checkbox, the field name repeats for each with the same value in that field.

Multiple Column Headings Tab

On the Multiple Column Headings tab, you can create a heading that appears over one or more of the individual column headers.

Note: If you marked Print a box around the column heading row on the General tab, when you add multiple column headings, vertical lines print in the box to separate each of the column groupings.

**Heading.** Text entered into the Heading column appears as a heading above one or more of the individual column headers.

**Start.** In the Start column, select the first column the multiple column heading will cover.

**End.** In the End column, select the last column the multiple column heading will cover. The End column must be greater than or equal to the Start column.

**Align.** In the Align column, select a left, center, or right alignment for the heading.
Sort/Break

Use the Sort/Break tab to select the order of information in the activities section and where breaks fall between sets of information.

**Sort by.** To order the information, select a sorting category in the **Sort by** column.

**Order by.** In the **Order by** column, select to sort in ascending or descending order.

**Break?** Mark the checkbox in the **Break?** column to create breaks between activities sections. A break divides sets of information by adding space between each section and text. For example, if you sort and break by Category, information for each category is set apart by a blank line and the category section heading.

If you mark **Break?**, other fields are enabled so you can define a break header and break footer for that sort category.

**Text before value.** In the **Text before value** field, you can enter text to appear directly before the value for the selected sorting category, which is now the heading for the subsections.

**Text after value.** In the **Text after value** field, you can enter text to appear directly after the value for the selected sorting category, which is now the heading for the subsections.

**Show count for each new **Sort category**.** Mark **Show count for each new **Sort category** to add a footer at the section break displaying the total number of activities for that category in which the student participated.

**Test Scores Section**

The test scores section displays test score information from the student’s Tests tab for each academic year. You can add test scores sections to both the summary/notes and the detail areas. Test scores list in the academic year in which they were taken. When adding a test scores section to the detail area, any tests that fall outside or between academic years do not print on the transcript.
To add a test scores section, on the Details or Summary/Notes tab, select Test Scores in the Section column of the grid. The Test Scores Section screen appears. This screen has tabs you use to format the test scores section and select the information to include.

General Tab

On the General tab, you can define a heading for the test scores section, indent test score information, and add lines to divide columns and test scores.

![Test Scores Section]

**Note:** The section width appears at the bottom of the screen. This number is the sum of widths for all columns in the section and the space between columns.

**Section heading.** The Section heading field displays the default heading for the test scores section. You can use this heading or enter a different one. Heading text is bold on the transcript.

**Indent section details [ ] inches.** To indent the test scores section, mark Indent section details [ ] inches and enter the amount to indent.

**Show column header row.** Mark Show column header row to display column headings. Unmark the checkbox to hide the headings.

**Note:** The available width appears at the bottom of the screen. This number is the maximum width available for a section.

**Print a box around the column heading row.** If you marked Show column header row, you can mark Print a box around the column heading row to print a box around column headings and multiple column heading rows.

**Print a horizontal line after each test score.** Mark Print a horizontal line after each test score to print horizontal lines between rows.
Note: If you mark **Print a horizontal line after each test score** and **Print a vertical line between columns**, a grid forms in this section.

**Print a vertical line between columns.** Mark **Print a vertical line between columns** to print vertical lines between each column in the section.

**Include a [ ] after this section.** Mark **Include a [ ] after this section** to add a blank line, horizontal line, or column break after the test scores section for each academic year. The column break option only works when you select to use more than one column for the area.

These options print only when another section is positioned directly below the test scores section. In the detail area, if there are no other sections, the program uses the item selected in the **Include a [ ] after each year** field in the Academic Year section of the Format tab.

**Test Scores Filters Grid**

Note: If test scores do not print as expected, make sure the **Print?** checkbox is marked on the Tests tab of the student record.

In the grid, you select which test scores to include in the test scores section.

**Filters.** The **Filters** column lists all the filters for the test scores section. You can filter by test types and subtest types.

**Include.** By default, in the **Include** column, each filter is set to All. To open a selection screen to designate specific filters for the section, choose Selected.

**Selected Filters.** Filters you specify on the selection screen appear in the **Selected Filters** column.

**Selected Filters Screen**

When you choose Selected in the **Include** column for the filter, the Selected <Filters> screen appears.

![Selected Test Types Screen](image)

**Include.** For each filter, you can select to include all or select specific filters.

**All.** If you mark **Include: All**, you cannot designate specific filters.

**Selected.** If you mark **Include: Selected**, the boxes below are enabled so you can select filters.

**Find.** Using the **Find** field, you can locate specific fields or items in the list.
Include these <filters>. Select a filter from the box on the left and click the single right arrow button. The filter appears in the Include these <filters> box. To select all the filters at one time, click the double arrow.

Columns Tab

On the Columns tab, you define columns of information for the test scores section. Once you define columns, the grid lists the columns and their characteristics, including the heading, description, and width.

New Column. To add a new column to the test scores section, click New Column. The Column <#> screen appears.

Open Column. To open a column in the grid, select the column and click Open Column.

Tip: When adding a test scores section with similar columns, you can use the Repeat Column button to quickly add columns using the same width, alignment, and font style.

Repeat Column. To add a copy of an existing column in the grid, select the column and click Repeat Column.

Delete Column. To delete a column in the grid, select the column and click Delete Column.

Up/Down. To change the order of columns in the grid, select a column and click the up or down arrow.

Heading. Once you define a column, the Heading column displays the heading entered in the Column heading field of the Column <#> screen. You can edit the heading by typing directly in the row.

Description. Once you define a column, the Description column displays a description of the column based on the items selected in the Column <#> screen.

Width. Once you define a column, the Width column displays the width entered in the Column width field of the Column <#> screen. You can edit the width by typing directly in the row.
The Column <#> Screen

To add a new column to the test scores section, click **New Column**. The Column <#> screen appears.

Field to show. In the **Field to show** column, select the item of information to display in the column. The item you select changes the fields that appear on this screen.

Column width. In the **Column width** field, enter a width for the column. The minimum width is 0.1 inch and the maximum is 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape.

Note: You can select **<Blank>** in the **Field to show** field to add a blank column providing extra space between columns.

Column start. The **Column start** field displays where the column will start printing. The value is the sum of widths for all other columns preceding it in the section.

Section width. The **Section width** field displays the sum of widths for all columns in the section (including the current column) and the space between columns. If the section width exceeds the amount allowed for this section, the number is red.

Column heading. The **Column heading** box displays the value in the **Field to show** field. You can use this heading, enter a different heading, or delete it.

Format buttons. You can use the buttons below the **Column heading** box to format the alignment and style of heading text.

Detail alignment. In the **Detail alignment**, you can select how items align in the column. If you select Default, text prints on the left and numbers print on the right.

Detail indentation. If you select Right or Left in the **Detail alignment** field, you can select the amount to indent in the **Detail indentation** field. You can increase and decrease the indention in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape.

If the detail alignment is right, the indention is from the right side and if the detail alignment is left, the indention is from the left side. If the indention amount is set large enough to cause the information to print over the next column, then the information is truncated. If the indention is so large that all the information is truncated, then the program will not indent the information.

Wrap text if needed. If you select Comments in the **Field to show** field, the **Wrap text if needed** checkbox appears. Mark this option to continue information to the next line for text that is too long to fit on one row within the column width.
Date format. If you select Test date in Field to show, the Date format field appears. In this field, select the month/date/year combination for formatting dates.

Suppress repeated values. Mark Suppress repeated values to print the test category once for each group of test scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAT</th>
<th>Verbal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAT</td>
<td>Math</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCAT</td>
<td>Physical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCAT</td>
<td>Verbal Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCAT</td>
<td>Writing Sample</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCAT</td>
<td>Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you unmark this checkbox, the field to show repeats for each test in that category.

Multiple Column Headings Tab

On the Multiple Column Headings tab, you can create a heading that appears over one or more of the individual column headers.

Note: If you marked Print a box around the column heading row on the General tab, when you add multiple column headings, vertical lines print in the box to separate each of the column groupings.

Heading. Text entered into the Heading column appears as a heading above one or more of the individual column headers.

Start. In the Start column, select the first column the multiple column heading will cover.

End. In the End column, select the last column the multiple column heading will cover. The End column must be greater than or equal to the Start column.

Align. In the Align column, select a left, center, or right alignment for the heading.
Sort/Break

Use the Sort/Break tab to select the order of information in the test scores section and where breaks fall between sets of information.

**Sort by.** To order the information, select a sorting category in the *Sort by* column.

**Order by.** In the *Order by* column, select to sort in ascending or descending order.

**Break?** Mark the checkbox in the *Break?* column to create breaks between test scores sections. A break divides sets of information by adding space between each section and text. For example, if you sort and break by Test type, information for each test type is set apart by a blank line and the section category heading.

If you mark *Break?*, other fields are enabled so you can define a break header and break footer for that sort category.

**Text before value.** In the *Text before value* field, you can enter text to appear directly before the value for the selected sorting category, which is now the heading for the subsections.

**Text after value.** In the *Text after value* field, you can enter text to appear directly after the value for the selected sorting category, which is now the heading for the subsections.

**Show count for each new <Sort category>.** Mark *Show count for each new <Sort category>* to add a footer at the section break displaying the total number of tests the student took for that category.

**Student Notes Section**

*Note:* If student notes do not print as expected, make sure the *Print on transcript* checkbox is marked for the note on the student record.
The student notes section displays selected notes from the student record’s Notes tab by academic year. You can add student notes sections to both the summary/notes and the detail areas. This section does not print in columns; rather, the text of a note fills the entire width available for the section. Student notes print in the font style and size defined on the notepad, regardless of what is selected for the transcript on the General tab.

Student notes print in the academic year in which they were created. When adding a student notes section to the detail area, any notes that fall outside or between academic years do not print on the transcript.

To add a student notes section, on the Details or Summary/Notes tab, select Student Notes in the Section column of the grid. The Student Notes Section screen appears. This screen has tabs you use to format the student notes section and select the information to include.

**General Tab**

On the General tab, you can define a heading for the student notes section, indent student notes information, add lines to divide student notes from the following section, select the items of information to include in the note header and the notepad types to include.

![Student Notes Section Screen](image)

**Note:** The section width appears at the bottom of the screen. This number is the sum of widths for all columns in the section and the space between columns.

**Section heading.** In the Section heading field, you can enter a heading for the student notes section. Heading text is bold on the transcript.

**Indent section details [ ] inches.** To indent the student notes section, mark Indent section details [ ] inches and enter the amount to indent. You can increase and decrease the indention of the section in increments of 0.1 inch to a maximum of 7.75 inches if printing in portrait layout, 10.25 inches if landscape. Section headings do not indent, only the header and details.

If the indention is larger than the section width, the program will not indent the information.
Note: The available width appears at the bottom of the screen. This number is the maximum width available for a section.

Include a [ ] after this section. Mark Include a [ ] after this section to add a blank line, horizontal line, or column break after the student notes section for each academic year. The column break option only works when you select to use more than one column for the area.

These options print only when another section is positioned directly below the student notes section. In the detail area, if there are no other sections, the program uses the item selected in the Include a [ ] after each year field in the Academic Year section of the Format tab.

Fields to include in notes header. In the Fields to include in notes header box, mark the items of information to include in the note header.

Notepad types to include. In the Notepad types to include box, mark the checkbox for each notepad type to include.

Sort/Break

Use the Sort/Break tab to select the order of information in the student note section and where breaks fall between sets of information.

Sort by. To order the information, select a sorting category in the Sort by column.

Order by. In the Order by column, select to sort in ascending or descending order.

Break? Mark the checkbox in the Break? column to create breaks between student notes sections. A break divides sets of information by adding space between each section and text. For example, if you sort and break by Note type, information for each note is set apart by a blank line and the note heading.

If you mark Break?, other fields are enabled so you can define a break header and break footer for that sort category.

Text before value. In the Text before value field, you can enter text to appear directly before the value for the selected sorting category, which is now the heading for the subsections.
**Text after value.** In the **Text after value** field, you can enter text to appear directly after the value for the selected sorting category, which is now the heading for the subsections.

**Freeform Notes Section**

The freeform notes section displays notes you create specifically for the transcript. This area is ideal for entering legends for short descriptions, number/letter grade translations, or any other special notes. You can add freeform notes sections to only the summary/notes area. This section does not print in columns; rather, the text of a note fills the entire width available for the section.

**Tip:** To add tabs to note text, press **CTRL** + the tab key.

In the text box, enter text to print in the freeform notes section. The font type and size default to those selected on the General tab but you can use the formatting options on the toolbar to format the alignment, type, size, and style of note text. You can also check the spelling or use the thesaurus to find a synonym.

**Section heading.** In the **Section heading** field, enter a heading for the freeform notes section. Heading text is bold on the transcript.

**Indent section details [ ] inches.** To indent the freeform notes section, mark **Indent section details [ ] inches** and enter the amount to indent. The section heading does not indent.

**Include a [ ] after this section.** Mark **Include a [ ] after this section** to add a blank line, horizontal line, or column break after the freeform notes section.

**Creating Transcripts**

**Note:** You can run transcripts only if you have security rights established in **Administration**.
Mail is flexible so you can design transcripts that meet your school’s needs. This section guides you through the steps necessary to create a basic transcript that includes sections for courses, GPAs, and freeform notes. Each section is broken down into individual procedures. For example, in Step 2: Adding Detail Sections, there are procedures for formatting the details area and adding sections for courses. The fields and options included in the procedures are those used to create this particular transcript. For information about fields and options not addressed in these procedures, see “Transcript Tabs” on page 113 and “Transcript Sections” on page 135.

Note: For basic transcript procedures, such as finding and opening, previewing, printing, sending as email, and exporting transcripts, see “Mail Basics” on page 1.

You can follow these steps using the sample database to replicate this transcript. Hands-on experience will familiarize you with the formatting options available and help you plan your own transcripts and the information you need to include.

**Step 1: General Formatting**

The first step when creating a transcript is to make general formatting selections on the General tab. If you have more than one school, you can select for which school to print the transcript. The school you select determines the information printed in the header.

You also define the time frame for the transcript and select which sessions or academic years to include.
Using the options below the grid, you can select the paper size, orientation, font and font size. The orientation and paper size you select are important because they determine the amount of space available for each area. The portrait format allows for more sections to print in the details area on one page, while landscape allows for more columns to print across the width of the page.

**Note:** The set of parameters described for this sample transcript represents a single transcript solution. For information about fields and options not addressed in these procedures, see “Transcript Tabs” on page 113 and “Transcript Sections” on page 135.

For our example, we create a transcript for Pepperworth College student in portrait format.

- **Formatting general information**
  1. From the Mail page in *Registrar’s Office*, click *Forms* or select the Forms tab. The Forms page appears.
  2. In the list on the left, select *Transcripts* and click *New* on the action bar. The New Transcripts screen opens on the General tab.
  3. In the *Transcript for* field, select “Pepperworth College”.
  4. In the *Paper size* field, select “Letter”.
  5. In the *Orientation* field, select “Portrait”.

![New Transcripts screen](image-url)
6. In the **Font** field select “Times New Roman” and “9” in the **Font size** field.

![Image of transcript software interface]

7. Select the Details tab to format the details area and select the sections of information to include.

**Step 2: Adding Detail Sections**

The second step when creating a transcript is to select which sections of information to include in the detail area and how information appears. On the Details tab, you specify how many column sets to display for the detail area, whether to include borders around sections, and whether to include information from outside schools.
For this example, we organize detail sections in one column and add a box around the detail area. We add sections for courses and add marking columns to display the final grades and credits awarded/attempted for each course. For more information about detail sections not addressed in these procedures, see “Transcript Sections” on page 135.

- **Formatting the details area**

  1. On the Details tab of the open transcript parameter form, in the *Show details sections in [ ] columns*, select “1”. 

![Table showing details]
2. In the **Borders** field, select “Box around area”.

![Image of New Report Cards dialog box with Borders field highlighted]

3. Use the grid to select the detail sections to include. The first section you format is a courses section.

- **Adding a courses section to the detail area**

  1. In the grid on the Details tab, select “Courses” in the **Section** column and click **Open**. The Courses Section screen appears displaying the General tab.

![Image of Courses Section screen with options highlighted]

  2. Mark **Repeat column headings for each year**.

  3. Unmark **Print a box around the column heading row**.

2. Mark **Repeat column headings for each year**.

3. Unmark **Print a box around the column heading row**.
4. Unmark If showing a total credits row, print a horizontal line after the last course.

5. Mark Include a [ ] after this section and select “Blank line”.

6. Select the Columns tab. The Course ID, Course Name, Final Grade, Credits Attempted and Credits Awarded columns are already added to the columns grid by default.

For this example, we use the default columns but change the formatting for the Course Name, Final Grade, Credits Attempted and Credits Awarded columns.

7. Select the Course name column and click Open Column. The Column 2 screen appears.

8. In the Column width field, enter “2.25”.
9. In the Column heading field, use the default heading, “Course”, and leave the text left aligned and bold.
10. Mark Wrap text if needed.

11. Click OK. You return to the Columns tab.
12. Select the Grade column and click Open Column. The Column 3 screen appears.
13. In the Column width field, enter “.75”.
14. In the Column heading field, leave the default heading, “Grade”, but make it left aligned and bold.
15. In the Detail alignment field, select “Left”.

16. Click OK. You return to the Columns tab.

Tip: You can edit a column’s width directly on the Columns tab to avoid opening the column to make the change.
17. In the fourth row, click in the Width column to edit the width of the **Credits attempted** column. Enter “1.5”.

18. Select the **Credits awarded** column and click **Open Column**. The Column 5 screen appears.

19. In the **Column width** field, enter “1.5”.

20. Mark **Show column total**, **Show total cumulative credits**, and **Show credits for marking columns that do not award credit**.

21. Click **OK**. You return to the Columns tab.

22. Click **OK**. You return to the Details tab.

23. Select the Summary/Notes tab to format the summary/notes area and select the sections of information to include.

**Step 3: Adding Summary/Notes Sections**

The third step when creating a transcript is to specify whether or not to include a summary/notes area. If you decide to include a summary/notes area, you must select a position (below or to the right of the detail area), the number of columns for the area and the sections of information to include.
For this example, we add an academic summary section for GPAs and a freeform notes section that displays the grading scale. The summary/notes section is positioned below the details area. For more information about summary/notes sections not addressed in these procedures, see “Transcript Sections” on page 135.

Formatting the summary/notes area

1. On the Summary/Notes tab of the open transcript parameter form, mark Show the summary/notes area.
2. In the Position field, select “Bottom”.
3. In the Width field, enter “2.00”.
4. In the Show summary/notes section in [ ] columns field, select “2”.
5. In the Borders field, select “Line above area”.

6. Use the grid to select the summary/notes sections to include. An academic summary section for GPAs appears in the grid by default. For this example, we change some of the default formatting for the GPAs section. For more information, see “Formatting the GPAs academic summary section in the summary/notes area” on page 189.

Formatting the GPAs academic summary section in the summary/notes area

1. On the Summary/Notes tab, select the default academic summary section in the grid and click Open. The Academic Summary Section screen appears displaying the General tab.
2. In the **Section heading** field, enter “GPAs By Year”.

3. In the **Include a [ ] after this section** field, select “Column break”.

![Academic Summary Section](image1)

4. Select the **Columns** tab. A column is included for each GPA type by default. We only want the cumulative GPA to appear on the transcript so we delete the columns for the weighted and unweighted GPA types.

![Academic Summary Section](image2)

5. Click OK. You return to the Summary/Notes tab. The new heading appears for the academic summary section.

The next section you add to the summary/notes area is a freeform notes section.
Adding a freeform notes section to the summary/notes area

1. On the Summary/Notes tab, in the third row of the grid, select “Freeform Notes” in the Section column. The Freeform Notes Section screen appears.

2. In the Section heading field, enter “Grading Scale”.

3. Mark Indent section details [ ] and enter “.10” in the field.

4. Mark Include a [ ] after this section and select “Blank line” in the field.

**Tip:** To add tabs to note text, press CTRL + the tab key.

5. In the text box, enter your school’s grading scale.
6. Click **OK**. You return to the Summary/Notes tab and the Freeform Notes section appears in the grid.

![New Transcripts](image)

7. Select the Format tab so you can format academic year information.

**Step 4: Formatting Academic Year Information**

Use the Academic Year options on the Format tab to format and position the academic years heading for the details section.

For this example, we place the academic year headings in a column next to the details section.

![Official Transcript](image)

- **Formatting academic year information**
  1. On the Format tab of the open transcript parameter form, select **Academic Year** in the tree view on the left. Academic Year fields and options appear on the tab.
  2. Mark **Keep year together across pages**.
3. Mark Include a [ ] after each year and select “Blank line”.
4. In the Format field, select “2007-2008”.
5. In the Position field, select “Column beside detail sections”.
6. In the Width field, enter “.75”.
7. In the Heading field, delete “Year”.

8. Select Format in the tree view on the left so you can format the header.

Step 5: Formatting the Header

Use the Header options on the Format tab to select a template that determines the layout and position of school and student information in the header. You can include a logo and notes in the header.

For this example, we format the header using the side by side layout. We add a logo and the school’s Web site address.

- Formatting the transcript header
  2. In the Student Name frame, select “12” in the Font size field.
  3. In the Font style field, select “Bold”.
4. In the **Student Fields** frame, select “10” in the **Font size** field.

5. In the grid, select “4” in the **# of Fields in Column** column.


7. In the **Template layout** field, select “Side by side”.

8. Mark **Print transcript title**.

9. In the **Title** field, enter “OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT”.

10. In the **Position** field, select “Title bar”.

11. Mark **Print school logo** and in the **File name** field browse to the logo graphic file.

12. In the **Indent** field, enter “3.25” and enter “1.25” in the **Height** field.
13. Mark **Print notes** and enter “www.pepperworthcollege.edu” in the field.


15. In the **Section height** field, enter “1.50”.

16. In the **Borders** field, select “None”.

17. The **School Name** box displays the name of the school you selected on the General tab.

18. Select “12” in the **Font size** field.

19. Click the right align and bold format buttons.

20. The **Address** box displays the address of the school you selected on the General tab.
21. Select “10” in the **Font size** field and click the right align button.

![Image of a software interface showing Font size and alignment options]

22. Select **Student Information** in the tree view. Student Information Header fields and options appear on the Format tab.

23. In the **Section height** field, enter “1.50”.

24. In the **Borders** field, select “None”.

25. In the grid, select the items to display in the student section. In the Display Item column, select “Address”, “Current student year”, “Degree #1”, and “Major #1”. Leave the address type as “Formatted address”. Select “Long description” for the student’s year and enter “Year” as the heading. Delete “#1” from the Major #1 and Degree #1 headings.

26. Select Footer in the tree view on the left so you can format the footer.

Step 6: Formatting the Footer

Use the Footer options on the Format tab to print footer information at the bottom of every page on the transcript.

For this example, we add the print date and the page number in the footer.
Formatting the transcript footer

1. On the Format tab of the open transcript parameter form, select **Footer** in the tree view on the left. Footer fields and options appear on the tab.

2. Unmark **Print signature line in footer**.

3. Mark **Print transcript date in footer** and select “Short Date” in the **Format** field and “Left” in the **Align** field.

4. Mark **Print page number in footer** and select “Page 1 of 1” in the **Format** field and “Right” in the **Align** field.
The transcript is now complete and ready to process.

Step 7: Running Transcripts

Once you format the transcript and select the sections of information to include, you can click **Preview** to preview the results to find any changes or adjustments you need to make.

When you are satisfied with the results, click **Print** to run the transcripts. Click the Save button on the toolbar to save the transcript.
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You can use XAP Transcripts in Registrar’s Office Mail to create a file to upload to XAP’s Transcript Exchange for release to participating colleges.

Overview of XAP Transcripts

To access XAP Transcripts, from the Mail page, click Forms. Select XAP Transcripts in the list on the left of the page and a grid appears on the right displaying saved XAP transcript files. On this page you can create new XAP transcript files, open saved XAP transcript files, and delete XAP transcript files.

Creating a XAP transcript file entails selecting the parameters for information to include from Registrar’s Office. You then export the information as a text (*.txt) file that you can upload to XAP.

Defining Attributes

Before creating XAP transcript files, you should define certain attributes that you will need when selecting your parameters.

Course attributes. You need to define the following course attributes in Configuration and associate them with course records:

• Honors Indicator
• College Prep Indicator
• Program of Study
• Weighting Indicator

You should define Honors Indicator and College Prep Indicator with a data type of Yes/No. We recommend you define Program of Study and Weighting Indicator with a Data Type of Table for easy data entry.

Student attributes. You need to define the following student attributes in Configuration and associate them with student records:

• Diploma Type
• Program of Study

We recommend you define Diploma Type and Program of Study with a data type of Table for easy data entry.

For more information about defining attributes, see the Configuration Guide for Registrar’s Office. For more information about adding attributes to records, see the Records Guide for Registrar’s Office.
XAP Transcript Tabs

When you create a new XAP transcript file, you specify parameters on the General, Details, Filters, Address, and Format tabs. Once you define parameters for a XAP transcript, you can save these to later export XAP transcript text files using the same parameters easily. To move among the tabs, click Next and Back at the bottom of the screen or select the tab.

General Tab

Use the General tab to select the school, academic years, and sessions to include on the XAP transcript.

![General Tab Interface]

**Note:** If a student has classes for more than one school, for example middle school and high school, courses from both schools are included.

**Transcript for.** If you have more than one school, you can select which school to create the export for.

**Filters grid.** Using the filters grid, you can filter the coursework and academic information to include by grade levels, academic years, and sessions. For information about how to use filters, see “Filters Tab” on page 205.

**Create an output query of students.** To create a query of students included in the export, mark Create an output query of students. You can save and use an output query later for reports or other mailings.

**Output to.** In the Output to field, you must select the file name and location of the export file. Export files are in text (*.txt) formats. If you select an existing text file to use, that file will be overwritten with the newly exported information.
Details Tab

On the Details tab, you make selections about the details to export.

Include information from outside schools attended. Mark Include information from outside schools attended to include information for schools a student previously attended. Outside school information appears only if the Print education on transcript checkbox is marked for that school on the Education tab of the student record and if the student’s enrollment dates for that school fall within the academic years selected for the XAP transcript.

Section grid. Sections include Courses, Academic Summary, Test Scores, and Medical. To open a section, select the section in the grid and click Open. For more information about each section, see “XAP Transcript Sections” on page 210.
Filters Tab

On the Filters tab, you select criteria that determines the students and courses included within the academic years and sessions you selected on the General tab.

Tip: You can also double-click a filter in the grid to open the selection screen.

Open. To open a selection screen to designate specific filters for the XAP transcript, select a filter in the grid and click Open on the action bar.

Clear All Filters. To reset each filter to include all, you can click Clear All Filters.

Note: A filter is a requirement items must meet to be included in a XAP transcript run. For example, if you apply the Student Attributes filter, the XAP transcript includes only students with the specified attributes.

Filters. The Filters column lists all the filters for the XAP transcript. You cannot edit this column.

Include. By default, in the Include column, each filter is set to All. To open a selection screen to designate specific filters for the XAP transcript, choose Selected.

Selected Filters. Filters you specify on the selection screen appear in the Selected Filters column.
Selected Filters Screen

From the Filters tab, you can open a selection screen for a filter in several ways: by double-clicking the filter in the grid, selecting the filter in the grid and clicking Open on the action bar, or choosing Selected in the Include column for the filter.

Include. For each filter, you can select to include all or select specific filters. Depending on the filter, you may also be able to filter by a range or query.

All. If you mark Include: All, you cannot designate specific filters.

Selected or Range. If you mark Include: Selected or Range, a grid appears in which you can specify filters. In a field, you can click the binoculars to search for information.

Query. If you mark Include: Query, the Query name field appears for you to enter the name of the query by which to filter the XAP transcript. In the field, you can click the binoculars to search for the query name.

To create a new query, click the binoculars. Then click Add a New Query on the Open Query screen. For more information about creating queries, see the Query Guide.

Previous Filter. To view or edit the previous filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Previous Filter.

Next Filter. To view or edit the next filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Next Filter.

Address Tab

Use the Address tab to specify which addresses to export for XAP transcripts. The program compares the parameters you define on this tab with address information entered on the Addresses tab of the student/relationship record to identify the appropriate address to use. These parameters determine both the student address and the parent/guardian address used by XAP.
On the Address tab, you select a validation date and then define the order in which the program evaluates address types. The program first checks the validation date, then seasonal addresses, other address types (in the order you determine), and attributes. The first address found on the student/relationship record that meets the defined parameters is used on the XAP transcript. You can also specify what to do if no valid address is found.

**Step 1.** In the **Validate addresses as of** [ ] field, select a date to determine which address to use. Any address that is valid on this date is considered for use on the XAP transcript. Any addresses that are not valid on this date are automatically excluded from consideration.

**Step 2.** Determine whether to include seasonal addresses as possible addresses. If you mark **Consider seasonal addresses**, the program uses the first valid seasonal address found on the student/relationship record and does not consider any other addresses.

If the seasonal address has the Send no mail attribute, the seasonal address is excluded automatically as a possible address. If a valid seasonal address is not found, the program considers the address types selected in Step 4.

**Step 3.** In the **If no seasonal addresses are found, consider these addresses** frame, select which address types to use if no valid seasonal addresses exist.

In the **Addresses** box, select an address type and click the right arrow to move it into the **Addresses to consider, in order of importance** box. The first address type in the list that matches the validation date is used on the XAP transcript. You can change the order addresses are considered by selecting an address type and clicking the up and down arrows next to the list.

If a valid address is not found from these address types, the program considers the attributes selected in Step 4.

**Note:** Any address with No mail selected in the **Send [ ] to this address** field on the Address Attributes tab is automatically excluded as a possible address.
**Step 4.** In the grid, you can select address attribute types to consider. For example, you have a “Transcript address” attribute you use to flag addresses for transcripts. When you select Include in the **Action** column and Transcript address in the **Attribute** column of the grid, the program automatically uses any valid addresses assigned this attribute.

**Step 5.** In the **If no address is found** field, select what to do if a valid address is not found. You can select Print with no address, Remove record from run, or Print specific address. If you select to print a specific address, the **Use** field appears so you can select the address type to use when a student/relationship does not have an address of the types you added to the **Addresses to consider, in order of importance** list.

**Format Tab**

On the Format tab, you make selections regarding school and student information to include in the XAP transcript file. The list on the left of the screen displays options for the XAP transcript. When you select an item in the list, the right side of the screen changes to present selections for that section of the XAP transcript.

**Student Current Statuses**

Select **Student Current Statuses** to select which statuses export as E for enrolled and which statuses export as G for graduated.

To move a status from the **Export these statuses as E** box to the **Export these statuses as G** box, select the status and click the right arrow.
School Information

Select **School Information** in the tree view to enter school information.

**School Name.** The **School Name** field displays the school selected in the **Transcript for** field on the General tab. You can use this name or enter a different one.

**Address.** The **Address** field displays the address of the school selected in the **Transcript for** field on the General tab. You can use this address or enter a different one.

**Phone.** The **Phone** field displays the phone number of the school selected in the **Transcript for** field on the General tab. You can use this number or enter a different one.

**Fax.** In the **Fax** field, you can enter the fax number for your school.

**CEEB.** In the **CEEB** field, you can enter the College Entrance Examination Board code for your school.

Student Information

Select **Student Information** in the tree view to select specific student information to export to XAP. The items of information from **Registrar’s Office** appear in the **Display Item** column. In the **Type** column, select what information to display for each display item. The **XAP Description** column displays how the column appears in XAP.
The following items are automatically exported: Birth date, Date entered, SSN, Student status, Class of, Graduation date, Parent/Guardian, Student ID, Gender, Advisor, Date left, Last name, First name, Middle name, Address lines, City, State, Zip, Ethnicity, Parent address, Parent city, Parent state, and Parent zip.

**Student phone.** Select the phone type of the phone numbers to export for students.

**Current student year.** Select whether to export the short or long description of the current student year.

**Parent/Guardian phone.** Select the phone type of the phone numbers to export for parent/guardians.

**Student attribute for Diploma Type.** Select the student attribute used for Diploma Type. The program tries to automatically match with an attribute with a name of Diploma if it exists.

**Student attribute for Program of Study.** Select the student attribute used for Program of Study. The program tries to automatically match with an attribute with a name of POS or Program if it exists.

## XAP Transcript Sections

Sections include Courses, Academic Summary, Test Scores, and Medical.

### Courses Section

To access the courses section, on the Details tab, select Courses in the Section column of the grid and click Open. The Courses Section screen appears.
General Tab

On the General tab, you select which terms to include for the current year and select which marking columns to include.

- **Print courses through [ ] of the current year.** Mark this option to include on the XAP transcript only courses in the current year occurring before or during the term you select in the field.

- **Marking columns to include.** Mark the checkboxes beside the marking columns to include. Marking column information includes the marking column grade, total credits attempted, and total credits awarded.

Columns Tab

On the Columns tab, you can view or make selections for the columns of course information exported. The XAP Description column displays how the column appears in XAP. The Description column displays how the information is stored in Registrar's Office.
To open a column, select the column in the grid and click **Open Column**.

### Courses Section

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Credits attempted</td>
<td>Credits attempted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credits awarded</td>
<td>Credits awarded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade</td>
<td>Grade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honors Indicator</td>
<td>Course attribute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College Prep Indicator</td>
<td>Course attribute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course name</td>
<td>Course name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course ID</td>
<td>Course ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject area</td>
<td>Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit qualifier</td>
<td>Credit qualifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program of study</td>
<td>Course attribute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighting Indicator</td>
<td>Course attribute</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** If course information or comments do not export as expected (for example, grades or comments are missing), make sure the **Print on transcript** checkbox is marked for the missing items on the student record and on the Grading tab for the course.

**Credits attempted.** In the **Field to show** field, the item of information to export appears— Marking Column. In the **Display** field, the information from the marking column that is exported appears— Credits attempted.

**Credits awarded.** In the **Field to show** field, the item of information to export appears— Marking Column. In the **Display** field, the information from the marking column that is exported appears— Credits awarded.

**Grade.** In the **Field to show** field, the item of information to export appears— Marking Column. In the **Display** field, the information from the marking column that is exported appears— Grade.

In the **Letter/Number** field, select whether to export the marking column grade as a letter grade or numeric grade. Grades entered as ‘NG’ (for blank or missing grades) are not included.

**Honors Indicator.** In the **Field to show** field, the item of information to export appears— Course attribute. The program tries to automatically match with an attribute with a name of Honor if it exists. Otherwise, in the **Attribute** field, select the course attribute used for Honors Indicator.

**College Prep Indicator.** In the **Field to show** field, the item of information to export appears— Course attribute. The program tries to automatically match with an attribute with a name of College if it exists. Otherwise, in the **Attribute** field, select the course attribute used for College Prep Indicator.

**Course name.** In the **Field to show** field, the item of information to export appears— Course name.

**Course ID.** In the **Field to show** field, the item of information to export appears— Course ID.

**Subject area.** In the **Field to show** field, the item of information to export appears— Department.

**Credit qualifier.** In the **Field to show** field, the item of information to export appears— Marking Column. In the **Display** field, the information from the marking column that is exported appears— Credit qualifier. This exports a Yes or No value depending on whether the **Use in Calculations** checkbox is marked for the marking column grade in *Registrar’s Office*. 

---
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In the Calculate value using field, select whether to use the existing calculation ‘Use in calculations’ designation on each grade or select Grade levels and then in the Courses taken in the following grade levels should have the credit qualifier set to ‘N’ box, mark the grade levels that should have the credit qualifier specified.

Program of study. In the Field to show field, the item of information to export appears—Course attribute. The program tries to automatically match with an attribute with a name of POS or Program if it exists. Otherwise, in the Attribute field, select the course attribute used for Program of study.

Weighting Indicator. In the Field to show field, the item of information to export appears—Course attribute. The program tries to automatically match with an attribute with a name of Weighting if it exists. Otherwise, in the Attribute field, select the course attribute used for Weighting Indicator.

Academic Summary Section

To access the Academic Summary section, on the Details tab, select Academic Summary in the Section column of the grid and click Open. The Academic Summary Section screen appears.

General Tab

On the General tab, you see that the GPA and rank information you include is only for the current academic year rather than all years.

Columns Tab

On the Columns tab, you can view and make selections for the columns of GPA and Rank information exported. The XAP Description column displays how the column appears in XAP. The Description column displays how the information is stored in Registrar’s Office.
You can export two GPA rows (GPA 1 and GPA 2) and two Rank rows (Class rank 1 and Class rank 2). GPA 1 defaults to the Hope GPA calculation, if you have one. Otherwise it defaults to the first GPA calculation found. Rank 1 defaults to the Hope Rank calculation, if you have one. Otherwise it defaults to the first straight rank calculation found. GPA 2 and Class_rank 2 are blank by default.

To open a column, select the column in the grid and click **Open Column**.

**Column type.** In the **Column type** field, select GPA, Rank, or <Blank>. If you select <Blank>, no other options appear.

**Marking column.** In the **Marking column** field, select the marking column.
**Calculation.** In the Calculation field, depending on your selection in Column type, select a GPA or Straight Rank calculation.

**Type.** If you select a GPA calculation, you can select the type of GPA in the Type field: GPA, Year to date GPA, or Cumulative GPA.

**Session to report.** In the Session to report field, select which sessions to include. You can select a specific session or select “<Latest session with a value>”.

**Test Scores Section**

To access the Test Scores section, on the Details tab, select Test Scores in the Section column of the grid and click Open. The Test Scores Section screen appears.

**General Tab**

On the General tab, you can filter the tests to include by test type and subtest type. Test scores are included for all dates. For information about how to use filters, see “Filters Tab” on page 205.
Columns Tab

On the Columns tab, you can view the columns of test score information exported. The **XAP Description** column displays how the column appears in XAP. The **Description** column displays how the information is stored in **Registrar's Office**.

Medical Section

To access the Medical section, on the Details tab, select Medical in the **Section** column of the grid and click **Open**. The Medical Section screen appears.
General Tab

On the General tab, you select which immunization records to include in the medical section. Immunization records are included for all dates. For information about how to use filters, see “Filters Tab” on page 205.
Columns Tab

On the Columns tab, you can view the columns of medical information exported. The **XAP Description** column displays how the column appears in XAP. The **Description** column displays how the information is stored in *Registrar's Office*.

![Columns Tab Image]

Exporting XAP Transcripts

**Note:** You can export XAP transcripts only if you have security rights established in *Administration*.

After you have finished selecting your parameters, click the **Export** button to create the export file. Remember that you specified the file name and location and General tab.
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The Mail page is the central location for generating labels in Blackbaud Student Information System. If you installed both Admissions Office and Registrar’s Office, you can create labels for applicants, students, faculty/staff, individuals, organizations, persons, or relations.

To access Labels, from the Mail page, click Labels and Envelopes. Select Labels in the list on the left of the page and a grid appears on the right displaying saved labels. On this page you can create new labels, open saved labels, and delete labels.

When you create new labels, you specify parameters for labels on the General, Fields to Include, Filters, Relationship Filters, Attributes, Address, and Format tabs. Whether you create new labels or open saved labels, the screen opens to the General tab. You can use a variety of parameters to define the output for labels in Blackbaud Student Information System. Saving these parameters also makes future label preparation easier.

Label Tabs

In Labels, you select parameters on tabs: General, Fields to Include, Filters, Attributes, and Format. To move among the tabs, click Next and Back at the bottom of the screen or select the tab. On these tabs, you specify records, fields, and formatting options for the labels. Each tab helps you enter information in an easy and logical manner.

General Tab

You can use the General tab to select parameter settings specific to labels.

Note: Visit our Web site at www.blackbaud.com for the latest documentation and information.

Note: A mail task is a specific mailing process, such as printing report cards or envelopes. Fields and options for a mail task are arranged on tabs so you can access all the information quickly and easily.
Create labels for. In the **Create labels for** field, select the record type for which to print labels. The available record types depend on the programs installed. If you have **Admissions Office**, you can create labels for applicants, applicant relationships, faculty/staff, faculty/staff relationships, individuals, individual relationships, organizations, organization relationships, persons, and person relationships. If you have **Registrar’s Office**, you can create labels for students, student relationships, faculty/staff, faculty/staff relationships, individuals, individual relationships, organizations, organization relationships, persons, and person relationships. If you have both, you can create labels for all of these record types from either program.

**Exclude deceased?** If you select an applicant, student, or relationship in the **Create labels for** field, the **Exclude deceased?** option appears. Mark this option to omit deceased and deceased relations from the run of labels.

**Note:** The **Type** column also displays a graphic representation for the label type. For example, labels that print on a laser printer display a printer graphic next to the label type.

Label type. In the **Label type** grid, you can select the type of label to use. The **Type** and **Size** columns list label types and dimensions compatible with **Blackbaud Student Information System**. The **Across** column displays the number of labels across the width of a sheet of labels, and the **Down** column displays the number of labels down the length of a sheet. The **Description** column provides additional details about each label type.

**Blackbaud Student Information System** is compatible with many standard label types. If the label size you use is not available, you can export a data file with the information so you can print labels using another application. Also, keep in mind **Blackbaud Student Information System** is compatible only with laser printers. For more information about exporting, see the Mail Basics chapter.

**Warning:** The font type and size you select may impact the amount of information you can print on the labels.

Label font. In the **Label font** field, select a text type to use on the labels.

Font size. In the **Font size** field, select a size for the text on the labels.

Start printing in row/column. You can start printing labels at any location on a sheet of labels. For example, if you have a sheet that is partially used, you can use the **Start printing in row/column** fields to indicate the location of the first unused label on the sheet.

Create an output query of [ ]. To create a query of the records for which you run labels, mark **Create an output query of [ ]**. If you selected a relationship record type in the **Create labels for** field, you can select Related Records to create a query of all relation records included in run of labels.
Fields to Include Tab

You can use the Fields to Include tab to select fields to appear on the labels processed by the mail task, for example, address, USPS barcode, and phone number. The fields that appear depend on which program you are using and the record type you selected on the General tab. You cannot add to the list of available fields.

Available Fields. The Available Fields box contains all the fields you can print on labels. The fields available depend on the program in which you are working and the record type you selected on the General tab.

Fields to Include. The Fields to Include box contains all fields selected to print on the labels. To move a field from the Available Fields box to the Fields to Include box, select the field and click the single right arrow or double-click the field. To move all the fields from the Available Fields box to the Fields to Include box, click the double right arrow.

Note: Certain fields have additional selections associated with them. When you move these fields to the Fields to Include box, the Field Options screen appears. For example, if you select Phone number, you can select Business or Fax as the phone type to use.

Options. When you include a field with associated options, you can click Options to see more information about the field. If a field does not have associated options, the Options button is disabled.

Note: The fields you select appear on the labels in the order you select. Use the up and down arrows to change the order of the fields.
Filters Tab

You can use the Filters tab to select criteria that determines which records to include in the run of labels. The items by which you can filter depend on the program you are using. For example, in Admissions Office, you can select to include only accepted applicants in the run of labels. Applicants with any other status, such as denied or waitlisted, are excluded from the run. For more information about filtering, see the Program Basics chapter of the Program Basics Guide.

```
Tip: You can also double-click a filter in the grid to open the selection screen.

Open. To open a selection screen to designate specific filters for the report, select a filter in the grid and click Open on the action bar.

Clear All Filters. To reset each filter to include all, you can click Clear All Filters.

Filters. The Filters column lists all the filters for the report. You cannot edit this column.

Include. By default, in the Include column, each filter is set to All. To open a selection screen to designate specific filters for the report, choose Selected.

Selected Filters. Filters you specify on the selection screen appear in the Selected Filters column.
```
Selected Filters Screen

From the Filters tab, you can open a selection screen for a filter in several ways: by double-clicking the filter in the grid, selecting the filter in the grid and clicking Open on the action bar, or choosing Selected in the Include column for the filter.

Include. For each filter, you can select to include all or select specific filters. Depending on the filter, you may also be able to filter by a range or query.

All. If you mark Include: All, you cannot designate specific filters.

Selected or Range. If you mark Include: Selected or Range, a grid appears in which you can specify filters. In a field, you can click the binoculars to search for information.

Query. If you mark Include: Query, the Query name field appears for you to enter the name of the query by which to filter the report. In the field, you can click the binoculars to search for the query name.

To create a new query, click the binoculars. Then click Add a New Query on the Open Query screen. For more information about creating queries, see the Query Guide.

Previous Filter. To view or edit the previous filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Previous Filter.

Next Filter. To view or edit the next filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Next Filter.

Relationship Filters Tab

If you select a relationship record type in the Create label for field on the General tab, the Relationship Filters tab appears. On this tab you select filters to determine which relationship types to include in the label run. For example, to address labels to the father and mother of students, you select Father and Mother for the Relationship Type filter.
If you use a Related <Record Type> filter, such as Related Applicants, you can select specific applicants or use a query. If you use more than one of the Related <Record Type> filters, the label run includes a combination of the filters results. For example, if you select a query of related Applicants and a query of Related Students, the records included in the label run include the selected Related Applicants in addition to the selected Related Students.

Using the options below the filters grid, you can define additional criteria for including or excluding relations. If you select “Ignore” for a criterion, the program does not consider it when processing.

- emergency contacts
- relations that receive a report card
- relations the applicant/student/person lives with
- relationships that show on transcripts
- spousal relationships

**Note:** The Related Individuals query does not filter out related applicants and students. To filter out other relationship types, you must select “None” in the Include column for the student relationships you do not want in the labels.

Using the options below the filters grid, you can define additional criteria for including or excluding relations. If you select “Ignore” for a criterion, the program does not consider it when processing.

[] emergency contacts. If you selected Applicant Relationships, Student Relationships, or Person Relationships as the record type on the General tab, you can select to include, exclude, or ignore relations designated as the emergency contact.

[] relations that receive a report card. If you selected Student Relationships or Person Relationships as the record type on the General tab, you can select to include, exclude, or ignore relations designated to receive report cards.

[] relations the applicant/student/person lives with. If you selected Applicant Relationships, Student Relationships, or Person Relationships as the record type on the General tab, you can select to include, exclude, or ignore relations who live with the applicant, student, or person.

[] relationships that show on transcripts. If you selected Student Relationships or Person Relationships as the record type on the General tab, you can select to include, exclude, or ignore relations designated to receive transcripts.

[] spousal relationships. If you selected Faculty/Staff Relationships, Individual Relationships, or Person Relationships as the record type on the General tab, you can select to include, exclude, or ignore relations that are spouses.
Attributes Tab

You can use the Attributes tab to add, delete, or update attributes for records when you print labels. For example, you may want to print labels for parents who are also volunteers at your school. You can add the attribute to relationship records when you print the labels.

**Action.** In the **Action** column, you can add, delete, or update attributes on the records when you print labels.

**Note:** Attribute types are established in **Configuration**. For more information about defining attributes, see the **Configuration Guide** that program.

**Attribute Type.** In the **Attribute Type** column, you can select an attribute type.

**Description.** In the **Description** column, you can enter or select a description for the attribute type.

**Short Description.** In the **Short Description** column, a brief description of the attribute type appears when you select a type in the **Attribute Type** column.

**Date.** In the **Date** column, select the date you add, delete, or update the attribute.

**Note:** An attribute is a tool used to group information based on a common theme. With attributes defined, you can filter information to your specifications.

**Required.** If the attribute type you select is required, the program automatically marks the checkbox in the **Required** column.

**Comments.** In the **Comments** column, you can enter additional information about the attribute type.
Address Tab

Use the Address tab to specify which addresses to use for labels. The program compares the parameters you define on this tab with address information entered on the Addresses tab of records to identify the appropriate address to use.

On the Address tab, you select a validation date and then define the order in which the program evaluates address types. The program first checks the validation date, then seasonal addresses, other address types (in the order you determine), and attributes. The first address found on the record that meets the defined parameters is used on the label. You can also specify what to do if no valid address is found.

If you selected Organizations in the Create labels for field on the General tab, the Mail to field appears. In this field, select the organization address to use.

---

**Note:** Any address with No mail selected in the Send [] to this address field on the Address Attributes tab is automatically excluded as a possible address.

**Step 1.** In the Validate addresses as of [ ] field, select a date to determine which address to use. Any address that is valid on this date is considered for use on the label. Any addresses that are not valid on this date are automatically excluded from consideration.

**Step 2.** Determine whether to include seasonal addresses as possible addresses. If you mark Consider seasonal addresses, the program uses the first valid seasonal address found on the student/relationship record and does not consider any other addresses.

If the seasonal address has the Send no mail attribute, the seasonal address is excluded automatically as a possible address. If a valid seasonal address is not found, the program considers the address types selected in Step 3.

**Step 3.** In the If no seasonal addresses are found, consider these addresses frame, select which address types to use if no valid seasonal addresses exist.
In the Addresses box, select an address type and click the right arrow to move it into the Addresses to consider, in order of importance box. The first address type in the list that matches the validation date is used on the label. You can change the order addresses are considered by selecting an address type and clicking the up and down arrows next to the list.

If a valid address is not found from these address types, the program considers the attributes selected in Step 4.

**Step 4.** In the grid, you can select address attribute types to consider. For example, you have a “Holiday greetings” attribute you use to flag addresses to use for holiday cards. When you select Include in the Action column and Holiday greetings in the Attribute column of the grid, the program automatically uses any valid addresses assigned this attribute.

**Step 5.** In the **If no address is found** field, select what to do if a valid address is not found. You can select Print with no address, Remove record from run, or Print specific address. If you select to print a specific address, the Use field appears so you can select the address type to use when a record does not have an address of the types you added to the Addresses to consider, in order of importance list.

If you selected Organizations in the **Create labels for** field on the General tab, the **If no contact is found** field appears. You can select Print organization name with no address, Remove record from run, or Print specific organization address.

**Format Tab**

You can use the Format tab to designate the format of the labels. Settings on this tab determine the appearance of the labels. You can sort the labels and make selections for truncation reports. When you select a formatting area from the list on the left, selections appear on the right.

You can print a truncation report to determine the records whose information does not fit on the label as you designed it to print. The report displays truncation information for a variety of font sizes so you can determine the best options for the labels. When you print a truncation report from Labels, the program checks settings entered on the labels tabs to determine records whose information does not fit on the label. For more information about label truncation reports, see the Label Truncation Report chapter.

**Detail.** You can use **Detail** to make printing selections for the labels.

**Omit punctuation from mailing** — Mark this checkbox to print no punctuation on the labels.

**Print address in ALL CAPS** — Mark this checkbox to print the address in all capital letters.

**Number of lines to skip before printing the first line** — Mark this checkbox to leave space before the first row of printing on the labels.
Number of spaces to include before each line — To leave space at the beginning of each line on the labels, enter a number in the row.

Include total number of labels — Mark this checkbox to print the total number of labels processed in the run immediately after the last label.

Include message on the same line as [ ] — To print a message before a selected field on the same line, select a field in this row. The available fields are those you selected on the Fields to Include tab. You define the message to print by selecting the User-defined message field on the Fields to Include tab and entering the message on the Field Options screen that appears.

Combine labels for each spouse pair — Mark this checkbox to print one label for each married couple. This option appears only if you selected a relationship record type in the Create labels for field on the General tab.

For example, when printing labels for student relationships, if you mark this option, one label prints for both the mother and father of a student. The address and name used for the spousal pair is the first of the spouses listed on the record's Relationship tab. If this option is unmarked, two labels print — one for each parent.

Combine labels for <record type> with the same related record — Mark this checkbox to print one label for each relationship. This option appears only if you selected a relationship record type in the Create labels for field on the General tab.

For example, when two students have the same father, if this option is marked, only one label prints for the father. If the option is unmarked, two labels print for the father — one for each student. If you mark this option and also mark Combine labels for each spouse pair, one label prints for the mother and father of the two students.

If you mark Combine labels for <record type> with the same related record and include the <Record type> name field on the Fields to Include tab, the name for each record related to the relation prints as a separate line on the label.

Print a label for each contact — Mark this checkbox to print a label for each contact for an organization. This option appears only if you selected Organizations in the Create labels for field on the General tab. You must include the Contact name field on the Field to Include tab to use this option. If you include the Contact name field and leave this option unmarked, a label prints for only the organization’s primary contact.

Print organization name in place of contact name if no contact is defined — If you include the Contact name field on the Field to Include tab and an organization has no contacts defined, mark this checkbox to use the organization name in place of the contact’s name. This option appears only if you selected Organizations in the Create labels for field on the General tab.

Sort. You can use Sort to select the order to print labels. When you select Sort, a grid displays the categories you can sort for the labels.

Note: We recommend you preview the run before printing to help minimize errors in printing the labels.
In the first row in the Sort by column, select the category by which to sort the labels. The categories available depend on the record type you selected in the Create labels for field on the General tab.

In the Order by column, select Ascending to sort labels alphabetically or Descending to sort them in reverse alphabetical order.

**Truncation Reports.** You can use Truncation Reports to determine the records whose information does not fit on the label as you designed it to print.

To preview or print a truncation report before printing labels, mark Print Truncation reports before label run. The truncation report compares information selected on the tabs with the font size and label type selected. If you preview the labels, you can also preview the report. When you print, export, or send the labels as email, the report prints.

To check for horizontal and vertical truncations, mark Check for horizontal truncations and Check for vertical truncations.

To create a static query of records for which labels truncate, mark Create exception query.

**Note:** If you mark Exclude record from label run, we recommend you also mark Create exception query so you have a record of labels that do not print.

After the program prints the truncation report, you get a message asking if you want to print the labels. If you mark Exclude record from label run, truncated labels do not print.
**Name Formats.** Using **Name Formats**, you can format how names appear on labels.
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**Note:** You must have the appropriate security rights to output an addressee/salutation with Social Security numbers. If you do not have security rights, the numbers are masked. For more information, see the Security chapter of the Administration Guide for **Blackbaud Student Information System**.

In the **Select addressee/salutation from [ ]** field, select Record or Configuration.

- If you select Record, in the **Use** field, select the full name, primary addressee, or primary salutation as defined on the record.
- If you select Configuration, in the **Use** field, select from one of the formats defined in **Configuration**.
- In the **If not present...Select addressee/salutation from** field, you can select a second name format for situations where the first selection is not present on records. For example, if you select to use the Primary salutation, and you have students without a defined Primary salutation on the Addressees/Salutations tab, the second name format is used. If you select <Full name> in the **Use** field, this field is disabled.

**Creating Labels**

Using Labels, you can create labels with **Blackbaud Student Information System** record information. Labels created in Mail are compatible with many standard label sizes; however, if the label size you use is not compatible, you can export the information gathered by the mail task to another application compatible with the label type you want to use. For more information about exporting in Mail, see the Mail Basics chapter.

- **Creating labels**

  For the following example, we create labels for student relationships. Specific entries and selections may be different, but you can follow the same procedure for creating labels for other record types.

  1. From the Mail page in **Registrar’s Office**, click **Labels** or select the Labels navigation tab. The Labels page appears.
2. In the list on the left, select **Labels** and click **New** on the action bar. The New Labels screen opens on the General tab.

3. In the **Create labels for** field, select “Student Relationships”.

4. In the **Label type** grid, select “Avery® 5161”, the label type you are using.

5. In the **Label font** field, select “Arial”, the font to use for the text on the label.

6. In the **Font size** field, select “8”, the font size for the labels.

7. In the **Start printing in row** and **Column** fields, select “1” because you are using a new sheet of labels.

8. To create a static query of the student records for which you are printing labels, mark **Create an output query of [ ]** and select “Students”.

![New Labels window](image)

**Note:** Certain fields have additional selections associated with them. When you select these fields in the **Field Name** column, you must select additional information for that field in the **Options** column. For example, if you select **Phone number**, you can select the phone type to use on the labels.

9. Click **Next** or select the **Fields to Include** tab.
10. In the **Available Fields** box, select **Student name** and **Address** as fields to print on the labels.

11. Click **Next** or select the Filters tab. In the Student Current Years row, choose “Selected” in the **Include** column. The Selected Student Current Years screen appears.

12. Select **Sophomore** and click the right arrow to move the field to the **Include these student current years** box.
13. Click OK. You return to the Filters tab and “SOPH” appears in the Selected Filters column. For more information about filtering in Blackbaud Student Information System, see the Program Basics Guide.

14. Click Next or select the Relationship Filters tab.

15. To print labels for only relations designated to receive important mailings, select “Include” in the [ ] relations that receive a report card field.

16. Click Next or select the Attributes tab.

17. In the Action column, select “Add”. This adds the attribute to the relationship record.
18. In the **Attribute Type** column, select an attribute, for example, “Label printed?”.  
19. In the **Description** column, select “Yes”.  
20. In the **Date** column, enter 05/06/2008, the date you add the attribute.

21. Click **Next** or select the Address tab.  
22. In the **Validate addresses as of** field, select “Last day of this week”.  
23. Mark **Consider seasonal addresses**.  
24. In the **If no seasonal addresses are found, consider these addresses** frame, move “<Primary address>” and “<First address found>” to the **Addresses to consider, in order of importance** box.

25. Click **Next** or select the Format tab.  
26. In the list on the left, select **Detail**.  
27. In the **Combine labels for each spouse pair** row, mark the checkbox so one label prints for married couples.
28. In the **Combine labels for Students with the same related record** row, mark the checkbox so one label prints for each relationship.

29. In the list on the left, select **Sort**. In the **Sort by** and **Order by** columns on the first row, select “Student Name” and “Ascending” to sort the labels alphabetically by student name.

30. In the list on the left, select **Truncation Reports** and mark **Print Truncation reports before label run** to print a truncation report using the settings you selected on the tabs. To be sure labels print correctly, mark both **Check for horizontal truncations** and **Check for vertical truncations**.

31. To have a record of labels not printed in the run, mark **Create exception query**.
32. Because you do not want labels in this run to print truncated, mark **Exclude record from label run**.

![Truncation Reports](image)

**Note:** If you mark **Create an output query of vendors** on the General tab, you get a message asking if you want to save the query.

33. Click **Preview**. A message appears telling you the program is processing the mailing, and the preview screen for the labels appears. We recommend you preview the run before printing to help minimize errors in printing the labels.

34. Close the preview and return to the Format tab. For more information about how to preview, see “Previewing a mailing” on page 11.

35. Click the Save button on the action bar to save the labels. The Save Mailing as screen appears.

**Note:** A parameter is any field, option, or filter that narrows information included in an import, mailing, report, or global change. By specifying parameters, you define the output of the process. You can save parameter files to use again.

36. In the **Mailing name** and **Description** fields, enter a name and description for the parameter file.

![Save Mailing as](image)

37. Click **Save** to save the labels. You return to the Format tab.

38. Close the screen. You return to the Labels page, and the labels file appears in the grid.
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The Mail page is the central location for creating label truncation reports in *Blackbaud Student Information System*. On the navigation bar, click **Mail** to access the Mail page. To create a Label Truncation Report in *Admissions Office* or *Registrar’s Office*, click **Labels and Envelopes**. Then you can create new reports, open saved reports, and delete reports.

The Label Truncation Report provides the information that does not fit on a selected label type. When the program checks for horizontal truncation, it determines which labels have too many characters on a single line using the selected font or font size. You can use this report to test label formatting selections before printing the labels. When creating a Label Truncation Report, we recommend you use the same options, fields, and checkboxes you use in **Labels**.

**Note:** Visit our Web site at [www.blackbaud.com](http://www.blackbaud.com) for the latest documentation and information.

When you select **Label Truncation Report** in the list on the left of the page, a grid appears on the right displaying saved reports. You can specify parameters for a Label Truncation Report on the General, Fields to Include, Filters, and Format tabs. Whether you create a new report or open a saved one, the screen opens to the General tab. You can use a variety of parameters to define the output for the Label Truncation Report in *Blackbaud Student Information System*. Saving these parameters also makes future report preparation easier.

### Label Truncation Report Tabs

With the Label Truncation Report, you select parameters on tabs: General, Fields to Include, Filters, Relationship Filters, Attributes, Address, and Format. To move among the tabs, click **Next** and **Back** at the bottom of the screen or select the tab. On these tabs, you specify records, fields, and formatting options for the labels. Each tab helps you enter information in an easy and logical manner.
General Tab

You can use the General tab to select parameters specific to the Label Truncation Report. When you create labels, fields you select may not fit on the label type you use.
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**Note:** If you select Persons or Person Relationships in the Truncations based on field, you can select a query on the Filters tab that includes multiple record types, such as applicants and students or parents of applicants and students.

**Truncations based on.** In the Truncations based on field, select the record type for which to check the truncation of addresses on labels. If you have both Admissions Office and Registrar’s Office installed and you have the appropriate security rights, you can run a truncation report for any Blackbaud Student Information System record type from either program.

**Exclude deceased?** If you select an applicant, student, or relationship in the Truncations based on field, the Exclude deceased? option appears. Mark this option to omit deceased and deceased relations from the truncation report.

**Note:** The Type column also displays a graphic representation for the label type. For example, labels that print on a laser printer display a printer graphic next to the label type.

**Label type.** In the Label type grid, you can select the type of label for which to check truncation. The Type and Size columns list label types and dimensions compatible with Blackbaud Student Information System. The Across column displays the number of labels across the width of a sheet of labels, and the Down column displays the number of labels down the length of a sheet. The Description column provides additional details about each label type.

Blackbaud Student Information System is compatible with many standard label types; however, if the label size you use is not available, you can export a data file with the information so you can print labels using another application. For more information about exporting, see the Mail Basics chapter.

**Label font.** In the Label font field, select a text type to use on the labels.
Note: Based on selections in the From size and To size fields, the report displays the number of characters for each font size that fit vertically on the label type you select. You can check 10 font sizes at a time, ranging from size 6 to 19.

From size. In the From size field, select the smallest size text for the program to check.

To size. In the To size field, select the largest size text for the program to check.

Check for vertical truncations. To determine whether fields you select fit on the label, mark Check for vertical truncations.

Check for horizontal truncations. To determine whether characters fit on a single line on the label, mark Check for horizontal truncations.

Create an output query. To create a query of the records for which you run the label truncation report, mark Create an output query of [ ]. If you selected a relationship record type in the Truncations based on field, you can select Related Records to create a query of all relation records included in the report.


Fields to Include Tab

You can use the Fields to Include tab to select fields to appear on the label truncation report, for example, address, USPS barcode, or a user-defined message. The fields that appear depend on which program you are using and the record type you selected on the General tab. You cannot add to the list of available fields.

Note: The fields you select appear on the label truncation report in the order you select. Use the up and down arrows to change the order of the fields.
Available Fields. The Available Fields box contains all the fields you can print on labels. The fields available depend on the program in which you are working and the record type you selected on the General tab.

Fields to Include. The Fields to Include box contains all fields selected to print on the labels. To move a field from the Available Fields box to the Fields to Include box, select the field and click the single right arrow. To move all the fields from the Available Fields box to the Fields to Include box, click the double right arrow.

Note: Certain fields have additional selections associated with them. When you move these fields to the Fields to Include box, the Field Options screen appears. For example, if you select Phone number, you can select Business or Fax as the phone type to use.

Options. When you include a field with associated options, you can click Options to see more information about the field. If a field does not have associated options, the Options button is disabled.

Filters Tab

You can use the Filters tab to select criteria that determines which records to include in the run of labels. The items by which you can filter depend on the record type you selected on the General tab. For example, if you selected Applicants or Applicant Relationships, filter options such as Applicants, Applicant Current Statuses, and Applicant Years Apply appear on the Filters tab. For more information about filtering in Blackbaud Student Information System, see the Program Basics chapter of the Program Basics Guide.

Tip: You can also double-click a filter in the grid to open the selection screen.

Open. To open a selection screen to designate specific filters for the report, select a filter in the grid and click Open on the action bar.

Clear All Filters. To reset each filter to include all, you can click Clear All Filters.

Filters. The Filters column lists all the filters for the report. You cannot edit this column.
Include. By default, in the Include column, each filter is set to All. To open a selection screen to designate specific filters for the report, choose Selected.

Selected Filters. Filters you specify on the selection screen appear in the Selected Filters column.

Selected Filters Screen

From the Filters tab, you can open a selection screen for a filter in several ways: by double-clicking the filter in the grid, selecting the filter in the grid and clicking Open on the action bar, or choosing Selected in the Include column for the filter.

Include. For each filter, you can select to include all or select specific filters. Depending on the filter, you may also be able to filter by a range or query.

All. If you mark Include: All, you cannot designate specific filters.

Selected or Range. If you mark Include: Selected or Range, a grid appears in which you can specify filters. In a field, you can click the binoculars to search for information.

Query. If you mark Include: Query, the Query name field appears for you to enter the name of the query by which to filter the report. In the field, you can click the binoculars to search for the query name.

To create a new query, click the binoculars. Then click Add a New Query on the Open Query screen. For more information about creating queries, see the Query Guide.

Previous Filter. To view or edit the previous filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Previous Filter.

Next Filter. To view or edit the next filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Next Filter.

Relationship Filters Tab

If you select a relationship record type in the Create label for field on the General tab, the Relationship Filters tab appears. On this tab you select filters to determine which relationship types to include in the label run. For example, to address labels to the father and mother of students, you select Father and Mother for the Relationship Type filter.
If you use a Related <Record Type> filter, such as Related Applicants, you can select individuals or use a query. If you use more than one of the Related <Record Type> filters, the label run includes a combination of the filters results. For example, if you select a query of related Applicants and a query of Related Students, the records included in the label run include the selected Related Applicants in addition to the selected Related Students.

Using the options below the filters grid, you can define additional criteria for including or excluding relations. If you select “Ignore” for a criterion, the program does not consider it when processing.

- **emergency contacts.** If you selected Applicant Relationships, Student Relationships, or Person Relationships as the record type on the General tab, you can select to include, exclude, or ignore relations designated as the emergency contact.
- **relations that receive a report card.** If you selected Student Relationships or Person Relationships as the record type on the General tab, you can select to include, exclude, or ignore relations designated to receive report cards.
- **relations the applicant/student/person lives with.** If you selected Applicant Relationships, Student Relationships, or Person Relationships as the record type on the General tab, you can select to include, exclude, or ignore relations who live with the applicant, student, or person.
- **relationships that show on transcripts.** If you selected Student Relationships or Person Relationships as the record type on the General tab, you can select to include, exclude, or ignore relations designated to receive transcripts.
- **spousal relationships.** If you selected Faculty/Staff Relationships, Individual Relationships, or Person Relationships as the record type on the General tab, you can select to include, exclude, or ignore relations that are spouses.

**Address Tab**

Use the Address tab to specify which addresses to use for labels. The program compares the parameters you define on this tab with address information entered on the Addresses tab of records to identify the appropriate address to use.
On the Address tab, you select a validation date and then define the order in which the program evaluates address types. The program first checks the validation date, then seasonal addresses, other address types (in the order you determine), and attributes. The first address found on the record that meets the defined parameters is used on the label. You can also specify what to do if no valid address is found.

If you selected Organizations in the Truncations based on field on the General tab, the Mail to field appears. In this field, select the organization address to use.

Step 1. In the Validate addresses as of [ ] field, select a date to determine which address to use. Any address that is valid on this date is considered for use on the label. Any addresses that are not valid on this date are automatically excluded from consideration.

Step 2. Determine whether to include seasonal addresses as possible addresses. If you mark Consider seasonal addresses, the program uses the first valid seasonal address found on the student/relationship record and does not consider any other addresses.

If the seasonal address has the Send no mail attribute, the seasonal address is excluded automatically as a possible address. If a valid seasonal address is not found, the program considers the address types selected in Step 3.

Step 3. In the If no seasonal addresses are found, consider these addresses frame, select which address types to use if no valid seasonal addresses exist.

In the Addresses box, select an address type and click the right arrow to move it into the Addresses to consider, in order of importance box. The first address type in the list that matches the validation date is used on the label. You can change the order addresses are considered by selecting an address type and clicking the up and down arrows next to the list.

If a valid address is not found from these address types, the program considers the attributes selected in Step 4.

Note: Any address with No mail selected in the Send [ ] to this address field on the Address Attributes tab is automatically excluded as a possible address.
Step 4. In the grid, you can select address attribute types to consider. For example, you have a “Holiday greetings” attribute you use to flag addresses to use for holiday cards. When you select Include in the Action column and Holiday greetings in the Attribute column of the grid, the program automatically uses any valid addresses assigned this attribute.

Step 5. In the If no address is found field, select what to do if a valid address is not found. You can select Print with no address, Remove record from run, or Print specific address. If you select to print a specific address, the Use field appears so you can select the address type to use when a record does not have an address of the types you added to the Addresses to consider, in order of importance list.

If you selected Organizations in the Truncations based on field on the General tab, the If no contact is found field appears. You can select Print organization name with no address, Remove record from run, or Print specific organization address.

Format Tab

You can use the Format tab to designate the format and sorting order of the labels in the report. When you select a formatting area from the list on the left, selections appear on the right.

Detail. You can use Detail to make printing selections for the labels.

- Omit punctuation from mailing — Mark this checkbox to print no punctuation on the labels.
- Print address in ALL CAPS — Mark this checkbox to print the address in all capital letters.
- Number of lines to skip before printing the first line — Mark this checkbox to leave space before the first row of printing on the labels.
- Number of spaces to include before each line — To leave space at the beginning of each line on the labels, enter a number in the row.
- Include total number of labels — Mark this checkbox to print the total number of labels processed in the run immediately after the last label.
- Include message on the same line as [ ] — To print a message before a selected field on the same line, select a field in this row. The available fields are those you selected on the Fields to Include tab. You define the message to print by selecting the User-defined message field on the Fields to Include tab and entering the message on the Field Options screen that appears.
- Combine labels for each spouse pair — Mark this checkbox to print one label for each married couple. This option appears only if you selected a relationship record type in the Create labels for field on the General tab.

For example, when printing labels for student relationships, if you mark this option, one label prints for both the mother and father of a student. The address and name used for the spousal pair is the first of the spouses listed on the record’s Relationship tab. If this option is unmarked, two labels print— one for each parent.
Combine labels for <record type> with the same related record — Mark this checkbox to print one label for each relationship. This option appears only if you selected a relationship record type in the Create labels for field on the General tab.

For example, when two students have the same father, if this option is marked, only one label prints for the father. If the option is unmarked, two labels print for the father — one for each student. If you mark this option and also mark Combine labels for each spouse pair, one label prints for the mother and father of the two students.

If you mark Combine labels for <record type> with the same related record and include the <Record type> name field on the Fields to Include tab, the name for each record related to the relation prints as a separate line on the label.

Print a label for each contact — Mark this checkbox to print a label for each contact for an organization. This option appears only if you selected Organizations in the Create labels for field on the General tab. You must include the Contact name field on the Field to Include tab to use this option. If you include the Contact name field and leave this option unmarked, a label prints for only the organization’s primary contact.

Print organization name in place of contact name if no contact is defined — If you include the Contact name field on the Field to Include tab and an organization has no contacts defined, mark this checkbox to use the organization name in place of the contact’s name. This option appears only if you selected Organizations in the Create labels for field on the General tab.

Sort. You can use Sort to select the order to print labels. When you select Sort, a grid displays the categories you can sort for the labels.

In the first row in the Sort by column, select the category by which to sort the labels. The categories available depend on the record type you selected in the Create labels for field on the General tab.

In the Order by column, select Ascending to sort labels alphabetically or Descending to sort them in reverse alphabetical order.
Name Formats. Using Name Format, you can format how names appear on labels.
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**Note:** You must have the appropriate security rights to output an addressee/salutation with Social Security numbers. If you do not have security rights, the numbers are masked. For more information, see the Security chapter of the Administration Guide for Blackbaud Student Information System.

In the **Select addressee/salutation from [ ]** field, select Record or Configuration.

- If you select Record, in the **Use** field, select the full name, primary addressee, or primary salutation as defined on the record.
- If you select Configuration, in the **Use** field, select from one of the formats defined in **Configuration**.

In the **If not present...Select addressee/salutation from** field, you can select a second name format for situations where the first selection is not present on records. For example, if you select to use the Primary salutation, and you have students without a defined Primary salutation on the Addressees/Salutations tab, the second name format is used. If you select <Full name> in the **Use** field, this field is disabled.

Creating Label Truncation Reports

With the Label Truncation Report, you can run a report and easily determine the information that does not fit on the label you create. This can save you time running labels because you can make sure everything fits on the labels before printing them. Blackbaud Student Information System is compatible with many standard label sizes; however, if the label size you use is not available, you can export the information gathered by the mail task to another application compatible with the label type you use. For more information about exporting in Mail, see the Mail Basics chapter.

- **Creating a label truncation report**
  
  In this example, we create a Label Truncation Report for a run of labels for applicants.

  1. From the Mail page, click **Labels and Envelopes**. The Labels and Envelopes page appears.
2. In the list on the left, select **Label Truncation Report** and click **New** on the action bar. The New Label Truncation Report screen opens on the General tab.

3. In the **Truncations based on** field, select “Applicants”.

4. In the **Label type** grid, select “Avery® 5161”, a label type you use.

5. In the **Label font** and **Barcode font** fields, select “Arial”, the font to use for the text and barcode on the label.

6. In the **From size** field, select “10”, the smallest font size to check. In the **To size** field, select “19”, the largest font size to check.

7. To determine whether selected fields fit on the label, mark **Check for vertical truncations**.
   To determine whether characters in the selected font and size fit on a single line on the label, mark **Check for horizontal truncations**.

8. To create a static query of the applicant records for which you are testing truncations, mark **Create an output query of applicants**.

9. Click **Next** or select the **Fields to Include** tab.

**Note:** The items that appear in the **Available Fields** box depends on the program you are using.
10. Select **Applicant name**, **Address**, and **USPS barcode** as fields to appear in the report.

11. Click **Next** or select the Filters tab. In the Applicant Current Years row, choose “Selected” in the **Include** column. The Selected Applicant Current Years screen appears.

12. Select **Sophomore** and click the right arrow to move the field to the **Include these applicant current years** box.
13. Click OK. You return to the Filters tab and “SOPH” appears in the Selected Filters column. For more information about filtering in Blackabud Student Information System, see the Program Basics Guide.

14. Click Next or select the Address tab.

15. In the Validate addresses as of field, select “Last day of this week”.

16. Mark Consider seasonal addresses.

17. In the If no seasonal addresses are found, consider these addresses frame, move “<Primary address>” and “<First address found>” to the Addresses to consider, in order of importance box.
18. Click **Next** or select the Format tab.
19. In the list on the left, select **Detail**. To create the report with no punctuation marks, mark **Omit punctuation from mailing**.

   To see if all capital letters fit on the label, mark the checkbox in the **Print address in ALL CAPS** row.

20. In the list on the left, select **Sort**. In the **Sort by** and **Order by** columns on the first row, select “Applicant Name” and “Ascending” to sort the labels alphabetically by the applicants’ last names.
21. Click **Preview**. A message appears telling you the program is processing the mailing, and the preview screen for the Label Truncation Report appears.

22. Close the preview and return to the Format tab.

23. Click the Save button on the action bar to save the report. The Save Mailing as screen appears.

24. In the **Mailing name** and **Description** fields, enter a name and description for the report.

25. Click **Save** to save the Label Truncation Report. You return to the Format tab.
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The Mail page in *Admissions Office* and *Registrar’s Office* is the central location for generating envelopes. On the navigation bar, click Mail to access the Mail page. This page contains a link to the Labels and Envelopes page. From here, you can create new envelopes, open saved envelopes, and delete envelopes. If you installed both *Admissions Office* and *Registrar’s Office*, you can create envelopes for applicants, students, faculty/staff, individuals, organizations, persons, or relations from either program. You can use a variety of parameters to define the output for envelopes. Saving these parameters also makes future envelope preparation easier.

When you select Envelopes in the list on the left of the page, a grid appears on the right displaying saved envelopes. You can specify parameters for envelopes on the General, Fields to Include, Filters, Relationship Filters, Attributes, Address, and Format tabs.

### Envelope Tabs

In Envelopes, you select parameters on tabs: General, Fields to Include, Filters, Relationship Filters, Attributes, Address, and Format. To move among the tabs, click Next and Back at the bottom of the screen or select the tab. On these tabs, you specify records, fields, and formatting options for the envelopes. Each tab helps you enter information in an easy and logical manner.

**Note:** Visit our Web site at www.blackbaud.com for the latest documentation and information.

**Note:** We offer high-quality, customized report card and transcript forms that are specifically designed for use with our software. Our report card and transcript forms feature state-of-the-art, tamper-proof backgrounds. For more information, visit our Web site at http://forms.blackbaud.com or call us toll-free at 866-4-BB-FORMS (866-422-3676).
General Tab

You can use the General tab to select parameter settings specific to envelopes.

Create envelopes for. In the Create envelopes for field, select the record type for which to print envelopes. The available record types depend on the programs installed. If you have Admissions Office installed, you can create envelopes for applicants, applicant relationships, faculty/staff, faculty/staff relationships, individuals, individual relationships, organizations, organization relationships, persons, and person relationships. If you have Registrar's Office installed, you can create envelopes for students, student relationships, faculty/staff, faculty/staff relationships, individuals, individual relationships, organizations, organization relationships, persons, and person relationships. If you have both installed, you can create envelopes for all of these record types from either program.

Exclude deceased? If you select an applicant, student, or relationship in the Create envelopes for field, the Exclude deceased? option appears. Mark this option to omit deceased and deceased relations from the run of envelopes.

Envelope type. In the Envelope type grid, you can select the type of envelope to use. The Envelope Type and Size columns list available envelope types and dimensions. The Description column provides additional details about each envelope type.

Blackbaud Student Information System is compatible with many standard envelope types; however, if the envelope size you use is not available, you can export a data file with the information so you can print envelopes using another application. For more information about exporting, see the Export Guide.

Envelope font. In the Envelope font field, select a text type to use on the envelopes.

**Note:** If you select Persons or Person Relationships in the Create envelopes for field, you can select a query on the Filters tab that includes multiple record types, such as applicants and students or parents of applicants and students.
Warning: The font type and size you select may impact the amount of information you can print on the envelopes.

Font size. In the Font size field, select a size for the text on the envelopes.

Create an output query of [ ]. To create a query of the records for which you run envelopes, mark Create an output query of [ ].

To create a query of the records for which you run envelopes, mark Create an output query of [ ]. If you selected a relationship record type in the Create labels for field, you can select Related Records to create a query of all relation records included in the run of envelopes.

Fields to Include Tab

You can use the Fields to Include tab to select fields to appear on the envelopes processed by the mail task, for example, address, USPS barcode, or a user-defined message. The fields that appear depend on which program you are using. You cannot add to the list of available fields.

Warning: The font type and size you select may impact the amount of information you can print on the envelopes.

Note: The fields you select appear on the envelopes in the order you select. Use the up and down arrows to change the order of the fields.

Available Fields. The Available Fields box contains all the fields you can include on envelopes. The fields available depend on the program in which you are working.

Fields to Include. The Fields to Include box contains all fields included on the envelopes. To move a field from the Available Fields box to the Fields to Include box, select the field and click the single right arrow or double-click the field. To move all the fields from the Available Fields box to the Fields to Include box, click the double right arrow.
**Note:** Certain fields have additional selections associated with them. When you move these fields to the **Fields to Include** box, the Field Options screen appears. For example, if you select **Phone number**, you can select the phone type to use.

**Options.** When you include a field with associated options, you can click **Options** to see more information about the field. If a field does not have associated options, the **Options** button is disabled.

**Filters Tab**

You can use the Filters tab to select criteria that determines which records to include in the run of envelopes. The items you can filter by depend on the record type you selected on the General tab. For example, if you selected Applicants or Applicant Relationships, the Applicants, Applicant Current Statuses, and Applicant Years Apply filters appear as filter options on the Filters tab.

**Tip:** You can also double-click a filter in the grid to open the selection screen.

**Open.** To open a selection screen to designate specific filters for the report, select a filter in the grid and click **Open** on the action bar.

**Clear All Filters.** To reset each filter to include all, you can click **Clear All Filters**.

**Filters.** The **Filters** column lists all the filters for the report. You cannot edit this column.

**Include.** By default, in the **Include** column, each filter is set to All. To open a selection screen to designate specific filters for the report, choose Selected.

**Selected Filters.** Filters you specify on the selection screen appear in the **Selected Filters** column.
Selected Filters Screen

From the Filters tab, you can open a selection screen for a filter in several ways: by double-clicking the filter in the grid, selecting the filter in the grid and clicking Open on the action bar, or choosing Selected in the Include column for the filter.

Include. For each filter, you can select to include all or select specific filters. Depending on the filter, you may also be able to filter by a range or query.

All. If you mark Include: All, you cannot designate specific filters.

Selected or Range. If you mark Include: Selected or Range, a grid appears in which you can specify filters. In a field, you can click the binoculars to search for information.

Query. If you mark Include: Query, the Query name field appears for you to enter the name of the query by which to filter the report. In the field, you can click the binoculars to search for the query name.

To create a new query, click the binoculars. Then click Add a New Query on the Open Query screen. For more information about creating queries, see the Query Guide.

Previous Filter. To view or edit the previous filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Previous Filter.

Next Filter. To view or edit the next filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Next Filter.

Relationship Filters Tab

If you select a relationship record type in the Create envelope for field on the General tab, the Relationship Filters tab appears. On this tab you select filters to determine which relationship types to include in the envelope run. For example, to address envelopes to the father and mother of students, you select Father and Mother for the Relationship Type filter.
If you use a Related <Record Type> filter, such as Related Applicants, you can select individuals or use a query. If you use more than one of the Related <Record Type> filters, the envelope run includes a combination of the filters results. For example, if you select a query of related Applicants and a query of Related Students, the records included in the envelope run include the selected Related Applicants in addition to the selected Related Students.

Using the options below the filters grid, you can define additional criteria for including or excluding relations. If you select “Ignore” for a criterion, the program does not consider it when processing.

- **emergency contacts.** If you selected Applicant Relationships, Student Relationships, or Person Relationships as the record type on the General tab, you can select to include, exclude, or ignore relations designated as the emergency contact.

- **relations that receive a report card.** If you selected Student Relationships or Person Relationships as the record type on the General tab, you can select to include, exclude, or ignore relations designated to receive report cards.

- **relations the applicant/student/person lives with.** If you selected Applicant Relationships, Student Relationships, or Person Relationships as the record type on the General tab, you can select to include, exclude, or ignore relations who live with the applicant, student, or person.

- **relationships that show on transcripts.** If you selected Student Relationships or Person Relationships as the record type on the General tab, you can select to include, exclude, or ignore relations designated to receive transcripts.

- **spousal relationships.** If you selected Faculty/Staff Relationships, Individual Relationships, or Person Relationships as the record type on the General tab, you can select to include, exclude, or ignore relations that are spouses.
Attributes Tab

You can use the Attributes tab to add, delete, or update attributes on the records for which envelopes print. For example, you may want to print envelopes for parents who are also volunteers at your school. You can add the attribute to relationship records when you print the envelopes.

**Action.** In the **Action** column, you can add, delete, or update attributes on records when you print envelopes.

**Attribute Type.** In the **Attribute Type** column, you can select an attribute type.

**Description.** In the **Description** column you can enter or select a description for the attribute type.

**Short Description.** In the **Short Description** column, a brief description of the attribute type appears when you select a type in the **Attribute Type** column.

**Date.** In the **Date** column, select the date you add, delete, or update the attribute.

**Required.** If the attribute type you select is required, the program automatically marks the checkbox in the **Required** column.

**Comments.** In the **Comments** column, you can enter additional information about the attribute type.

Address Tab

Use the Address tab to specify which addresses to use for envelopes. The program compares the parameters you define on this tab with address information entered on the Addresses tab of records to identify the appropriate address to use.

Note: Attribute types are established in **Configuration**. For more information about defining attributes, see the **Configuration Guide** for that program.
On the Address tab, you select a validation date and then define the order in which the program evaluates address types. The program first checks the validation date, then seasonal addresses, other address types (in the order you determine), and attributes. The first address found on the record that meets the defined parameters is used on the envelope. You can also specify what to do if no valid address is found.

If you selected Organizations in the Create envelopes for field on the General tab, the Mail to field appears. In this field, select the organization address to use.

Note: Any address with No mail selected in the Send [ ] to this address field on the Address Attributes tab is automatically excluded as a possible address.

**Step 1.** In the Validate addresses as of [ ] field, select a date to determine which address to use. Any address that is valid on this date is considered for use on the envelope. Any addresses that are not valid on this date are automatically excluded from consideration.

**Step 2.** Determine whether to include seasonal addresses as possible addresses. If you mark Consider seasonal addresses, the program uses the first valid seasonal address found on the student/relationship record and does not consider any other addresses.

If the seasonal address has the Send no mail attribute, the seasonal address is excluded automatically as a possible address. If a valid seasonal address is not found, the program considers the address types selected in Step 3.

**Step 3.** In the If no seasonal addresses are found, consider these addresses frame, select which address types to use if no valid seasonal addresses exist.

In the Addresses box, select an address type and click the right arrow to move it into the Addresses to consider, in order of importance box. The first address type in the list that matches the validation date is used on the envelope. You can change the order addresses are considered by selecting an address type and clicking the up and down arrows next to the list.

If a valid address is not found from these address types, the program considers the attributes selected in Step 4.
Step 4. In the grid, you can select address attribute types to consider. For example, you have a “Holiday greetings” attribute you use to flag addresses to use for holiday cards. When you select Include in the Action column and Holiday greetings in the Attribute column of the grid, the program automatically uses any valid addresses assigned this attribute.

Step 5. In the If no address is found field, select what to do if a valid address is not found. You can select Print with no address, Remove record from run, or Print specific address. If you select to print a specific address, the Use field appears so you can select the address type to use when a record does not have an address of the types you added to the Addresses to consider, in order of importance list.

If you selected Organizations in the Create envelopes for field on the General tab, the If no contact is found field appears. You can select Print organization name with no address, Remove record from run, or Print specific organization address.

Format Tab

You can use the Format tab to designate the format of the envelopes. Settings on this tab determine the appearance of the envelopes. You can sort the envelopes and make selections for the return address. When you select a formatting area from the list on the left, selections appear on the right.

Detail. You can use Detail to make printing selections for the envelopes.

- Omit punctuation from mailing — Mark this checkbox to print no punctuation on the envelopes.
- Print address in ALL CAPS — Mark this checkbox to print the address in all capital letters.
- Include message on the same line as [ ] — To print a message before a selected field on the same line, select a field in this row. The available fields are those you selected on the Fields to Include tab. You define the message to print by selecting the User-defined message field on the Fields to Include tab and entering the message on the Field Options screen that appears.
- Combine envelopes for each spouse pair — Mark this checkbox to print one envelope for each married couple. This option appears only if you selected a relationship record type in the Create envelopes for field on the General tab.
For example, when printing envelopes for student relationships, if you mark this option, one envelope prints for both the mother and father of a student. The address and name used for the spousal pair is the first of the spouses listed on the record's Relationship tab. If this option is unmarked, two envelopes print—one for each parent.

**Combine envelopes for <record type> with the same related record** — Mark this checkbox to print one envelope for each relationship. This option appears only if you selected a relationship record type in the **Create envelopes for** field on the General tab.

For example, when two students have the same father, if this option is marked, only one envelope prints for the father. If the option is unmarked, two envelopes print for the father—one for each student. If you mark this option and also mark **Combine envelopes for each spouse pair**, one envelope prints for the mother and father of the two students.

If you mark **Combine envelopes for <record type> with the same related record** and include the **<Record type> name** field on the Fields to Include tab, the name for each record related to the relation prints as a separate line on the envelope.

**Print an envelope for each contact** — Mark this checkbox to print an envelope for each contact for an organization. This option appears only if you selected Organizations in the **Create envelopes for** field on the General tab. You must include the **Contact name** field on the Field to Include tab to use this option. If you include the **Contact name** field and leave this option unmarked, an envelope prints for only the organization’s primary contact.

**Print organization name in place of contact name if no contact is defined** — If you include the **Contact name** field on the Field to Include tab and an organization has no contacts defined, mark this checkbox to use the organization name in place of the contact’s name. This option appears only if you selected Organizations in the **Create envelopes for** field on the General tab.

**Sort.** You can use **Sort** to select the order to print envelopes. When you select **Sort**, a grid displays the categories you can sort for the envelopes.

![New Envelopes](image)

In the first row in the **Sort by** column, select the item by which to sort the envelopes. The categories available depend on the record type you selected in the **Create envelopes for** field on the General tab.

In the **Order by** column, select Ascending to sort envelopes alphabetically or numerically. Select Descending to sort them in reverse alphabetical or numeric order.
Return Address. You can use Return Address to make selections for the return address on the envelopes.

To print a return address on the envelopes, mark Print return address on envelope. Your organization’s address, as recorded in Configuration, appears in the box. You can edit the address for the mailing.

In the Font field, select a text type to use on the envelopes.

Warning: The font type and size you select may impact the amount of information you can print on the envelopes.

In the Font size field, select a size for the text on the envelopes.
**Name Formats.** Using **Name Formats**, you can format how names appear on envelopes.

In the **Select addressee/salutation from [ ]** field, select Record or Configuration.

If you select Record, in the **Use** field, select the full name, primary addressee, or primary salutation as defined on the record.

If you select Configuration, in the **Use** field, select from one of the formats defined in **Configuration**.

In the **If not present...Select addressee/salutation from** field, you can select a second name format for situations where the first selection is not present on records. For example, if you select to use the Primary salutation, and you have students without a defined Primary salutation on the Addressees/Salutations tab, the second name format is used. If you select <Full name> in the **Use** field, this field is disabled.

---

**Creating Envelopes**

You can print envelopes with **Blackbaud Student Information System** record information. Envelopes created in **Mail** are compatible with many standard envelope sizes; however, if the envelope size you use is not compatible, you can export the information gathered by the mail task to another application compatible with the envelope type you want to use. For more information about exporting in **Mail**, see the Mail Basics chapter.

- **Creating envelopes**

  For the following example, we create envelopes addressed to faculty and staff members. You will sort the envelopes by last names. While this procedure demonstrates how to create envelopes in **Admissions Office**, the process is essentially the same for **Registrar’s Office**.

  1. From the Mail page in **Admissions Office**, click **Labels and Envelopes** or select the Label and Envelopes navigation tab. The Labels and Envelopes page appears.
2. In the list on the left, select **Envelopes** and click **New** on the action bar. The New Envelopes screen opens on the General tab.

3. In the **Create envelopes for** field, select “Faculty/Staff”.

4. In the **Envelope type** grid, select “Size 10”, a business envelope you are using.

5. In the **Envelope font** and **Font size** fields, select “Times New Roman” and “12”, the font and size to use for the text on the envelopes.

6. To create a static query of the faculty/staff records for which you are printing envelopes, mark **Create an output query of faculty/staff**.

7. Click **Next** or select the Fields to Include tab.

**Note:** If a field has associated options, you can click **Options** for additional selections related to the field. If a field has no associated options, the **Options** button is disabled.
8. Select **Faculty/Staff name**, **Address**, and **USPS barcode** as fields to print on the envelopes.

![Screenshot of New Envelopes dialog box](image)

9. Click **Next** or select the Filters tab. In the Faculty/Staff Departments row, choose “Selected” in the **Include** column. The Selected Faculty/Staff Departments screen appears.

10. Select **English** and click the right arrow to move the field to the **Include these student current grade levels** box.

11. Click **OK**. You return to the Filters tab and “English” appears in the **Selected Filters** column. For more information about filtering in **Blackbaud Student Information System**, see the **Program Basics Guide**.

12. Click **Next** or select the Attributes tab.

13. In the **Action** column, select “Add”. This adds the attribute to the faculty/staff record.

**Note:** Attributes are established in **Configuration**. For more information about creating attributes, see the **Configuration Guide** for that program.

14. In the **Attribute Type** column, select “Attended training”.

15. In the **Description** column, select “Yes”.

---

**Note:** Attributes are established in **Configuration**. For more information about creating attributes, see the **Configuration Guide** for that program.
16. In the **Date** column, enter the date you add the attribute.

17. Click **Next** or select the Address tab.

18. In the **Validate addresses as of** field, select “Last day of this week”.

19. Mark **Consider seasonal addresses**.

20. In the **If no seasonal addresses are found, consider these addresses** frame, move “<Primary address>” and “<First address found>” to the **Addresses to consider, in order of importance** box.

21. Click **Next** or select the Format tab.
22. In the list on the left, select **Detail**. Leave **Omit punctuation from mailing** and **Print address in ALL CAPS** unmarked so the addresses print with punctuation marks and in a standard format.

23. In the list on the left, select **Sort**. In the **Sort by** and **Order by** columns on the first row, select “Faculty Name” and “Ascending” to sort the envelopes from A to Z.

24. On the left, select **Return Address**. Mark **Print return address on envelope** so that your organization’s return address prints on the envelopes.

25. In the **Font** field, select “Times New Roman”

26. In the **Font size** field, select “8”.
27. If you marked Create an output query of faculty/staff on the General tab, the Save Static Query screen appears so you can name and save the query.

28. Click Preview. A message appears telling you the program is processing the mailing, and the preview screen for the envelopes appears.

29. Close the preview and return to the Format tab.

30. Click the Save button on the action bar to save the envelopes. The Save Mailing as screen appears.

**Note:** A parameter is any field, option, or filter that narrows information included in an import, mailing, report, or global change. By specifying parameters, you define the output of the process. You can save parameter files to use again.

31. In the Mailing name and Description fields, enter a name and description for the parameter file.

![Save Mailing as dialog box](image)

32. Click Save to save the envelopes. You return to the Format tab.

33. Close the envelopes screen. You return to the Labels and Envelopes page, and the parameter file for the envelopes appears in the grid.
Mail is integrated with Microsoft Word features so you can use information exported from your Blackbaud Student Information System database to create custom letters.

Using Letters, you create export files to merge with form letters set up in a word processor. When you link the export file with the form letter, a separate letter is created for each exported record. This process produces documents with the same basic format and text, yet each individual document is customized with specific Blackbaud Student Information System information.

To access Letters, from the Mail page, click Letters. The list on the left of the page lists the types of letters you can create. You can create action letters in Admission’s Office and Registrar’s Office. In Admissions Office, you can also create checklist letters. The grid on the right displays saved letters. On this page you can create new letters, open saved letters, and delete letters.

**Action Letters**

You can create action letters about actions assigned to students, applicants, individuals, faculty/staff, and organizations. For example, you can send letters to students listing tasks they need to complete before the upcoming school year.

**Action Letters Tabs**

You select parameters for action letters on tabs: General, Fields to Include, Filters, Relationship Filters, Attributes, Address, and Format. On these tabs, you specify the records and fields to include in the export file and formatting options for the information in the letters. To move among the tabs, click Next and Back at the bottom of the screen or select the tab.

**Note:** Visit our Web site at www.blackbaud.com for the latest documentation and information.
General Tab

You can use the General tab to select parameter settings specific to action letters.

Create letters for. In the Create letters for field, select the record type to print letters for. The available record types depend on the programs installed. If you have Admissions Office, you can create letters for applicants, faculty/staff, individuals, and organizations. If you have Registrar's Office, you can create letters for students, faculty/staff, individuals, and organizations. If you have both, you can create letters for all of these record types from either program.

Send letters to. If you select Applicants or Students in the Create letters for field, you can select also the recipient for the letter in the Send letters to field. If you select Applicants or Students in the Send letters to field, the letter is addressed to the applicant or student it was created for. If you select Applicant Relationships or Student Relationships, the letter is addressed to the relations specified on the Relationship Filters tab.

Exclude deceased? If you select an applicant or student in the Create letters for field or select a relationship in the Send letters to field, the Exclude deceased? option appears. Mark this option to omit deceased and deceased relations from the run of letters.

Action date. In the Action date field, select a date or date range for actions to include.

Include actions with these action priorities. In the Include actions with these priorities frame, mark the checkboxes for the priorities to include.

Include [ ] actions. In this field, select the type of actions to include — Complete, Incomplete, or Complete and Incomplete.

Include actions for which letters have been sent. Mark Include actions for which letters have been sent to include actions with Action Letter sent marked on the action record.

Mark included actions as letter sent [ ]. Mark this option to mark the Action Letter sent on checkbox automatically on action records included in the letter run. In the field, select the sent date to enter on the action record.
Mark included actions complete [ ]. Mark this option to mark the Action completed on checkbox automatically on action records included in the letter run. In the field, select the completed on date to enter on the action record.

For actions set to update the student or applicant status when the action is marked completed, depending on the action’s settings, marking this option could add additional checklist items, tracks, or actions to students or applicants. For more information, see the Tracks section of the Configuration Guide for Admission’s Office.

When you mark Mark included actions as letter sent [ ] and Mark included actions as complete [ ], if you also marked Include [Complete] actions, the sent on and completed on dates on the action record are overwritten with the dates you select for these options.

Create a letter for each [ ]. In the Create a letter for each [ ] field, select to create letters based on the record, action, or action types included in the export. For example, a student has multiple actions that meet the specified criteria. If you select Student in this field, you create one letter for the student that includes multiple actions, or if you select Action, you create multiple letters for the student — one for each action.

Create an output query of [ ]. To create a query of the records for which you create letters, mark Create an output query of [ ].

Fields to Include Tab

Note: You must have the appropriate security rights to output Social Security numbers. If you do not have security rights, the numbers are masked. For more information, see the Security chapter of the Administration Guide for Blackbaud Student Information System.

You can use the Fields to Include tab to select the fields exported to create letters, for example, record name, address, and phone number. The fields available to depend on the record type you selected on the General tab. You cannot add to the list of available fields.
Available Fields. The Available Fields box contains all the fields you can print on letters. The fields available depend on the program in which you are working and the record type you selected on the General tab.

Fields to Include. The Fields to Include box contains all fields selected to print on the letters. To move a field from the Available Fields box to the Fields to Include box, select the field and click the single right arrow or double-click the field. To move all the fields from the Available Fields box to the Fields to Include box, click the double right arrow.

Options. When you include a field with associated options, you can click Options to see more information about the field. If a field does not have associated options, the Options button is disabled.

Note: Certain fields have additional selections associated with them. When you move these fields to the Fields to Include box, the Field Options screen appears.

Field Options screen. When you include a field for which several values exist in your database, the Field Options screen appears. For example, fields in the Actions group are considered “one-to-many” fields because a record may have more than one action assigned to him. On the Field Options screen, you can define additional characteristics records must meet to be included in the export. For example, for the Academic year field in the Student Progression group, you can select the number of academic years to export for each student and set the sort order of the export results. On the Filters tab, you can filter by school and student statuses. For more information about exporting one-to-many items, see “Output Criteria Screens” on page 10 of the Export Guide.
Filters Tab

You can use the Filters tab to select criteria that determines which records to include in the export file for letters. The items you can filter by depend on the program you are using. For example, in Admissions Office, you can select to include only accepted applicants in the run of letters. Applicants with any other status, such as denied or waitlisted, are excluded from the run. For more information about filtering, see the Program Basics chapter of the Program Basics Guide.

Tip: You can also double-click a filter in the grid to open the selection screen.

Open. To open a selection screen to designate specific filters for the report, select a filter in the grid and click Open on the action bar.

Clear All Filters. To reset each filter to include all, you can click Clear All Filters.

Filters. The Filters column lists all the filters for the report. You cannot edit this column.

Include. By default, in the Include column, each filter is set to All. To open a selection screen to designate specific filters for the report, choose Selected.

Selected Filters. Filters you specify on the selection screen appear in the Selected Filters column.
Selected Filters Screen

From the Filters tab, you can open a selection screen for a filter in several ways: by double-clicking the filter in the grid, selecting the filter in the grid and clicking Open on the action bar, or choosing Selected in the Include column for the filter.

Include. For each filter, you can select to include all or select specific filters. Depending on the filter, you may also be able to filter by a range or query.

All. If you mark Include: All, you cannot designate specific filters.

Selected or Range. If you mark Include: Selected or Range, a grid appears in which you can specify filters. In a field, you can click the binoculars to search for information.

Query. If you mark Include: Query, the Query name field appears for you to enter the name of the query by which to filter the report. In the field, you can click the binoculars to search for the query name.

To create a new query, click the binoculars. Then click Add a New Query on the Open Query screen. For more information about creating queries, see the Query Guide.

Previous Filter. To view or edit the previous filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Previous Filter.

Next Filter. To view or edit the next filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Next Filter.
Relationship Filters Tab

If you select a relationship record type in the Create letter for field on the General tab, the Relationship Filters tab appears. On this tab you select filters to determine which relationship types to include in the letter run. For example, to address letters to the father and mother of students, you select Father and Mother for the Relationship Type filter.

Using the options below the filters grid, you can define additional criteria for including or excluding relations. If you select “Ignore” for a criterion, the program does not consider it when processing.

- emergency contacts. If you selected Applicant Relationships or Student Relationships as the record type to send letters to on the General tab, you can select to include, exclude, or ignore relations designated as the emergency contact.

- relations that receive a report card. If you selected Student Relationships as the record type to send letters to on the General tab, you can select to include, exclude, or ignore relations designated to receive report cards.

- relations the applicant/student lives with. If you selected Applicant Relationships or Student Relationships as the record type to send letters to on the General tab, you can select to include, exclude, or ignore relations who live with the applicant or student.

- relationships that show on transcripts. If you selected Student Relationships as the record type to send letters to on the General tab, you can select to include, exclude, or ignore relations designated to receive transcripts.

- spousal relationships. If you selected Faculty/Staff Relationships or Individual Relationships as the record type to send letters to on the General tab, you can select to include, exclude, or ignore relations that are spouses.

Note: On the Format tab, you can mark Combine letters for each spouse pair or Combine letters for <record type> with the same related record to print one letter for a married couple or related records. For more information, see “Format Tab” on page 283.

Using the options below the filters grid, you can define additional criteria for including or excluding relations. If you select “Ignore” for a criterion, the program does not consider it when processing.

- emergency contacts. If you selected Applicant Relationships or Student Relationships as the record type to send letters to on the General tab, you can select to include, exclude, or ignore relations designated as the emergency contact.

- relations that receive a report card. If you selected Student Relationships as the record type to send letters to on the General tab, you can select to include, exclude, or ignore relations designated to receive report cards.

- relations the applicant/student lives with. If you selected Applicant Relationships or Student Relationships as the record type to send letters to on the General tab, you can select to include, exclude, or ignore relations who live with the applicant or student.

- relationships that show on transcripts. If you selected Student Relationships as the record type to send letters to on the General tab, you can select to include, exclude, or ignore relations designated to receive transcripts.

- spousal relationships. If you selected Faculty/Staff Relationships or Individual Relationships as the record type to send letters to on the General tab, you can select to include, exclude, or ignore relations that are spouses.
Attributes Tab

You can use the Attributes tab to add, delete, or update attributes for records when you print letters. For example, each student is required to volunteer at a school event during the year so it assigned as an action. You can print letters for all students without the volunteer action completed, telling them about an upcoming event. When you run the letters, you can add an attribute to those student records that a letter was mailed to them about the event.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Attribute Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Short Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Required</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Action.** In the Action column, you can add, delete, or update attributes on the records when you print letters.

**Note:** Attribute types are established in Configuration. For more information about defining attributes, see the Configuration Guide that program.

**Attribute Type.** In the Attribute Type column, you can select an attribute type.

**Description.** In the Description column you can enter or select a description for the attribute type.

**Short Description.** In the Short Description column, a brief description of the attribute type appears when you select a type in the Attribute Type column.

**Date.** In the Date column, select the date you add, delete, or update the attribute.

**Note:** An attribute is a tool used to group information based on a common theme. With attributes defined, you can filter information to your specifications.

**Required.** If the attribute type you select is required, the program automatically marks the checkbox in the Required column.

**Comments.** In the Comments column, you can enter additional information about the attribute type.
Address Tab

Use the Address tab to specify which addresses to use for letters. The program compares the parameters you define on this tab with address information entered on the Addresses tab of records to identify the appropriate address to use.

On the Address tab, you select a validation date and then define the order in which the program evaluates address types. The program first checks the validation date, then seasonal addresses, other address types (in the order you determine), and attributes. The first address found on the record that meets the defined parameters is used on the letter. You can also specify what to do if no valid address is found.

Step 1. In the **Validate addresses as of [ ]** field, select a date to determine which address to use. Any address that is valid on this date is considered for use on the letter. Any addresses that are not valid on this date are automatically excluded from consideration.

Step 2. Determine whether to include seasonal addresses as possible addresses. If you mark **Consider seasonal addresses**, the program uses the first valid seasonal address found on the student/relationship record and does not consider any other addresses.

If the seasonal address has the Send no mail attribute, the seasonal address is excluded automatically as a possible address. If a valid seasonal address is not found, the program considers the address types selected in Step 3.

Step 3. In the **If no seasonal addresses are found, consider these addresses** frame, select which address types to use if no valid seasonal addresses exist.

In the **Addresses** box, select an address type and click the right arrow to move it into the **Addresses to consider, in order of importance** box. The first address type in the list that matches the validation date is used on the letter. You can change the order addresses are considered by selecting an address type and clicking the up and down arrows next to the list.
If a valid address is not found from these address types, the program considers the attributes selected in Step 4.

**Step 4.** In the grid, you can select address attribute types to consider. For example, you have a “Holiday greetings” attribute you use to flag addresses to use for holiday letters. When you select Include in the **Action** column and Holiday greetings in the **Attribute** column of the grid, the program automatically uses any valid addresses assigned this attribute.

**Step 5.** In the **If no address is found** field, select what to do if a valid address is not found. You can select Print with no address, Remove record from run, or Print specific address. If you select to print a specific address, the **Use** field appears so you can select the address type to use when a record does not have an address of the types you added to the **Addresses to consider, in order of importance** list.

If you selected Organizations in the **Create letters for** field on the General tab, the **If no contact is found** field appears. You can select Print organization name with no address, Remove record from run, or Print specific organization address.

**Format Tab**

You can use the Format tab to designate the format of the letters. Settings on this tab determine the appearance of the letters. When you select a formatting area from the list on the left, selections appear on the right.

**Detail.** You can use **Detail** to make printing selections for the letters.

- **Omit punctuation from mailing** — Mark this checkbox to print no punctuation on the letters.
- **Print address in ALL CAPS** — Mark this checkbox to print the address in all capital letters.
- **Combine letters for each spouse pair** — Mark this checkbox to print one letter for each married couple. This option appears only if you selected a relationship record type in the **Create letters for** field on the General tab.

  For example, when printing letters for student relationships, if you mark this option, one letter prints for both the mother and father of a student. The address and name used for the spousal pair is the first of the spouses listed on the record’s Relationship tab. If this option is unmarked, two letters print—one for each parent.

- **Combine letters for <record type> with the same related record** — Mark this checkbox to print one letter for each relation. This option appears only if you selected a relationship record type in the **Create letters for** field on the General tab.

  For example, when two students have the same father, if this option is marked, only one letter prints for the father. If the option is unmarked, two letters print for the father—one for each student. If you mark this option and also mark **Combine letters for each spouse pair**, one letter prints for the mother and father of the two students.
If you mark **Combine letters for <record type> with the same related record** and include the **<Record type> name** field on the Fields to Include tab, the name for each record related to the relation prints as a separate line on the letter.

**Sort.** You can use **Sort** to select the order to print letters. When you select **Sort**, a grid displays the categories you can sort for the letters.

In the first row in the **Sort by** column, select the category by which to sort the letters. The categories available depend on the record type you selected in the **Create letters for** field on the General tab.

In the **Order by** column, select Ascending to sort letters alphabetically or Descending to sort them in reverse alphabetical order.

## Checklist Letters

If you have **Admissions Office**, you can create checklist letters to notify applicants and their relations about items they need to complete for the admissions process. You can create one letter for an applicant listing multiple checklist items he needs to complete or you can create a separate letters for each checklist item assigned to the applicant.

## Checklist Letter Tabs

You select parameters for checklist letters on tabs: General, Fields to Include, Filters, Relationship Filters, Attributes, Address, and Format. On these tabs, you specify the records and fields to include in the export file and formatting options for the information in the letters. To move among the tabs, click **Next** and **Back** at the bottom of the screen or select the tab.
General Tab

You can use the General tab to select parameter settings specific to checklist letters.

---

**Send letters to [ ].** In the Send letters to field, select Applicants or Applicant Relationships in the Send letters to field, the letter is addressed to the applicant it was created for. If you select Applicant Relationships, the letter is addressed to the relations specified on the Relationship Filters tab.

**Create a letter for each [ ].** In the Create a letter for each [ ] field, select to create letters based on the applicant, checklist item, or tracks included in the export. For example, an applicant has multiple checklist items that meet the specified criteria. If you select “each applicant” in this field, you create one letter for the applicant that includes multiple checklist items, or if you select “each checklist item record”, you create multiple letters for the applicant — one for each checklist item assigned to him.

**Exclude deceased?** If you select an applicant or a relationship in the Send letters to field, the Exclude deceased? option appears. Mark this option to omit deceased and deceased relations from the run of letters.

**Date requested [ ].** In the Date requested field, enter a date or date range to determine which checklist items are included in the export file for letters.

**Include checklist items with no date requested.** Mark Include checklist items with no date requested to include checklist items with no date entered in the Date Requested column on the Checklist tab.

**Completion date [ ].** In the Completion date [ ] field, select a date or date range to determine which completed checklist items are included in the export file.

**Include.** In the Include box, mark the checkboxes for the checklist item statuses to include. You can mark Pending, Completed, or Waived.

**Include only pending items [ ] [ ] days.** If you include pending checklist items, you can mark this option to specify which pending items to include. In the fields, select Overdue by or Due within and the number of days.
Mark included checklist items completed on []. Mark this option to change the status of checklist items to Complete automatically for checklist items included in the export file. In the field, select the completion date to enter on the Checklist tab of the applicant record.

Depending on the checklist item's settings, marking this option could update the applicant's status or add additional checklist items, tracks, or actions to the applicant when the checklist item is marked complete. For more information, see the Tracks section of the Configuration Guide for Admission's Office.

Mark included checklist items as letter sent on []. Mark this option to mark the Letter sent? checkbox automatically for checklist items included in the export file for letters. In the field, select the sent date to enter on the Checklist tab of the applicant record.

Create an output query of applicants. To create a query of the applicants for which you create letters, mark Create an output query of [].

Fields to Include Tab

You can use the Fields to Include tab to select the fields exported to create letters, for example, applicant name, address, and phone number. The fields available to depend on the record type you selected on the General tab. You cannot add to the list of available fields.

Note: The fields you select appear in the drop-down list for the Insert Blackbaud Student Information System field on the merge document. Use the up and down arrows to change the order of the fields in the list.

Available Fields. The Available Fields box contains all the fields you can export for letters. Additional fields appear if you selected Applicant Relationships in the Send letters to field on the General tab.

Fields to Include. The Fields to Include box contains all fields selected to export. To move a field from the Available Fields box to the Fields to Include box, select the field and click the single right arrow or double-click the field. To move all the fields from the Available Fields box to the Fields to Include box, click the double right arrow.
Note: Certain fields have additional selections associated with them. When you move these fields to the **Fields to Include** box, the Field Options screen appears.

**Options.** When you include a field with associated options, you can click **Options** to see more information about the field. If a field does not have associated options, the **Options** button is disabled.

**Field Options screen.** When you include a field for which several values exist in your database, the Field Options screen appears. For example, fields in the Other Schools Applied to group are considered “one-to-many” fields because an applicant may have applied to multiple schools. On the Field Options screen, you can define additional characteristics records must meet to be included in the export. For example, for the **School** field, you can select the number of schools to export for each applicant and set the sort order of the export results. On the Filters tab, you can filter by school and student statuses. For more information about exporting one-to-many items, see “Output Criteria Screens” on page 10 of the Export Guide.

**Filters Tab**

You can use the Filters tab to select criteria that determines which records to include in the run of letters. The items you can filter by depend on the program you are using. For example, you can select to include only accepted applicants in the run of letters. Applicants with any other status, such as denied or waitlisted, are excluded from the run. For more information about filtering, see the Program Basics chapter of the Program Basics Guide.

Tip: You can also double-click a filter in the grid to open the selection screen.

Open. To open a selection screen to designate specific filters for the report, select a filter in the grid and click **Open** on the action bar.

Clear All Filters. To reset each filter to include all, you can click **Clear All Filters**.
Filters. The Filters column lists all the filters for the report. You cannot edit this column.

Include. By default, in the Include column, each filter is set to All. To open a selection screen to designate specific filters for the report, choose Selected.

Selected Filters. Filters you specify on the selection screen appear in the Selected Filters column.

Selected Filters Screen

From the Filters tab, you can open a selection screen for a filter in several ways: by double-clicking the filter in the grid, selecting the filter in the grid and clicking Open on the action bar, or choosing Selected in the Include column for the filter.

Include. For each filter, you can select to include all or select specific filters. Depending on the filter, you may also be able to filter by a range or query.

All. If you mark Include: All, you cannot designate specific filters.

Selected or Range. If you mark Include: Selected or Range, a grid appears in which you can specify filters. In a field, you can click the binoculars to search for information.

Query. If you mark Include: Query, the Query name field appears for you to enter the name of the query by which to filter the report. In the field, you can click the binoculars to search for the query name.

To create a new query, click the binoculars. Then click Add a New Query on the Open Query screen. For more information about creating queries, see the Query Guide.

Previous Filter. To view or edit the previous filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Previous Filter.

Next Filter. To view or edit the next filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Next Filter.
Relationship Filters Tab

If you select Applicant Relationships in the **Send letters to** field on the General tab, the Relationship Filters tab appears. On this tab you select filters to determine which relationship types to include in the letter run. For example, to address letters to the father and mother of applicants, you select Father and Mother for the Relationship Type filter.

![Relationship Filters Tab](image)

**Note:** On the Format tab, you can mark **Combine letters for each spouse pair** or **Combine letters for <record type> with the same related record** to print one letter for a married couple or related records. For more information, see “Format Tab” on page 283.

Using the options below the filters grid, you can define additional criteria for including or excluding relations. If you select “Ignore” for a criterion, the program does not consider it when processing.

- [ ] emergency contacts. If you selected Applicant Relationships as the record type to send letters to on the General tab, you can select to include, exclude, or ignore relations designated as the emergency contact.
- [ ] relations the applicant lives with. If you selected Applicant Relationships as the record type to send letters to on the General tab, you can select to include, exclude, or ignore relations who live with the applicant.
Attributes Tab

You can use the Attributes tab to add, delete, or update attributes for records when you print letters. For example, each applicant is required to attend an open house so it is assigned as a checklist item. You can print letters for all applicants without the open house checklist item completed, asking them to attend next month’s open house. When you run the letters, you can add an attribute to those applicant records that a letter was mailed to them about the open house.

**Action.** In the *Action* column, you can add, delete, or update attributes on the records when you print letters.

**Note:** Attribute types are established in *Configuration*. For more information about defining attributes, see the *Configuration Guide* that program.

**Attribute Type.** In the *Attribute Type* column, you can select an attribute type.

**Description.** In the *Description* column you can enter or select a description for the attribute type.

**Short Description.** In the *Short Description* column, a brief description of the attribute type appears when you select a type in the *Attribute Type* column.

**Date.** In the *Date* column, select the date you add, delete, or update the attribute.

**Note:** An attribute is a tool used to group information based on a common theme. With attributes defined, you can filter information to your specifications.

**Required.** If the attribute type you select is required, the program automatically marks the checkbox in the *Required* column.

**Comments.** In the *Comments* column, you can enter additional information about the attribute type.
Address Tab

Use the Address tab to specify which addresses to use for letters. The program compares the parameters you define on this tab with address information entered on the Addresses tab of records to identify the appropriate address to use.

On the Address tab, you select a validation date and then define the order in which the program evaluates address types. The program first checks the validation date, then seasonal addresses, other address types (in the order you determine), and attributes. The first address found on the record that meets the defined parameters is used on the letter. You can also specify what to do if no valid address is found.

**Step 1.** In the **Validate addresses as of** field, select a date to determine which address to use. Any address that is valid on this date is considered for use on the letter. Any addresses that are not valid on this date are automatically excluded from consideration.

**Step 2.** Determine whether to include seasonal addresses as possible addresses. If you mark **Consider seasonal addresses**, the program uses the first valid seasonal address found on the student/relationship record and does not consider any other addresses.

If the seasonal address has the Send no mail attribute, the seasonal address is excluded automatically as a possible address. If a valid seasonal address is not found, the program considers the address types selected in Step 3.

**Step 3.** In the **If no seasonal addresses are found, consider these addresses** frame, select which address types to use if no valid seasonal addresses exist.

In the **Addresses** box, select an address type and click the right arrow to move it into the **Addresses to consider, in order of importance** box. The first address type in the list that matches the validation date is used on the letter. You can change the order addresses are considered by selecting an address type and clicking the up and down arrows next to the list.

**Note:** Any address with No mail selected in the **Send [ ] to this address** field on the Address Attributes tab is automatically excluded as a possible address.
If a valid address is not found from these address types, the program considers the attributes selected in Step 4.

**Step 4.** In the grid, you can select address attribute types to consider. For example, you have a “Welcome packet” attribute you use to flag addresses to use for new applicants. When you select Include in the Action column and Welcome packet in the Attribute column of the grid, the program automatically uses any valid addresses assigned this attribute.

**Step 5.** In the If no address is found field, select what to do if a valid address is not found. You can select Print with no address, Remove record from run, or Print specific address. If you select to print a specific address, the Use field appears so you can select the address type to use when a record does not have an address of the types you added to the Addresses to consider, in order of importance list.

**Format Tab**

You can use the Format tab to designate the format of the letters. Settings on this tab determine the appearance of the letters. When you select a formatting area from the list on the left, selections appear on the right.

**Detail.** You can use Detail to make printing selections for the letters.

- **Omit punctuation from mailing** — Mark this checkbox to print no punctuation on the letters.
- **Print address in ALL CAPS** — Mark this checkbox to print the address in all capital letters.
- **Include total number of letters** — Mark this checkbox to print the total number of letters processed in the run immediately after the last letter.
- **Combine letters for each spouse pair** — Mark this checkbox to print one letter for each married couple. This option appears only if you selected Applicant Relationships in the Send letters to field on the General tab.

For example, when printing letters for applicant relationships, if you mark this option, one letter prints for both the mother and father of an applicant. The address and name used for the spousal pair is the first of the spouses listed on the record’s Relationship tab. If this option is unmarked, two letters print — one for each parent.

- **Combine letters for <record type> with the same related record** — Mark this checkbox to print one letter for each relation. This option appears only if you selected Applicant Relationships in the Send letters to field on the General tab.

For example, when two students have the same father, if this option is marked, only one letter prints for the father. If the option is unmarked, two letters print for the father — one for each student. If you mark this option and also mark Combine letters for each spouse pair, one letter prints for the mother and father of the two students.

If you mark Combine letters for <record type> with the same related record and include the <Record type> name field on the Fields to Include tab, the name for each record related to the relation prints as a separate line on the letter.
**Sort.** You can use Sort to select the order to print letters. When you select Sort, a grid displays the categories you can sort for the letters.

In the first row in the Sort by column, select the category by which to sort the letters. The categories available depend on the record type you selected in the Create letters for field on the General tab.

In the Order by column, select Ascending to sort letters alphabetically or Descending to sort them in reverse alphabetical order.

### Using the Word Merge Process in Mail

**Warning:** You must have Word 2000 or Word XP installed on your computer to create Word document merges in.

*Mail* is integrated with Microsoft Word features so you can use information exported from your *Blackbaud Student Information System* database to create custom letters.

The merge process consists of merging a form letter, with variable information exported from *Blackbaud Student Information System*. This process produces documents with the same basic format and text, yet each individual document is customized with specific *Blackbaud Student Information System* information.

You can create two types of *Word* merges, simple and conditional:

- Simple merges produce a series of documents using the same form letter, customized with information exported from *Blackbaud Student Information System*.
- Conditional merges create a series of documents using multiple text formats, customized with fields of information exported from *Blackbaud Student Information System*, which differ based on specified conditions.

The procedures in this section guide you through creating simple and conditional merges in *Mail*.

### Creating a Simple Word Merge

Use the simple merge process to merge an export file with a single form letter to produce a group of documents customized with fields of information exported from *Blackbaud Student Information System*. For example, using Action Letters, you can send a letter to students acknowledging that you received their application for financial aid. The body of the letter is the same for all students, but the address section is customized with the recipient’s name, address, and student ID.
Overview of the Process

This is an overview of the process you would use to create the letters described in the previous example:

Step 1. In Word, create the form letter for the memo, leaving placeholders where you want to later include data.

Step 2. In Mail, define parameters for the information to export for memos. For example, on the General tab, select Students in the Create letters for [ ] field. On the Fields to Include tab, select the Students Name, First Name, and Full Address fields. On the Filters tab, select <Financial Aid Letter> for the Action Types filter.

Step 3. Click Send to Word Merge wizard on the toolbar to access the Word merge wizard. Go through its steps including exporting the data, selecting simple mail merge, and creating the merge document.

Step 4. Insert the form letter you created in step 1 into the blank Word document.

Step 5. Insert the field names you selected on the Fields to Include tab into the placeholders created for that information. For example, insert the Students Name field.

Step 6. Return to the Word merge wizard and click Finish to run the merge. Word opens automatically to the first page of the merged document. A *.doc file containing the merged documents is saved in the location you specified.

Creating a simple merge letter in Mail

In this example, we create a letter acknowledging that we received a student’s application for financial aid.

1. Once you complete the planning of your documents, open Word.

2. For example, for this letter we create a header with the student’s address information. We leave placeholders for the student’s name, full address, and first name fields.

We enclose the field name in brackets <> to designate a placeholder. These placeholders help identify where Blackbaud Student Information System information should be inserted.

3. When you finish, save the form letter in a location you can easily access again.

4. Open Admission’s Office or Registrar’s Office. On the navigation bar, click Mail. The Mail page appears.

5. Click Letters. The Letters page appears.

7. In the **Create letters for** field, select “Students”.

8. In the **Send letters to** fields, select “Students”.

9. To exclude deceased students from the run of letters, mark **Exclude deceased?**.

10. In the **Start date** field, select “<Specific range>” and enter “03/01/07” in the **Start date** field and “04/30/07” in the **End date** field.

11. In the **Include [ ] actions** field, select “Incomplete”.

12. Leave **Mark included actions complete [ ]** marked, and select “<Specific date>” in the field. Enter “04/30/07”.
13. Use the default values for all other fields on the General tab.

14. Select the Fields to Include tab.

15. Select **Students Name** field and click the single arrow to move it to the **Fields to Include** box.

16. Then add the **First name** and **Full address** fields.

17. Select the Filters tab.
18. For this example we filter by <Financial Aid Letter> for the Action Types filter. For more information about filtering, see “Filters Tab” on page 278.

19. On the toolbar, click **Send to Word merge wizard**. The Save Mailing as screen appears.

20. Enter a mailing name and description and click **Save**. The Save Mailing as screen closes and the Word mail merge wizard welcome screen appears.
21. Click **Next**.

22. The program exports data based on the parameters you defined in the previous steps and then the What type of Mail Merge do you want to run? screen appears.

![Microsoft Word Mail Merge Wizard](image)

23. Select **Perform a simple mail merge using only one document**.

24. Click **Next**. The Create the document and merge the data screen appears.

![Microsoft Word Mail Merge Wizard](image)

25. Click **Create merge document**.
26. *Word* opens automatically to a blank document to use to create your form letter.

27. You already created the text for the form letter in steps 1 through 3 — now you need to insert it into this blank document. From the file menu, select **Insert, File**. The Insert File screen appears.
28. Browse to the location where you saved the form letter. Select the Word *.doc file and click Insert. The text for the form letter appears in the new Word document.

29. Highlight the placeholder for which you want to insert the first field of information. For this example, we highlight the <Student's name> placeholder in the header so we can insert the Students Name field in its place.
30. Once the placeholder is highlighted, click **Insert Blackbaud Student Information System field** on the toolbar. A list of the exported fields appears.

31. Select the first field you need from the list. For this example, we select the **Students Name** field. The program field name for **Students Name** appears in the document replacing the `<Student’s name>` placeholder.
32. Repeat these steps to continue placing the fields in the appropriate placeholders. For this example, we also add the Full address and First name fields.

33. To return to the wizard to continue the merge process, click Save and return to SIS. You return to the Edit the document and merge the data screen.

34. To run the merge, click Finish. The Confirm File Location screen appears.
The **Save document as** field displays the default location for saving merge documents. You can use this location or click the binoculars to browse to a different location.

35. Click **OK**. The program processes the merge and then opens automatically to the first page of the merged document in **Word**.

- This single **Word** document contains all of the merged documents created from the export, each appearing on a separate page. Faculty/staff-specific information now appears in each place you inserted a field name.
- To view the other documents created, scroll down to view the next page.

36. You can edit the document directly in **Word**. When finished, save and close the document, exit **Word**, and return to your action letter parameter file.

37. To save the action letter parameters, click **Save** on the toolbar.

38. To close action letter and return to the Letters page, in the upper right corner of the screen, click **X**.

Creating a Conditional Word Merge

The conditional merge process is essentially the same process as a simple merge in that both use Microsoft **Word** integrated features to produce documents customized with information exported from your **Blackbaud Student Information System** database. However, with the conditional merge, you can create more complex merges that use multiple form letters rather than a single form letter. Furthermore, you can define conditional “If/Then” statements that determine which document a recipient should receive.

For example, using Checklist Letters, you can create form letters to send to applicants who completed specific checklist items — such as submitting an application or immunization form. You can create an export file of applicants, and using the conditional merge process, define conditional statements that match applicants with the letter they should receive based on the checklist item they completed. Furthermore, each letter is customized with information specific to its recipient, such as his name and address.
Overview of the Process

This is an overview of the process you would use to create the checklist letters described in the previous example:

**Step 1.** In Word, create two unique letters, one letter to acknowledge receipt of an application form and another to acknowledge receipt of the immunization form. Leave placeholders for exported information.

**Step 2.** In Admissions Office Mail, define parameters for the information to export for letters. For example, on the General tab, define a completion date range and include only completed checklist items. On the Fields to Include tab, select the Applicant Name and Full Address fields. On the Filters tab, select to include only the “completed application form”, and “completed immunization form” for the Checklist Items filter.

**Step 3.** Click Send to Word merge wizard on the toolbar to access the Word merge wizard. Go through its steps including exporting the data, selecting conditional mail merge, and selecting the conditional field. For this example, the conditional field is Checklist item.

**Step 4.** Click New Document to access the Conditional Word Merge Wizard screen. Define conditional statements to match recipients with the letter they should receive based on the checklist item they completed. For this example, one conditional statement would be, “Use this document when Checklist item is equal to completed application form”.

**Step 5.** Click Edit merge document to access Word. Insert the letter created for the first condition into the blank Word document.

**Step 6.** Insert the field names you selected in the export into the placeholders created for that information. For example, if you left a placeholder for the applicant’s name, insert the Applicant Name field here.

**Step 7.** Repeat steps 4 and 5 for the other letter.

**Step 8.** Return to the Word merge wizard and click Finish to run the merge. Word opens automatically to the first page of the merged document. A *.doc file containing the merged documents is saved in the location you specified.

- **Creating a conditional merge letter in Mail**
  1. Once you complete the planning of your documents, open Word.
  2. Create the first form letter by typing the document in Word, leaving placeholders for the fields of information you will add. For example, we create the first letter for applicants who submitted an application form. The letter begins with a header with the applicant’s address and a salutation. We leave placeholders for the applicant’s name and each address field.

    <Applicant’s name>
    <Address>
    <City>, <State> <Zip>
    Dear <First name>,

    <Second letter content>
We enclose the field name in brackets < > to designate a placeholder. These placeholders help identify where exported information should be inserted.

3. When you finish, save the form letter in a location you can easily access again.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for the other condition. For this example, we also create form letters for applicants who submitted an immunization form.
5. Open Admission’s Office. On the navigation bar, click Mail. The Mail page appears.
8. In the Create letters for field, select “Applicants”.
9. In the Completion Date field, select “<Specific range>” and enter “6/1/06” in the Start date field and “6/30/06” in the End date field.
10. In the Include box, mark Completed and unmark all other statuses.
11. Unmark Mark included checklist items complete.
12. Use the default values for all other fields on the General tab.

13. Select the Fields to Include tab.
14. Under the Applicants folder, select the Applicants Name field and click the single arrow to move it to the Fields to Include box. Then select the First name field.
15. Under the Addresses folder, select the Address, City, State/Province, ZIP/Postcode fields.
16. Under the Checklist folder, select **Checklist item**.

17. Select the Filters tab.

18. For this example we filter by “Application form received” and “Immunization form received” for the Checklist Items filter. For more information about filtering, see “Filters Tab” on page 278.
19. On the toolbar, click **Send to Word merge wizard**. The Save Mailing as screen appears.

![Save Mailing as](image1)

20. Enter a mailing name and description and click **Save**. The Save Mailing as screen closes and the Word mail merge wizard welcome screen appears.

![Microsoft Word Mail Merge Wizard](image2)

21. Click **Next**.

22. The program exports data based on the parameters you defined in the previous steps and then the What type of Mail Merge do you want to run? screen appears.
23. Select **Perform a conditional mail merge using multiple documents**.

![Microsoft Word Mail Merge Wizard](image)

24. Click **Next**. The Choose your conditional field screen appears listing all the fields you selected on the Fields to Include tab.

25. Select the field to use as the condition for the documents. For this example, we select the **Checklist item** field.
26. Click **Next**. The Create merge documents screen appears.

![Create merge documents](image)


28. In the first field, select “equal to”.

29. In the **this value** field, select the first field value to use as a condition. In this example, we select “Application form received”. This will match applicants who submitted an application with the appropriate letter.

30. In the **Document description** field, enter a name for the document. For this example, we name the document “Application form received”.

![Conditional Merge Document](image)
31. Click **Edit merge document**. *Word* opens to a blank document titled “Merge document for condition ‘Application form received’”.

32. You already created the text for the form letter in steps 1 through 3 — now you need to insert it into this blank document. From the menu bar, select **Insert, File**. The Insert File screen appears.

33. Browse to the location where you saved the form letter for the first condition. Select the *Word* *.doc* file and click **Insert**. The text for the form letter appears in the *Word* document.
34. Highlight the placeholder for which you want to insert the first field of information. For this example, we highlight the <Applicant’s name> placeholder in the header so we can insert the Applicant name field in its place.

35. Once the placeholder is highlighted, click Insert Blackbaud Student Information System field on the toolbar. A list of the exported fields appears.
36. Select the first field you need from the list. For this example, we select the **Applicant name** field. The program field name for **Applicant name** appears in the letter replacing the `<Applicant’s name>` placeholder.

37. Repeat these steps to continue placing fields in the appropriate placeholders. For this example, we also add the **Address**, **City**, **State**, **ZIP**, **First name**, and **Checklist item** fields.

38. To return to the wizard to continue the merge process, click **Save and return to SIS to Merge**. You return to the Conditional Merge Document screen.
39. Click **OK**. You return to the Create merge documents screen and the new condition appears in the grid.

![Microsoft Word Mail Merge Wizard](image)

40. Click **New Document**. The Conditional Merge Document screen appears. Repeat steps 27 through 39 until you have created a document for each condition.

41. Once you have added program fields to each form letter, click **Finish** to run the merge. The Confirm File Location screen appears.

42. The **Document name** field displays the name you used for the parameter file. You can use this name or enter another.

   The **Save in folder** field displays the default location for saving merge documents. You can use this location or click the binoculars to browse to a different location.

**Note:** The merge process creates a *doc file and an *html file in the file location you specified. The *html file lists all the exported information included in the documents.

43. Click **OK**. The program processes the merge and then opens automatically to the first of the generated documents in **Word**.

   Applicant-specific information now appears in each place you inserted a field name.
44. You can edit the document directly in Word. When finished, save and close the document, exit Word, and return to the checklist letter parameter file.

45. To save the checklist letter parameters, click Save on the toolbar.

46. To close checklist letter and return to the Letters page, in the upper right corner of the screen, click X.
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